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Chapterr 1
Introduction n
1.11 Observations
Approximatelyy once a day satellites detect short flashes of 7-rays, called 7-ray bursts
(GRBs),, at random positions in the sky which outshine all other sources of 7-rays
combined,, including the sun. Until today, over 30 years after their discovery (Klebesadell et al. 1973), the origin of GRBs remains unexplained in large parts. Due to
progresss in observations and theory in the past years the over one hundred models
consideredd as possible in the early 90's (Nemiroff 1994) boiled down to only a few.
Butt no theory is still generally accepted, what makes GRBs to one of the greatest
challengess for modern astrophysics.

1.1.11 Prompt emission
Fromm the several thousand bursts which have been observed and localised in the past
onee can draw some fundamental conclusions. The isotropic spherical distribution of
burstss (Fishman k, Meegan 1995; Fishman 1999; Paciesas et al. 1999) rule out that
GRBss are associated with objects in the Galactic plane or halo. The number distributionn function of total received energies tells us something about the distribution
inn space. Under the simplifying assumption that GRBs are standard candles the flux
distributionn function hints toward cosmological source distances since the distributionn does not resemble that of a homogeneous source distribution in Euclidian space
(Meegann et al. 1992).
GRBB light curves in 7-rays show a large variety. They can be chaotic with lots of
narroww emission peaks or also rather simple as displayed in figure 1.1. No burst is like
thee other. The shortest observed variability time scale is approximately ST w 1 ms
(Bhatt et al. 1992; Walker et al. 2000).
Burstss occur in at least 2 different types, distinguished by their burst duration
(shorterr or longer than 2 s) and spectral hardness (Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Unfortunately,, obtaining precise locations has so far been only possible for long bursts.
Thus,, most information about GRBs, especially those from afterglow observations
(seee next section), apply only to the class of long bursts.
AA typical energy spectrum of a GRB is displayed in figure 1.2. The shape is clearly
non-thermall but resembles two smoothly linked power law components (Band et al.
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Figuree 1.1: Example light curves of GRBs for photon energies > 20keV. The left panel
showss t h e irregular, chaotic curve of BATSE burst 1676 with peak widths of ~ I s . The
rightt panel displays a light curve of simpler shape where the typical variability time scale
iss of the order of the total burst duration. Both graphs are taken from the BATSE archive
(http://f64.nsstc.nasa.gov/batse/grb/lightcurve/). .
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Figuree 1.2: Example of a time integrated spectrum of the bright GRB 910503 obtained by
thee Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (Schaefer et al. 1994).
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1.11.1 Observations
1993).. The peak of the i/F^-function, where most of the energy is received, hes
typicallyy at a few hundred keV (Mallozzi et al. 1995). Only a small fraction of the
totall prompt emission energy is detected at low photon energies E < 10 keV. The
spectraa of some bursts extend up to GeV energies (Hurley 1994; Schneid et al. 1995;
Fishmann 1999).

1.1.22 Afterglows
Besidee the 'prompt' emission observed mainly in the 7-ray range radiation can be
detectedd for a much longer time at lower energies ranging from X-rays to the radio
band.. In 1997 thanks to the Italian-Dutch satellite BeppoSAX it became possiblee to detect this afterglow of a GRB at optical, soft X-ray and radio wavelengths
(vann Paradijs et al. 1997; Costa et al. 1997; Frail et al. 1997). The Wide Field hard
X-rayy Cameras (WFCs) aboard this satellite were able for the first time to locate
GRBss precisely enough to allow finding counterparts at other wavelengths. Optical
afterglowss are associated with distant galaxies which are interpreted to be the host
galaxiess of the GRBs. Recent observations show that the afterglow, at least in the
X-rayy band, starts immediately after or even overlaps with the prompt burst (Giblin
ett al. 1999; Frontera et al. 2000; Tkachenko et al. 2000). For a comprehensive review
onn afterglows see van Paradijs et al. (2000).
Whilee X-ray afterglows are detected in almost all follow-up observations of long
burstss (Costa et al. 1999) only about half of these GRBs show afterglows in the
opticall range. This may be caused by absorption due to dust (Groot et al. 1998).
Opticall observations start usually within one day after the 7-event. As time proceeds
thee afterglow emission evolves from short to long wavelengths until it reaches the
radioo band (van Paradijs et al. 2000; Pian 2001).
Observationss of absorption lines in optical afterglows due to absorption by the
interstellarr medium in the host galaxies reveal the redshift (and distance) of GRBs.
Thee host's distance is also estimated by investigating the emission features or the
colourr of the galaxy light. The about 20 redshifts determined up till now lie between
zz = 0.4 and 4.5 (Greiner 2002) [except for the case of GRB 980425 which likely was
associatedd with SN 1998bw in the spiral galaxy ESO184-G82 at 45 Mpc distance
(z(z = 0.008, e.g. Galama et al. 1998), but was intrinsically about three orders of
magnitudee weaker than the bursts at cosmological distances] These findings gave the
finalfinal proof that GRB happen at cosmological distances.
Knowingg the distance one can derive the absolute luminosity of bursts. Assuming
thatt the emission is isotropic, the GRBs with known red-shifts indicate that 3 10 5 1 22 10 54 erg (Bloom et al. 2001) are released as prompt emission. Investigations of
thee the afterglow light curve shapes show that the outflow is jet-like, which lowers
thee total energy released (Kulkarni et al. 1999; Sari et al. 1999). Recent analysis
off a sample of afterglow light curves yields total released energies clustering around
»» 5 10 50 erg (Frail et al. 2001).
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1.22 Implications for 7-ray burst models
1.2.11 Relativistic outflows

Promm the basic observational properties some stringent conclusions can be drawn.
Onee identifies the shortest observed time scale in GRB light curves ST0bs with the
extentt of the central energy source. A variation time scale 6T0\yS « 1 ms corresponds
too an object size not more than c-£T0bs ~ 300 km. Only compact objects like neutron
starss and black holes (BHs) are small enough to allow high energy processes on these
shortt time scales.
Fromm the received radiation energy one can calculate the radiation energy density
inn the vicinity of the GRB engine, if it were a static object. The inferred high energy
densityy would lead to a very rapid creation of thermalized pairs (Cavallo &c Rees
1978;; Piran & Shemi 1993). A fireball forms in which the total energy density is
extremelyy large. The optical depth of such a fireball would be huge (Guilbert et al.
1983;; Carrigan & Katz 1992; Piran 1999) which would lead to a thermal radiation
spectrum.. At these optical depths all photons with energies > mec2 degrade to
createe pairs. But because high energy photons and non-thermal spectra are observed,
GRBB radiation cannot come from optically thick fireballs. This issue, called the
compactnesscompactness problem, was addressed early (Ruderman 1975; Schmidt 1978) and w
usedd initially as an argument against the cosmological origin of GRBs.
Thee compactness problem is solved if the emitting material is streaming ultrarelativisticallyy towards the observer. Ultra-relativistically moving matter emits radiationn within a narrow cone around the direction of motion with opening half-angle
88 « 1/r where T is the Lorentz factor. The collision angles for photons are reduced
whichh lowers the probability for pair creation and the optical depth. Also, the relativisticc Doppler effect lets the emission time interval appear shorter by the factor
2 r 22 to a stationary observer. Thus the emission time in the restframe of the emitting
plasmaa is longer than the time obtained from the variability time scale. This allows
thee radiation to originate from a larger spatial region without being contradictory
too a central engine's extent of c <5T0bsAA large Lorentz factor alleviates the compactness problem by both effects. A
detailedd analysis of this topic (Fenimore et al. 1993; Woods &; Loeb 1995; Lithwick
&& Sari 2001) reveals that the required Lorentz factor must be of the order T ^ 100.
Thee outflowing material radiates while it travels outward. But the time interval in
whichh this happens is observed highly compressed due to the extreme Doppler effect
att these Lorentz factors. It contributes only little to the variability of the source.
Thee variability observed is thus the variability of the central engine itself (up to
effectss of the cosmological redshift).

1.2.22 Energy transport and conversion into radiation
Thee GRB central engine injects energy into a small region which produces a ultrarelativisticc outflow (Goodman 1986; Paczyiiski 1986). The energy is carried from
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1.21.2 Implications for 7-ray burst models
thee engine to larger radii where the flow becomes optically thin and where the nonthermall radiation is produced. The adiabatic expansion of the medium converts part
off the energy into kinetic energy. This is especially true if the fireball is contaminated
byy only few baryons (Shemi & Piran 1990; Paczynski 1990). The opacity is much
higherr due to the non-annihilating electrons. As a result the thermal energy is almost
completelyy converted into kinetic energy of the baryons. Thus many GRB models
assumee that the energy is transported outward by kinetic energy flux.
Sincee most of the energy of the engine appears to be converted into 7-radiation, an
efficientt mechanism is needed to convert kinetic energy into non-thermal radiation.
Thiss is a key aspect of a GRB model. One way of achieving such conversion is
throughh shock waves. The GRB outflow might plough into the ambient, external
mediumm creating an external shock (Rees & Mészaros 1992). Based on this model
thee afterglow was predicted successfully in the radio (Paczynski & Rhoads 1993),
opticall (Katz 1994; Mészaros &; Rees 1997a), and X-ray bands (Vietri 1997) and
theree is now consensus that external shocks power the afterglow.
Thee complex GRB pulse profiles are not easily explainable by external shocks.
Instead,, internal shocks among shells of outflowing matter can explain the light
curvess (Rees & Mészaros 1994; Sari & Piran 1997a; Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998).
Butt internal shocks are not very efficient in converting the kinetic energy back into
radiation.. If the Lorentz factor varies by a factor of a few, the efficiency is only of the
orderr of 1% (Kumar 1999; Panaitescu et al. 1999; Lazzati et al. 1999; Spada et al.
2000).. To be efficient the Lorentz factors must vary by several orders of magnitude
(Beloborodovv 2000; Kobayashi & Sari 2001). Otherwise most of the energy stays
inn kinetic form and powers the afterglow in the external shock. This contradicts
thee observations that the prompt emission energy is comparable or larger than the
energyy in the afterglow. Models exist which also explain the variable prompt emission
byy an external shock (Dermer Sz Mitman 1999). However, Sari & Piran (1997b)
demonstratedd that a single release of energy by the central engine can only produce
smooth,, single peaked light curves. This difficult issue remains unsettled.
Thee obvious alternative to transport the energy outward is by electromagnetic
fields.fields. A plasma-loaded Poynting flux is able to accelerate the flow and transport
energyy into the optically thin domain. There, the energy can be converted efficiently
intoo radiation by magnetic reconnection processes. The main part of this thesis deals
withh this scenario.

1.2.33 Energy release by the central engine
Thee proposed solution of the compactness problem predicts the existence of an ultrarelativisticc outflow from a compact central engine. The prompt emission must originatee from an optically thin region at a certain distance away from the central engine.
Thee required large Lorentz values forces the total energy density to be much larger
thann the rest mass energy of the matter involved in the flow. A central question
arises:: what physical mechanism produces this baryon-poor ultra-relativistic outflow?flow? What is the central engine? These questions are hard to answer since we
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foundd that the radiation does not come from the hidden engine itself. Instead one
hass to deduce its nature from the outflow it generates.
Thee collision and coalescence of two neutron stars releases « 5 10 53 erg of gravitationall binding energy (Clark & Eardley 1977), enough to power a GRB. The
existencee of such merger events was proven by the observation of the famous binary
pulsarr PSR1913+16 (Hulse & Taylor 1975; Taylor & Weisberg 1982). This system
losess angular momentum and energy by gravitational waves so that the neutron stars
mustt ultimately merge. The estimated rate of mergers per galaxy is comparable to
thee rate for GRBs (Piran 1992; Cohen & Piran 1995; van den Heuvel &: Lorimer
1996).. This makes the coalescence scenario a popular model for the GRB central
enginee (Paczyfiski 1990; Eichler et al. 1989; Mészaros & Rees 1992a,b; Narayan et al.
1992).. But double neutron star mergers show problems in some other respects. Most
off the binding energy escapes as neutrinos (Clark & Eardley 1977) and only a small
fractionn (Eichler et al. 1989) can annihilate vv —> e+e~ to produce a fireball. Numericall calculations validate this statement and also indicate a high baryonic pollution
(Ruffertt & Janka 1999, 2001). A too high mass loading prohibits the outflow to
attainn the required large Lorentz factors. Furthermore, the energy release happens
inn one pulse within 0.1-1 s and is unable to produce a large variability.
Theree are a couple of other models based on the release of gravitational binding
energy.. Some involve the core collapse of a massive and rotating star to a BH around
whichh a torus of accreting material forms. Such a scenario is called failed supernova
(Woosleyy 1993), hypernova (Paczynski 1998) or collapsar (MacFadyen k, Woosley
1999).. Fryer et al. (1999) describe some stellar evolution paths which lead to possible
progenitorss for this scenario. The term supranova Vietri & Stella (1998) describes the
implosionn of a supra-massive neutron star which has lost its centrifugal support and
collapsess to a BH with remnant torus. All these models involve an accreting massive
toruss around a BH. The GRB energy is gravitational and rotational energy of the
toruss and might also contain rotational energy of the BH extracted by the Blandford
&L&L Znajek (1977) mechanism. If the accretion happens within the stellar envelope
thee energy might be funnelled into a jet along the rotation axis and collimated by
thee surrounding matter.
AA gravitational collapse primarily leads to the conversion of gravitational binding
energyy into thermal energy. If the rotation of an object is around its maximal
breakupp value, as it is the case in the BH-torus models above, the rotational energy
iss comparable to the gravitational binding energy. The rotational energy is also fed
byy gravitational energy if the objects contracts. This rotational energy reservoir
cann be tapped by an electromagnetic field. A magnetic field at the surface exerts
magneticc stresses which extract rotational energy and drive an outflow of Poynting
flux.flux. The physics of this mechanism constitutes a large part of this thesis and is
furtherr discussed below in section 1.3. A large magnetic field in an accreting torus is
naturallyy generated by the differential rotation. The magnetic field is wound up and
amplifiedd to a field strength at which it becomes buoyant. Emergence of the field at
thee surface creates a magnetic rotator, leading to the extraction of the rotational and
bindingg energy and the generation of a Poynting flux (Narayan et al. 1992; Thompson
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1994;; Mészaros & Rees 1997b; Katz 1997; Wheeler et al. 2000). Since the energy
doess not get converted into neutrinos such rotationally driven engines are potentially
moree efficient.
Thee Poynting flux luminosity is proportional to the square of the magnetic field
strengthh at the source surface and the third power of rotation rate. In order to qualify
forr a GRB central engine and the production of a required luminosity, models have to
supplyy a high enough rotation energy in addition to the large magnetic field and the
fastt rotation rate. Besides the BH-torus models there exist alternatives explaining
howw other objects can evolve to fulfil all three of the conditions listed. A collapsed
whitee dwarf possesses a sufficiently high rotational energy to power a GRB. If the star
accretess matter in a binary system until it exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit, it might
collapsee to a neutron star, which amplifies the magnetic field and the rotation rate
significantlyy (Usov 1992, 1994; Ruderman et al. 2000). This would produce a source
withh a powerful Poynting flux. Another proposed scenario is a spun-up neutron star
inn a X-ray binary system (Spruit 1999). In this scenario differential rotation winds
upp an internal magnetic field to a critical field strength so that it becomes buoyant
andd emerges abruptly from its surface.

1.33 The role of magnetic fields
AA rotating non-axisymmetric magnetic field emits energy and angular momentum
throughh an electromagnetic field in vacuum. For stellar objects the electromagnetic
fieldfield is plasma loaded and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects allow even axisymmetricc rotators to lose angular momentum by MHD winds. The rate of angular
momentumm loss is similar in both cases. The magnetic field is usually modelled to
consistt of open field lines running from the stellar surface to infinity and a region of
closedd field lines. The field slings the plasma along its open field lines. The matter
mustt be initially lifted a bit from the stellar surface by thermal pressure or centrifugall forces but is then accelerated by MHD forces in the direction of rotation so that
itt tends to corotates. Though this corotation is not strict and gets weaker at larger
distancess from the star, the matter flow is accelerated in azimuthal direction and
thuss gains energy and angular momentum. This angular momentum is extracted
fromfrom the central object by magnetic stress.
Thiss model of a centrifugally driven stellar wind is quite old in astronomy. It was
firstfirst applied to the solar wind by Weber & Davis (1967) and Mestel (1968). The
Sunn is a slowly rotating star with a rather small magnetic field on its surface so
thatt the outflow is mainly driven by the thermal energy. It is therefore not the best
examplee for magnetically driven wind. But for rapidly rotating stars with a stronger
magneticc field the picture changes (Belcher & MacGregor 1976). In this case the
sling-shott mechanism supplies most of the energy to the outflow. Near the surface,
wheree velocities are low, the Poynting flux carries almost all the wind energy, while
thee kinetic energy flux of the matter constitutes only a small fraction. In this case
thee outflow is called Poynting flux dominated. Pulsars are the best example for the
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electromagneticc extraction of rotational energy. Due to the precise period timing
onee can observe the slowing down of the neutron star and can thus infer the energy
extracted. .
Thee total energy being extracted from a rotating object depends on the rotation
ratee and the magnetic field strength on the surface. For application to GRBs it is
essentiall to explain both the acceleration to large Lorentz factors of F ^ 100 and the
radiation.. The processes must be efficient, such that the total energy needed does
nott exceed the total energy supplied by standard models as discussed in section 1.2.3.
Synchrotronn radiation is commonly assumed to play an important role for the
non-thermall radiation. In the context of the internal shock model the magnetic field
neededd is assumed to be generated locally by microscopic processes in the shock
(Mészaross & Rees 1993; Wijers et al. 1997; Thompson & Madau 2000). The energy
densityy of the magnetic field must be on the order of the thermal energy density of
thee plasma for the radiation process t o be sufficiently fast. These assumptions are
nott well founded and the physics of magnetic field generation by shocks is not clear.
Otherr studies show that the field generated is weak and limited to a small region
behindd the shock (Gruzinov 2001). A large scale magnetic field carried along in the
outfloww would alleviate these problems and ensure short synchrotron cooling times
(Reess & Mészaros 1994). All models involving a Poynting flux dominated outflow,
includingg the one presented in this thesis, supply the magnetic field needed for the
synchrotronn radiation in a natural way.

1.3.11 Magnetocentrifugal acceleration of outflows
Onee of the things a magnetic field has to achieve in a successful GRB model is
accelerationn to a high Lorentz factor. There turn out to be two magnetic processes
thatt help accelerate the flow. The first is centrifugal acceleration by the rotating
magneticc field, the process invoked with great success for protostellar and AGN
jets.. The second is acceleration by an outward magnetic pressure gradient. This
happenss especially when there is internal dissipation of magnetic energy in the flow.
Itt turns out that the second is by far the most important in the GRB context, but
forr historical reasons we start with the discussion of the centrifugal process.
Lett us first regard the acceleration potential of a magnetocentrifugally driven outflowflow using ideal MHD. The general magnetic field structure is three-dimensional and
time-variable,, and the MHD interaction with the matter is extremely complicated.
Inn the simplest approach a configuration with high symmetry is considered. For
ann axisymmetric configuration with aligned magnetic and rotation axes, called an
alignedd rotator, the outflow in the equatorial plane is stationary and axisymmetric
inn an idealised case. The field lines are assumed to be anchored at the stellar surface
andd extend to infinity. In addition, the streamlines are assumed to be straight in the
poloidall plane which makes the problem one dimensional in space. This model is the
classicall one used for magnetic stellar winds. For an outflow which is non-relativistic
everywhere,, one finds rather simple limits. If the flow is Poynting flux dominated
nearr the source, 1/3 of the Poynting flux is converted into kinetic energy flux (Belcher
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&c&c MacGregor 1976). This may be regarded as 'efficient' since the kinetic energy flux
iss of the same order as the remaining fraction of Poynting flux.
Sadly,, this promising result cannot be transferred to the case where the flow is
relativisticc from the beginning. In this case the flow's Lorentz factor increases only
weaklyy and the ratio of initial Poynting to kinetic energy flux remains almost constant.. The energy simply stays in the form of an electromagnetic wave.
Onee has to note that the radial flow geometry in the poloidal plane is a very special
case.. In a real environment the flow shape is determined by the pressure exerted
perpendicularr to the flow direction. A flow in which the lateral pressure is balanced
everywheree is not radial in the poloidal plane. Calculating a magnetised outflow
selff consistently in two dimensions is a great computational challenge. But one can
investigatee as a first step an outflow for a pre-given poloidal geometry.
Begelmann & Li (1994) found that the poloidal flow geometry, that is the the shape
off the flow lines in the meridional plane, determines the Poynting flux conversion for
magneticallyy driven relativistic cold outflows. The flow geometry is not decisive at all
radiii but only at source distances where the flow is faster than the fast magnetosonic
speed.. The radius where the flow becomes faster than the fast magnetosonic speed
iss called fast point radius rjp. Prom this radius on the Poynting flux is converted
intoo kinetic energy if the flow lines diverge faster than in the radial case. To put it
moree precisely, if the crossection of a magnetic flux tube has the area A at radius
ff > ffp-, t n e Poynting flux scales as r2/A. Efficient conversion would happen if the
flowflow passes through a kind of nozzle, and then were to expand beyond the fast point
radius.. In the relativistic case, only this rather special geometry allows for good
Poyntingg flux conversion.
Thee magnetic field in the outflow is spiral-like. While at smaller radii the radial
fieldfield component Br is important, the azimuthal component B^ dominates at larger
radii.. This is due to the scaling Br oc r~ 2 , B^ oc r _ 1 at large radii. To understand
whyy the geometry has such a large influence on the flow acceleration one can regard
thee field configuration neglecting Br. Without thermal pressure of the matter, only
thee magnetic tension and the magnetic pressure gradient act on the flow along the
radiall unit vector e r . For the outflow geometry considered the magnetic pressure
actss outwards — grad B2/{87r) = erB2/(4nr) while the tension force points into the
oppositee direction (B V)-B/(4TT) = — e r £? 2 /(47rr), causing these force components
too cancel exactly for B oc r~l. This is also true for other latitudes besides the
equatoriall plane. At smaller distances to the polar axis the tension force is greater
duee to the larger field curvature, but the projection on the radius vector compensates
forr that. Only a scaling which is different from B oc r - 1 produces an unbalanced force
component.. This treatment at larger radii where the flow is super-fast-magnetosonic
iss intuitive and simple. At smaller distances the radial field component comes into
play.. This complicates the task to determine the flow and field geometry there and
aa purely intuitive treatment is hardly possible.
Sincee the geometry is the critical element in magnetocentrifugally driven outflows
itt is important to investigate the effects of general relativity. For GRBs, the central
enginess are assumed to be compact objects and the strong gravitational field near the
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sourcee might influence the outflow and the Poynting flux conversion. Frederic Daigne
andd I investigated these effects by extending Sakurai's (1985) elegant treatment of
stellarr winds to the general relativistic case. In chapter 3 it is shown that change in
spacee time geometry due to general relativity is not relevant for the conversion of
Poyntingg flux to kinetic energy flux. Still, the flow geometry at larger radii controls
thee Poynting flux conversion completely. We show there that the results of Begelman
&;; Li (1994) also apply for relativistic outflows including thermal and gravitational
effects. .
Chapterr 4 arose in an attempt to model equatorial outflows more self consistently.
II investigate there how the flow geometry, and therefore the Poynting flux conversion,
off non-relativistic stellar winds is influenced by an external static magnetosphere.
Thiss approach does not specify the flow divergence a priori but one needs some
knowledgee about the strength of the magnetosphere.

1.3.22 Dissipation by reconnection of magnetic fields: powering
7-rayy burst outflows and radiation
Inn the previous discussion we assumed that ideal MHD applies. The assumption is
quitee reasonable if there are enough free electric charges in the plasma to sustain
thee needed currents. Then, resistivity and magnetic diffusivity can be neglected. On
thee other hand, if the density of charges cannot account for the needed currents,
ann electric field forms in the comoving frame and the magnetic field dissipates by
plasma-physicall processes, e.g. large amplitude electromagnetic waves (LAEMW).
Inn the context of GRBs this situation might occur for a pure e -fireball since almostt all particles annihilate (Usov 1994; Blackman Sz Yi 1998; Lyutikov 2001). For
GRBB parameters, however, one finds that even a very small baryon content suffices
too provide enough charge carriers in the outflow to maintain the MHD condition
throughoutt the relevant parts of the flow. This statement is substantiated and discussedd in chapter 2 and 5.
Evenn if enough charges are present for the ideal MHD approximation in large parts
off the outflow, magnetic fields can still dissipate by means of rapid reconnection
(Petschekk 1964; Parker 1979; Biskamp 2000; Priest & Forbes 2000). This happens
iff flow elements drag oppositely aligned magnetic fields towards each other. Even
'harmless'' looking flows (smooth and relatively large scale) can mix up the field
soo fast that large field gradients develop and diffusion becomes important. This
iss especially the case in the collisionless plasmas occurring here, where so-called
'anomalouss resistivity' is usually important. In the fractal reconnection volume where
thiss happens the magnetic energy is released as thermal energy. The topological
changee of the field looks as if the field lines are cut and reconnected at different ends.
Forr such a process to happen it is necessary that there are variations in the magnetic
fieldfield direction on small length scales. Since these variations are produced naturally
byy a rotating non-axisymmetric magnetic field, dissipation of magnetic energy by
reconnectionn is a viable idea for magnetised GRB outflows.
Inn chapter 2 the possible structure of the magnetic fields is studied. Time and
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lengthh scales for the physical processes in the outflow are estimated. Chapter 5
consistss of a dynamic model of outflow driven by the release of dissipated magnetic
energy.. The description of the magnetic dissipation rate makes use of the fact that
thee rate of reconnection scales with the local Alfvén speed in the comoving medium.
Sincee the typical scale of the small scale field variability is known (from the rotation
ratee of the central object and the outflow speed) one can model the mean time on
whichh the magnetic field decays. Prom this an evolution equation for the magnetic
fieldfield is derived. Together with the conservation of mass, energy and momentum
forr stationary relativistic MHD the system of equations is solved. In chapter 5
analyticc approximations to these solutions are derived, using additional simplifying
assumptions.. These results already show the main qualitative behaviour of some
physicall properties at the photosphere and asymptotically at large distance, and
identifyy the photosphere as a potentially interesting source of thermal radiation.
Finally,, in chapter 6 the full stationary outflow solutions are computed numerically.
Thee mass, energy, momentum and field evolution equations are rewritten as set of
coupledd ordinary differential equations. These are integrated numerically starting
fromfrom small radii. The flow shows two distinct regions. In the optically thick regime
thee fluid is radiation dominated but still rather cold (cooled by adiabatic expansion
inn spite of the magnetic dissipation that is already setting in) and without pairs.
Att the photosphere the flow becomes transparent and thermal radiation escapes.
There,, fast cooling keeps the medium cool while the dissipating magnetic energy
getss converted rapidly into non-thermal radiation. The magnetic pressure gradient
leadss to acceleration even in the optically thin domain until the dissipation ceases.
Thiss model predicts robustly a thermal component in GRB radiation. Also, X-ray
flashesflashes (Heise et al. 2001; Heise & in 't Zand 2002), the probable soft counterparts
too GRBs, are explained to be just the same kind of magnetised winds, but with a
largerr mass loading.
Thee magnetic energy released in the optically thin regime produces non-thermal
radiation.. The production of this radiation is efficient: asymptotically (at low baryon
loading)) half of the magnetic energy is transformed into non-thermal radiation (the
remainderr into kinetic energy). The reconnection process thus produces, at the same
time,, a very effective acceleration and efficient non-thermal radiation. Two major
questionss of the GRB mystery are thus answered by the model.

1.44 Summary of main results
Inn this section I summarise the highlights presented in this thesis:
An elegant formulation for magnetocentrifugally accelerated outflows in general
relativityy was found in collaboration with Frederic Daigne. The investigation
showedd that neither the influence of curved spacetime near the compact source
norr the thermal pressure of the matter are important for the conversion of
Poyntingg flux to kinetic energy flux. Instead, if the flow is relativistic from the
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beginningg only the shape of the flow lines at larger distances are crucial. This
extendss and verifies the findings of Begelman & Li (1992) which were found
forr cold flows without gravity influence.
Non-axisymmetric rotating magnetic fields produce MHD outflows with wavelikee spatial structure in which a considerable amount of magnetic energy is
stored.. This energy can be released by reconnection processes in the outflow.
Thee magnetic field carried along with the matter enables the synchrotron processs while its dissipation powers the acceleration of fast particles. This scenario
evadess the problem of generating magnetic fields locally in shocks as faced in
standardd internal shock models.
The dissipation of the magnetic field proceeds as matter travels outward from
thee source. This produces a radial gradient in the magnetic pressure resulting
inn an acceleration of the flow. This acceleration is much more efficient than
magnetocentrifugall acceleration.
Dissipation in the optically thin domain of the flow converts half of the Poynting
fluxflux into non-thermal radiation. The other half accelerates the flow. For low
baryonn loading the dissipation takes place in the optically thin part of the flow.
AA Poynting flux-dominated flow from a non-axisymmetric rotator is thus at the
samee time an effective accelerator and an effective 7-radiator.
The model yields robust flux estimates for the non-thermal and thermal radiationn components as well as the apparent temperature of the latter. These
quantitiess are in principle observable and can be determined by analysing GRB
spectra.. The model thus presents a diagnostic tool for the physical properties
off the outflow near the source.
The amount of baryon loading is the central parameter which determines the
naturee of the outflow. For a large loading all the dissipation takes place in
thee optically thick domain, leading to kinetic energy and little radiation. At
intermediatee values the thermal emission becomes energetically important (up
too 15% of the total energy), and the expected radiation energy falls into the
observedd regime of X-ray flashes. The model shows that the same kind of
outflow,, but with different baryon loading, may be responsible for X-ray flashes,
X-rayy rich GRBs and regular GRBs.
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Chapterr 2
Largee scale magnetic fields and their
dissipationn in GRB fireballs
H.. C. Spruit, F. Daigne & G. Drenkhahn
AstronomyAstronomy & Astrophysics 369,394 (2001)
Abstract:: We consider possible geometries of magnetic fields in GRB
outflows,, and their evolution with distance from the source. For magneticallyy driven outflows, with an assumed ratio of magnetic to kinetic
energyy density of order unity, the field strengths are sufficient for efficientt production of 7-rays by synchrotron emission in the standard internall shock scenario, without the need for local generation of small scale
fields.. In these conditions, the MHD approximation is valid to large distancess (£, 10 19 cm). In outflows driven by nonaxisymmetric magnetic
fields,fields, changes of direction of the field cause dissipation of magnetic energyy by reconnection. Much of this dissipation takes place outside the
photospheree of the outflow, and can convert a significant fraction of the
magneticc energy flux into radiation.

2.11 Introduction
Severall models for cosmic 7-ray bursts (hereafter GRBs) make use of rapidly rotating
compactt stellar-mass sources. Though many details in each case are uncertain, the
twoo more developed and popular scenarios involve the coalescence of two compact
objectss (neutron star + neutron star or neutron star + black hole) and the collapse
off a massive star to a black hole (collapsar) (Mészaros & Rees 1992a; Narayan et al.
1992;; Woosley 1993; Paczynski 1998). Both lead to the same system: a stellar mass
blackk hole surrounded by a thick torus made of stellar debris or of infalling stellar
materiall partially supported by centrifugal forces. An other interesting proposition
(Usovv 1992; Kluzniak & Ruderman 1998; Spruit 1999) associates GRBs with highly
magnetizedd millisecond pulsars.
Thee energy release by such a source can be fed from various reservoirs. In the case
off a thick disk + black hole system, the burst can be powered by the accretion of
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diskk material by the black hole or by extracting directly the rotational energy of the
blackk hole via the Blandford-Znajek mechanism. In the case of a highly magnetised
millisecondd pulsar the energy release comes from the rotational energy of the neutron
star. .
Luminositiess as high as those of GRBs cannot be radiated in the close vicinity
off the source. The energy released must first drive a wind which rapidly becomes
relativistic.. Its kinetic energy is then converted into 7-rays (producing the prompt
emissionn of the GRB) at large radii via the formation of shocks, probably within the
windd itself (internal shock model) (Rees & Mészaros 1994; Daigne & Mochkovitch
1998).. The wind is finally decelerated by the external medium, which leads to a new
shockk responsible for the afterglow emission observed in X-rays, optical and radio
bandss (external shock model) (Katz 1994; Rhoads & Paczyriski 1993; Sari & Piran
1997a;; Wijers et al. 1997).
Thee Lorentz factor T of the relativistic wind must reach high values ( r ~ 10 2 10 3 )) both to produce 7-rays and to avoid photon-photon annihilation along the
linee of sight, whose signature is not observed in the spectra of GRBs (Goodman
1986,, see also Baring 1995). This limits the allowed amount of baryonic pollution
inn the flow to a very low level and makes the production of the relativistic wind a
challengingg problem. Only a few ideas have been proposed and none appears to be
fullyy conclusive at present.
Howeverr it is suspected that large magnetic fields play an important role. This is
obviouss in models using a highly magnetised millisecond pulsar, but in the case of a
thickk disk + black hole system a magnetic wind is also probably more efficient than
thee initial proposition where the wind is powered by the annihilation of neutrinoantineutrinoss pairs along the rotational axis (Berezinskii & Prilutskii 1987; Goodman
ett al. 1987; Ruffert et al. 1997). The magnetic field in the disk could be amplified
byy differential rotation to very large values (B ~ 10 15 G) and a magnetically driven
windd could then be emitted from the disk (Thompson 1994; Mészaros &; Rees 1997b).
Underr severe constraints on the field geometry and the dissipation close to the disk,
largee values of the lorentz factor can then be reached (Daigne Sz Mochkovitch 2000b).
Thee emission of photons at large radii via the formation of shocks is perhaps better
understoodd than the central engine. It is believed that a non-thermal population of
acceleratedd electrons is produced behind the shock waves and synchrotron and/or
inversee Compton photons are emitted. A magnetic field is then required. In the
casee of the afterglow emission, the external shock is propagating in the environment
off the source, and the magnetic field has to be locally generated by microscopic
processess (Mészaros & Rees 1993; Wijers et al. 1997; Thompson & Madau 2000).
Inn the case of the prompt 7-ray emission which is probably due to internal shocks
withinn the wind, such a locally generated magnetic field is also usually invoked (Rees
&c&c Mészaros 1994; Papathanassiou k, Mészaros 1996; Sari $z Piran 1997a; Daigne &
Mochkovitchh 1998). It has also been pointed out that a large scale field originating
fromm the source could play the same role (Mészaros et al. 1993; Mészaros & Rees
1997b;; Tavani 1996).
Thee argumentation in this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2.2 we show that
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forr typical baryon loading, the particle density in the outflow is so large that the
MHDD approximation is appropriate out to distances of the order 10 20 cm. This will
turnn out to be larger than the other relevant distances.
Duee to the baryon loading, the GRB case is therefore different from the essentially
baryon-freee pulsar wind case (e.g. Usov 1994), where the MHD approximation breaks
downn much earlier, and plasma theories of large amplitude electromagnetic waves
(LAEMW)) are applied. The GRB case is actually simpler than the pulsar case in
thiss respect.
Thee evolution of the magnetic field can therefore be dealt with in MHD approximation.. In Sect. 2.3 we discuss how the strength and configuration of the field in the
outfloww depends on assumptions about the central engine. This is done first without
allowingg for decay of the field by internal MHD processes. In Sect. 2.4 we show that
thee field strengths so obtained are sufficient to produce synchrotron and/or inverse
Comptonn emission in the standard internal shock model, without the need for local
generationn of microscopic magnetic fields. In Sect. 2.5 we then argue that internal
MHDD processes are, in fact, likely to cause magnetic field energy density t o be releasedd during the outflow. This may be a significant contributor to the observed
emission.. The efficiency of conversion of the primary energy of the central engine
too observable 7-rays can also be much higher than in internal shock models. The
argumentss are summarized again in Sect. 2.7.

2.22 The validity of the MHD approximation
Inn this section, as well as throughout this paper, a prime denotes quantities measured
inn the rest frame of the outflowing matter, unprimed quantities are measured in the
'laboratory'' frame (understood here as a frame at rest relative to the central object
off the burst).
Inn order to maintain the necessary current there must be enough plasma available.
Ass an example, consider the case of a magnetized outflow with magnetic field of alternatingg direction, as happens in a pulsar-like model (Sect. 2.3.4). We approximate
thiss as a plane sinusoidal wave with a wave number A: and a angular frequency Q:
EE
BB

= Esm(kz-Üt)ex
= Bsm{kz-Üt)ey .

(2.1)
(2.2)

Inn a frame comoving with the fluid thefieldstrength is time-independent, hence the
phasee speed of the wave in the lab frame is 0,/k = 0c. From the induction equation
VV x E = —dtB/c the relation between the electrical and magnetic field amplitudes
iss E = 0B. Ampere's equation gives the current density, j = — S7/(47r).B(/3-1 —
0)0) cos{kz - flt)ex, or, with T = (1 - /3 2 )" 1 / 2 :
ckBckB
.
(
11
(2 3)
= 4rf* '
(Thee same result is obtained if the current density is calculated in MHD approximationn in the comoving frame and then Lorentz transformed back into the lab frame.)
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Thee current that can be maintained by the outflowing medium is limited by the densityy of charged particles n. The maximum current density (in the comoving frame)
iss j ' m = n'ec, when the particles are given their maximum speed c. In the lab frame
thiss current density is (Melatos & Melrose 1996)
j mm = nec/T .

(2.4)

Iff j gets larger than j m the simple ansatz of an electromagnetic wave travelling with
thee same speed as the plasma cannot hold any longer. Thus flux freezing is impossible
andd MHD is not sufficient any more to describe the problem.
Plasmaa physical instabilities can set in at current densities much lower than (2.4).
Theyy will produce an anomalous resistivity in the plasma so that an electric field is
presentt also in the rest frame of the plasma. The electric field due to this resistivity
iss small, however, compared to the magnetic field strength as long as the charged
particlee density is larger than the minimum density. The MHD approximation in
thiss sense is then a good one on large scales, in spite of the presence of small scale
plasmaa processes.
Iff the outflow has a finite duration r , and a constant speed (3c in this time interval,
itt moves as a shell of width j3cr « cr. When the shell (assumed spherical) has
expandedd to a radius r, the particle density measured in the lab frame is n(r) =
A//(27rr 2 crm p )) where M is the total mass ejected and m p the proton mass. With
(2.3)) and (2.4), the minimum particle density n c is

MOO =

(2.5)

J^F

Iff internal MHD processes can be neglected, the total electro-magnetic energy Eem
off the shell is conserved (see Sect. 2.3). The field strength in the lab frame is then

££ = WH%.

(2.6)

VV err2
Withh (2.5), and the known density n(r), we thus find that the MHD approximation
breakss down when the shell has reached the critical radius
--

VcVc

eEk
e
/ 2
_
/
2
E
~ nmpc V Eemrc ~ nmpc\j £{£ + 1) cr

(

'>

wheree E^ = TMc2 is the kinetic energy, £ = Eem/Ek (in the lab frame) and E =
EEemem + Ek is the total energy. Assuming £ to be of the order unity we have
^^
QmQmppc c

= 3.2

10» cm £ > f J I J ' ( £ )

_ 1

.

(2.8)

Thee processes discussed in this paper happen well within time scales smaller than
rrcrcr/c,/c, and the MHD is justified.
Inn baryon-free cases, the expected values of £ may be much higher (Usov 1994), as
inn the typical pulsar-wind scenarios (Kennel & Coroniti 1984; Begelman & Li 1992;
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Blackmann &: Yi 1998), and the critical radius for MHD condition correspondingly
smaller.. Such low baryon loading seems rather unlikely, however, for the currently
proposedd scenarios for GRB engines. Outflows from accretion disks, merging stars,
andd supernova envelopes are all intrinsically highly baryon loaded environments, and
havee some difficulties reaching baryon loadings as small as r\ ~ 1 0 - 3 — 1 0 - 4 . Even
inn the rapidly magnetised msec neutron star scenario (Spruit 1999), emergence of
magneticc fields from the star at the required short time scales is likely to imply that
somee baryonic mass is lifted together with the magnetic fields.

2.33 Field geometries
AA burst of duration r produces a shell of width d — CT, travelling outward at a speed
(3c.(3c. The observed radiation from this shell is produced when it has expanded to a
radiuss r » d. This thin shell carries with it magnetic field lines from the source,
whichh we call 'trapped field fines'. For the rest of this section, we assume a relativistic
outflow,, / 3 w l .

2.3.11 Trapped fields
Iff reconnection processes inside the shell can be neglected, the field lines are frozen
inn the expanding shell. If B = (Br, Be,B^) (in spherical coordinates), and the
widthh of the shell is constant, the components then vary with distance as Br ~ r - 2 ,
BeBe ~ B<f, ~ r - 1 . This is because the radial component is divided over the surface of
thee spherical shell, while the components parallel to the shell surface decrease with
thee circumference. More formally, the induction equation dtB = V x (u x B) has
thee components
ddttBBee
= ( r s i n 0 ) - % ( u 0 Z ^ - u^Be) - r~ldT [r{urBg - u6Br)\
ddttB^B^ = r^idrlriu^Br-UrB^-d^ugB^-u^Be)} .

(2.9)
(2.10)

Assumingg constant radial outflow (ur = const., UQ ~U^ — 0) and spherical symmetry
(d$(d$ = 0^ = 0) the time evolution in a comoving fluid element is
^ **

- dtB9i<p + UrdrBej = - r "

1

^

.

(2.11)

Hencee the tangential field Bt = (BQ.B^) ~ r _ 1 . Since the expansion factor is very
largee between the source and the radius from which the emitted radiation reaches
us,, the radial component (varying as ~ r - 2 ) c a n be neglected and the field is almost
exactlyy parallel to the surface of the shell (Fig. 2.1). If the width of the shell is
constant,, the magnetic energy in the shell e m = ƒ BfdS is constant. The magnetic
fieldfield thus carries a constant fraction of the kinetic energy of the outflow. Depending
onn how large this fraction is, the trapped field can be sufficient to produce the
synchrotronn emission proposed in internal shock models, without the need for 'in
situ'' field generation mechanisms (Medvedev & Loeb 1999).
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F i g u r ee 2.1: Evolution of an initial dipole field by a radial outflow (schematic). Top left:
initiall field configuration. Top right: view on a larger scale, when the outflow, of finite
durationn r, now moves in a shell of width cr. It has stretched the field interior to the
shelll into a radial field. Lower left: reconnection in the low-density interior region restores
thee dipole field near the source. Lower right: as the shell moves out its thickness becomes
smalll compared the distance travelled, and the further evolution depends on reconnection
processess inside the shell.
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Howw many field lines are trapped in the outflow, and hence which fraction of the
outfloww energy is magnetic, depends on conditions near the source. We consider here
thee representative possibilities.

2.3.22 A 'passive' magnetic field
Firstt consider a fireball expanding from the surface of a central object (not specified
further)) of radius R and a dipolar magnetic field of moment \i. We assume that the
magneticc field plays no role in the driving of the outflow, but that it can confine
plasmaa up to its own energy density B2/8n.
Assumee first that the expansion is kinematic, i.e. that the magnetic field is weak
andd its back reaction on the flow can be neglected. The number of field lines trapped
inn the outflow is equal to the flux of field lines outside crossing the dipole's equator
outsidee the radius R:

Thiss flux is a Lorentz invariant, so that the field strength of the shell (as measured
inn the frame of the central engine) is of the order B = <&/(2irrcr), or
BtzBo—BtzBo—
rcr rcr
wheree Bo = fi/R3. Whether this is a large field strength, compared with the kinetic
energyy density Tpc2, depends on the assumed dipole moment //. An upper limit to
thee dipole moment follows from the requirement that the energy of the burst should
bee able to open the field lines of the central object. Let the energy of the burst
bee TMc2, where T the asymptotic Lorentz factor of the outflow and M the baryon
load.. If this energy was initially confined in a region of size R (the size of the central
engine),, the magnetic field strength BQ in the confining dipole field of the source
mustt satisfy

inn order for the field to be opened up by the fireball. With (2.13), the magnetic
energyy density at distance r then satisfies
o22

p

* < * £ ? ••

(215)

wheree e^ is the kinetic energy density in the shell:
„„

r M c 2

(9 I t t
47rHcr r
Forr most central engine models considered, the duration of the burst is long compared
too the light travel time across the source, R/CT < 1 . A 'passive' model, in which the
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magneticc field does not play a role in driving the outflow, therefore can only yield
fieldfield strengths in the shell which are small compared with kinetic energy density.
Evenn at such a low field strength, however, the magnetic field can become important
forr synchrotron emission in internal shocks, as discussed below in Sect. 2.4.

2.3.33 Active magnetic fields
Inn magnetic models for GRB engines, the magnetic field serves to extract rotation
energyy from a rapidly rotating relativistic object. The details of such magnetic
extractionn (especially three-dimensional ones) are still somewhat uncertain, but basic
energeticc considerations are simple. Rotation of the mass-loaded field lines induces
ann azimuthal field component B<p. Let the distance from the rotating object where
thiss component is equal to the radial field be TQ. Except for cases with large baryon
loadingg that are probably not relevant for GRB engines, ro is of the order of the
Alfvénn radius, which can lie anywhere between the surface of the object R and the
lightt cylinder r\, = c/Q. The energy output L transmitted by the azimuthal magnetic
stresss (B^Br/An) is then of the order L « f2r{j.ö^(ro). For a field dominated by its
dipolee component //, this yields a luminosity
LL = n^/rl

.

(2.17)

Forr ro = TL, this yields (by order of magnitude) the pulsar spin-down formula for an
inclinedd dipole rotating in vacuum, emitting an electromagnetic wave from its light
cylinder. .
Thee energy estimate (2.17) does not tell what the field configuration in the outflow
lookss like. The possibilities for dissipation of magnetic energy inside the outflow
dependd strongly on this configuration, which in turn depends on the nature of the
magneticc field of the central engine. An important distinction is whether the rotating
magneticc field is oxisymmetric or non-cmsymmetric. In the non-axisymmetric case,
thee outflow contains magnetic fields varying on the rather small scale nc/Q, the
wavelengthh of the outgoing wave. In such a field, internal dissipation turns out to be
muchh more likely to be important than in an axisymmetric field, where the length
scalee of the field is of the order of the distance r. In the following, this is illustrated
withh a few specific cases.
Ratioo of magnetic to kinetic energy

Estimatee (2.17) only gives the total luminosity. Which fraction of it is in the form
off kinetic energy and which in magnetic energy depends on more physics. At one
extremee is Michel's (1969) model, in which the outflow consists of cold (pressureless)
matterr accelerated exclusively by the magnetic field. In this case, the ratio a =
Em/E-kEm/E-k of magnetic to kinetic luminosity is of the order £ ~ V2 » 1. At large
Lorentzz factors, the energy is almost entirely in electromagnetic form, in this model.
Thiss is probably a property of the special geometry of the model, in which the flow
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Figuree 2.2: Field configuration in quasi-spherical magnetic outflow driven by a perpendicularr rotator ('pulsar-like' case) (schematic). Left: view in the equatorial plane, with dots
andd pluses indicating field lines into and out of the plane of the drawing. Right: top view
fromm the rotational pole. Bottom right: same view on larger scale, at a later time t^>r.
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iss limited to the equatorial plane. If outflow in other directions is considered, much
smallerr values of £ result (Begelman &: Li 1994).
Att the other extreme, consider a case in which most magnetic energy is released
insidee the light cylinder, in the form of a dense pair plasma (by some form of magnetic
reconnection,, for example). The result would then be just like the hydrodynamic
expansionn of a simple (Goodman 1986; Paczynski 1986) pair plasma fireball, and the
resultingg outflow would have ^ <§C 1. If some but not all energy is dissipated close to
thee source, intermediate values of £ would result. Since these important questions
havee not been resolved yet, we keep £ as a free parameter in the following. Where
necessaryy we assume that it typically has values or order unity.

2.3.44 Non-axisymmetric quasi-spherical outflow
Assumee we have a perpendicular rotator, i.e. the rotating object has its dipole axis
orthogonall to the rotation axis. At the source surface ro, the rotating field is then
strongestt at the equator, and one expects the energy flux to be largest near the
equatoriall plane. With each rotation, a 'stripe' consisting of a band of eastward and
onee of westward azimuthal field moves outward (Fig. 2.2, see also Coroniti 1990; Usov
1994).. Assuming the outflow to be relativistic, the width A of such a stripe in the
restt frame of the central object is A = 2irc/Q. The (absolute value of the) azimuthal
fluxflux <& in each half-wavelength is of the order of the poloidal flux outside the source
surfacee ro, $ « 27r///ro. For spherical expansion of this amount of azimuthal flux,
thee field strength at distance r is then
B+B+ « — = -Z—

(2.18)

whilee the the total (magnetic plus kinetic) energy density ek is
6 kk + e m =

4^c"-

(2

*19)

Hencee with (2.17) the ratio of magnetic energy density to total energy density (in
thee lab frame) is of the order
e m / ( e kk + e m ) « — .

(2.20)

2.3.55 Jet
Considerr a collimated outflow along the axis of rotation (Fig. 2.3). This might be
achievedd by magnetic models in which the azimuthal field collimates the flow towards
thee axis by hoop stress (Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Ruzmaikin 1976; Blandford & Payne
1982;; Sakurai 1985). In such a model, one assumes an axisymmetric (about the
rotationn axis) poloidal field, which is wound up into an azimuthal field wrapped
aroundd the axis. Let the opening angle of the outflow be 9 (assumed constant), and
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VJVJ the cylindrical radius. At the source surface ZJQ = 9ZQ the poloidal and azimuthal
fieldfield components are equal, and in the absence of magnetic reconnection processes
B **
BBpp

= Bpo(wo/*0 = Bp0(z0/z)
= Bpoizo/z)2 .

,

(2.21)
(2.22)

Iff the collimation angle is small, the field as seen in a frame comoving with the
jett is a slowly varying, nearly azimuthal field. Such a field is known to be highly
unstablee to kink instabilities (e.g. Bateman 1980). They operate on a time scale Tk
off the order of the AlfVén crossing time, i.e. T\ = vo/v&. Though the details of this
processs have not been worked out for jets (see however Lucek &; Bell 1996, 1997), it
iss likely that the release of magnetic energy operates in two steps. In the first step,
kinkk instability transforms the axisymmetric configuration into a non-axisymmetric,
helical,, configuration. For an application to jets, see Königl & Choudhuri (1985).
Thiss step is fast, operating on the Alvén crossing time. At this stage, the field has
alreadyy lost much of its collimating ability, since the average azimuthal field strength
hass decreased in favour of a less ordered field component. During the instability,
thee so-called magnetic helicity is conserved, however, so that only a fraction of the
magneticc energy is released. The further release of magnetic energy depends on
reconnectionn processes. As discussed in Sect. 2.5, this is also likely to proceed on a
timee scale proportional to the AlfVén crossing time, though somewhat slower than
thee kink process itself.
Ass in the quasi-spherical outflow case, we ignore this internal dissipation of the
magneticc energy for the moment, and return to it in Sect. 2.5. For a jet expanding
withh fixed opening angle 9 (see Fig. 2.3), the field strength then varies as r _ 1 and
thee magnetic energy is constant with distance. Since only a fraction of the magnetic
energyy is released in the kinking process, the ratio of magnetic to kinetic energy
densityy is still of the order found in axisymmetric magnetic jet calculations (e.g.
Camenzindd 1987), i.e. of order unity:
e m / e kk ~ O(l) .

(2.23)

2.44 The emission expected from internal shocks
2.4.11 Typical parameters of an internal shock
Thee internal shock model assumes that the initial distribution of the Lorentz factor in
thee shell is highly variable. Rapid layers catch up with slower ones leading to internal
shockss propagating within the relativistic shell. The hot material behind the shock
wavess is radiating efficiently and produces the observed prompt 7-ray emission of
GRBss (Rees & Mészaros 1994; Kobayashi et al. 1997; Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998;
Panaitescuu et al. 1999; Daigne & Mochkovitch 2000a). We only summarise here the
basicc assumptions of the model. For details see Daigne & Mochkovitch (1998).
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F i g u r ee 2.3: Jet-like outflow of finite duration, magnetically driven by an axially symmetric
rotator.. Left: Configuration near the source, showing how the field in the outflow is wound
intoo a toroidal (azimuthal) field. Right: large scale view after a time long compared to the
durationn r. The field in the outflow is now a 'pancake' of toroidal flux. Sketch ignores
non-axisymmetricc processes like kink instability and subsequent reconnection, which can
releasee energy from this configuration

Considerr two layers of equal mass (for simplicity) and of Lorentz factor T\ and I ^
(Tii > r 2 ) which are e m i t t e d on a timescale £ v a r . T h e y will collide at a radius
r I SS

~
~~

p22 _ p2

Clvar

rr22ctctv v

3-1015cm-( —

)

'•'var r

Ts" "

(2.24) )
(2.25) )

w h e r ee T is as usual t h e m e a n Lorentz factor of the flow. T h e average energy which
iss dissipated per p r o t o n in this shock is given by
(Fi, ,

1)) m p r

(2.26) )

with h
(2.27) )
W i t hh T i / r 2 = 4, which corresponds t o a mildly relativistic shock (vre\ = 0.88c), this
givess e ~ 240 MeV.
Itt is generally assumed (Rees & Mészaros 1994; Papathanassiou & Mészaros 1996;
Sarii & P i r a n 1997a; Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998) t h a t behind t h e shock wave a
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2.42.4 The emission expected from internal shocks
fractionn of the electrons come into (at least partial) equipartition with the protons
andd become highly relativistic. If a fraction ae of the dissipated energy goes into a
fractionn £ of the electrons, their characteristic Lorentz factor (in the comoving frame)
willl be

which,, for complete equipartition and T1/T2 ~ 4, yields T'e ~ 100-200 if C ~ 1
andd T'e ^ 10 4 -2 • 10 4 if only a small fraction of the electrons are accelerated (C £
0.01.. For some theoretical arguments in favour of such an assumption, see e.g.
Bykovv & Mészaros (1996)). Such highly relativistic electrons can emit 7-rays by
thee synchrotron and/or the inverse Compton process. A magnetic field is however
required. .

2.4.22 Locally generated versus large-scale magnetic field
Thee magnetic field involved in the synchrotron radiation is usually assumed to be
generatedd locally by microscopic processes. Such a process has been proposed by
Medvedevv & Loeb (1999). (This is also assumed for the external shock propagating
inn the interstellar medium and responsible for the afterglow; see however Thompson
&& Madau (2000).) If this magnetic field is also into equipartition with the protons
andd electrons, it will have typical values of
B'^B'^ ~ ^/8ir aeqn'e ,

(2.29)

wheree a e q < 1/3 and n' is the comoving proton number density, which can be
estimatedd by
nn''

fk
47rr 2 r 2 c 3 m p r r

~

(2.30)
-22

2.0-107cm-3-rr52£;k,52(^)

~~

rf1 .

(2.31)

Forr typical radii r ~ 10 15 -10 16 cm and a e q ~ a e ^ 1/3, this leads to B'^ ~ 10010000 G depending on the contrast r i / I Y
Iff the GRB is powered magnetically, however, the outflow is naturally magnetised.
(Onee good reason for assuming magnetic powering is that alternatives like vv annihilationn are energetically inefficient). As shown in Sect. 2.3, the magnetic energy
contentt of the outflow is constant as long as internal dissipation of magnetic energy
cann be neglected. For the three cases considered, the ratio a^s of the (large scale-)
magneticc to kinetic energy density is
a L SS

=

B 2 /(87re K ) - R/(cr)

,

(2.32)

<*LSS

~

r0/rL ,

(2.33)

«LSS

-

0(1),

(2.34)
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forr a passively expanded source field, a magnetically driven quasi-spherical outflow
andd a magnetically driven collimated jet respectively [cf. Eqs. (2.15, 2.20, 2.23)]. For
sourcee sizes R = 10 6 -10 7 cm and durations r = 0.3-30 s the passively expanding
fieldfield case has « L S ~ 1 0 ~ 6 - 1 0 - 3 . The magnetically driven quasi-spherical outflow
wouldd yield higher values, OJLS ~ 0-1 — 1, assuming ro/r*L ~ 0.1 — 1. A magnetically
drivenn jet would have a ÖLS ~ 1- [These values hold as long as internal dissipation
off magnetic energy can be ignored (Sect. 2.5)].
Thee corresponding comoving magnetic field in all cases is
B'LSB'LS ~ pV^TTOJLsex ~ ^8TmLSrimpc2

(2.35)

whichh leads to (using the estimation of n' given by Eq. (2.31)):
B'B'LSLS ~ 500 G • cc\!ir^Ei%

(JL)

r~1/2

.

(2.36)

Wee see that
n''

/

B'B'LSLS

\ i/2

VV
VOLS/

(2.37) )

mpc2

andd that, depending on the values of a e q and a^Si the large scale magnetic field
naturallyy has strengths comparable with the equipartition fields usually invoked.

2.4.33 Synchrotron and In verse- Compton emission
Synchrotronn emission by accelerated electrons in a magnetic field occurs at a typical
energyy (observer frame)
EEsynsyn = 1.7 -10~ 8 eV • Ttf'r; 2 .

(2.38)

Considerr first the case where a large fraction of the electrons takes part in the
accelerationn process, £ ~ 1. If the equipartition is complete - equal amounts of
energyy in protons and electrons (and magnetic fields if locally generated) - we then
havee T'e ~ 50-500 so that for B' ~ 100-1000 G the synchrotron photon energy
£ 8 y nn

=

50eV-( —

i I2
(3ÖÖJJ}B'B3r<
3

(2.39)

iss usually in the UV band (we don't consider here the high contrasts Ti/T^ — 1000
whichh could produce synchrotron photons directly in the 7-ray range even if £ ~ 1.
Suchh high contrasts are probably not realistic in view of the difficulty to accelerate
aa wind to high Lorentz factors). 7-rays can then be produced by inverse Compton
scatteringg on the synchrotron photons. We are in the Thomson limit where

ww
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=

T'E' T'E'
e
^ ~ 3 . i ( T 5 • B'^%

< 1

(2.40)
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soo that
EEICIC

^
~~

v2 2

KE*y»

(2-41)

500 keV • (^-]

B'3T'*2 .

(2.42)

Thee fraction of the electron energy which is radiated in the 7-ray range has been
computedd by (Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998) and is given by

(2 43)

—— ITS?'

-

wheree the optical r* depth of the layer of relativistic electrons is the solution of the
equation n
T j ^ 2 ( ll + T , r ; 2 )

~

0.3.-22-

(2.44)

--

0-06 • ( * ,
„) — ,
(2.45)
\200MeV// a L s
forr an equipartition field and a large-scale magnetic field respectively. Low values
off the magnetic field increase the efficiency a i c but B' cannot be too small because
(i)) E\c must stay in the 7-ray range and (ii) the typical time-scale of the radiative
processstfTadmust be shorter than the expansion time t'ex, otherwise the hot layer is
coolingg adiabatically. These two time-scales are
//

Ti \

t't' ~ r r ~~ 100s -ris (
J
155 \ 0\J\J /
LL C"
''exx — fc"
\3ooy

-1

(2.46) )

and d
*rad d

~~

t!
t t!
syn n

(2.47) )

ll + r # P e 2

~~

6 ss

D'-2P'-1

(2.48) )

Thee radiative efficiency (energy loss by radiation versus adiabatic cooling) is then of
thee order
ƒ--

= rr%-

(2-49)

LL

ex.ex. "T" trad

Wee see that (i) for the equipartition magnetic field these two conditions limit
aae(ie(i/a/aee to the range 0.01-1 yielding low total efficiencies, a\c x / r a d ~ 0.4-0.1; (ii)
forr a passively expanded source field (OJLS ~ 10~ 6 -10 - 3 ) it is impossible to produce
7-rayss for the lowest values of CÏLS (both because E\c is too low and / r a d is very
small).. For OJLS ~ 1 0 - 3 the magnetic field is still weak but for short bursts (n' is
higher)) or high contrasts of Lorentz factors (e is higher) it is possible to produce a
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7-rayy burst with a total efficiency aic x /rad ~ 0.6 which is then quite high; (iii) for a
magneticallyy driven quasi-spherical outflow (OJLS ~ 0.1-1) the radiative efficiency is
highh (/rad ~ l)i and there is no difficulty to produce 7-rays via the inverse Compton
emission.. However the efficiency of the IC process becomes very low if o^g is to close
too unity (aic ~ 0.02 for C*LS = 1) and is still low (a\c ~ 0.2) for C*LS = 0.1. Values of

cc larger than 200 MeV does not improve this efficiency much, (iv) For a magnetically
drivenn jet the situation is very close t o the previous case with «LS ~ 0.1 and the IC
efficiencyy is then very low.
Wee consider now the other extreme case where only a small fraction of the electrons
aree accelerated: C ^ 0.01. The Lorentz factor of the electrons then reaches very high
valuess of 5000-50000 and 7-rays can be produced directly by synchrotron emission:
EEsynsyn ~ 500keV • (^-]

D'3T^ .

(2.50)

Wee are is the Klein-Nishina limit where
ww =

_JL-££i
~ 30 . J3jr£ 4 > 1 .
22

(2.51)

rripC

Thee fraction of the energy which is directly radiated by synchrotron photons is now
givenn by
asynasyn

""

i+nF

e

(

>

andd the optical depth is solution of a more complex equation (the opacity has decreasedd compared to the Thomson regime by a factor depending on w):
I ^ ( ll
WW

+I ^ . \
\

W

~

0.3--22*

(l + ln(2u;))

(2.53)

a e q OW*

J

**

006
O,,
C*LSS

(2öökv)
3

(ll + ln(2iü)) ,
8tu2

(2.54)

forr the equipartition and large-scale magnetic field respectively. As before we also
needd to check that the radiative time-scale

«£-- - . ° - " i , B^r'-J .

(2.55)

iss shorter than t'ex. This is now always the case (/ ra d ~ 1) except for the lower values
off « L S (10~ 6 ) or for the last internal shocks occurring far from the source.
Wee then can conclude that (i) for an equipartition field a e q has to be of the same
orderr as a e in order for the synchrotron process is to produce 7-rays at high efficiency
(<*synn > 0-9)- (ü) For a passively expanded source field the case QLS ~ 1 0 - 6 is again
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excludedd because of an extremely low efficiency and a typical energy which is more
inn the X-rays range. The case C*LS ~ 1 0 - 3 sutlers the same limitations as before, the
efficiencyy is only a s y n ~ 0.1. (iii) For a magnetically driven quasi-spherical outflow
andd a magnetically driven jet the situation is similar to the equipartition case: the
efficiencyy is very high (a s y n > 0.9 for a quasi-spherical outflow and a s y n > 0.6 for a
jet). .
Inn conclusion for this section, a passive expanded source field is probably too weak
inn most cases to produce a 7-ray burst without a locally generated magnetic field,
butt in the two other cases described in this paper, a magnetically driven quasisphericall outflow and a magnetically driven collimated jet, there is no difficulty to
producee 7-rays without any need of a supplementary field. The efficiencies of the
radiativee process in these magnetically driven cases are comparable to those already
calculatedd for an equipartition field. In particular, as was already pointed out in
Daignee & Mochkovitch (1998), this efficiency is expected to be higher if the 7-rays
aree directly produced by synchrotron emission (which is possible if only a fraction
off the electrons are accelerated behind the shock waves).

2.55 Magnetic energy release in the outflow
Internall release of magnetic energy can be important for the 7-ray light curves if the
timee scale is sufficiently fast that the release is significant before the outflow reaches
thee external shock. It should not be too fast, however. If the release takes place
beforee the photospheric radius, i.e. in the optically thick part of the outflow, the
internall energy generated is not radiated away. Instead, it is converted, through the
radiall expansion of the shell, into kinetic energy.
Assumee that the outflow is driven by the rotating magnetic field of the central,
compactt object, i.e. that the field strength estimates (2.20) or (2.23) apply. Dependingg on the field configuration at the source, the field in the flow can be nonaxisymmetricc to a greater or lesser degree, and depending on the nature of the
accelerationn process it can be quasi-spherical or more collimated along the rotation
axis.. Consider again the two cases discussed in Sect. 2.3.
Inn the perpendicular rotator case, the field consists of 'stripes' of alternating polarity,, in which the field energy can be released by reconnection. In the axisymmetric
jett case, the field is unstable to a kinking process. The magnetic field in both cases
iss far from a minimum energy configuration (a potential field). The free energy it
containss is available if it can be released on a sufficiently short time scale.
Thee initial perturbations from which the MHD instabilities grow are likely to be
presentt at significant amplitude, from the start of the outflow, except in the unlikely
eventt that the field configuration of the source is highly symmetric. Thus we may
assumee that the ordered configurations of Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 significantly change to
moree disordered ones within an MHD instability time scale. These more disordered
configurationss then are subject to fast reconnection processes.
Reconnectionn takes place on time scales governed by the Alfvén speed. It depends
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onn plasma resistivity as well, but in practical reconnection configurations (as opposed
too highly symmetric textbook examples like tearing mode instability), the resistivity
enterss only weakly. In the Sweet-Parker model for 2-D reconnection, for examplee (e.g. Biskamp 1993), it enters through the logarithm of the magnetic Reynolds
number.. In more realistic 3-D modes of reconnection, the basic geometry of reconnectionn (a 'chain link' kind of configuration) differs from the 2-D geometries. Also,
thee reconnection tends to be distributed over many current sheets instead of a few
reconnectionn points (see Galsgaard &; Nordlund (1996, 1997) for recent numerical
results).. The reconnection rate is still weakly dependent on the resistivity in these
3-DD configurations.

2.5.11 Perpendicular rotator
Inn the perpendicular rotator, the field in the outflow changes (in the lab frame) on a
lengthh scale L — TTC/Q. The time scale r r of magnetic energy release scales with the
Alfvénn crossing time over this length scale. In a comoving frame
l/r r '' » ev'JL'

,

(2.56)

wheree e < 1 is a numerical factor of order unity measuring the reconnection speed.
Inn the lab frame, the energy release time scale is T times longer, hence

{

22

^^vvttcc
(perpendicular rotator) ,
^jjr-(axisymmetric jet) .
AA

Ass the bulk Lorentz factor T tends to infinity, the energy release becomes arbitrarily
slow.. This is also understood by noting that for Y —* oo, the electromagnetic field of
thee outflow in the observer frame becomes indistinguishable from a pure EM wave
inn vacuum, whose energy content is conserved.
Thee relativistic Alfvén speed is(e.g. Jackson 1999)

wheree VB = B/(4,7rp)1^2 is the nonrelativistic Alfvén speed.
Lett the ratio of magnetic energy flux (Poynting flux) to kinetic energy flux be £:
BB22
_
Bn
** ~ 4 ^ ï > 2 " 4 ^ 2 •

( 2 - 59 )

Hence e

<4/c=(ll + l / 0 ~ 1 / 2 -

(2.60)

Forr the models discussed above, £ ~ O (I). As long as the magnetic energy density
hass not decayed by internal MHD processes, the comoving Alfvén speed is thus of
thee order of the speed of light.
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Thee magnetic dissipation radius, the distance r r from the source where magnetic
energyy release becomes important, is thus of the order
r rr

=
==

7TC, ,

crr = - ^ r 2 ( l + 1/£) 1/2
2

.1012cm.f24-1^)

(perp. rotator)

(2.61)

- 1 ( 1 + 1/01/*.

(2.62)

Thee length scale in the comoving frame, L', is equal to the wavelength A' =
— 2-jvr^ in the perpendicular rotator case) or the lateral scale, L' = 9r (in a
collimatedd outflow).
2-KCT/Q.2-KCT/Q.

2.5.22 Axisymmetric jet
Forr the case of an axisymmetric outflow along the rotation axis, the situation is a
bitt different. The length scale L of the magnetic field is now the jet radius, L « Or,
wheree 9 is the opening angle of the jet. Since this is measured perpendicular to the
flow,flow, it is the same in the lab and the comoving frame. In the comoving frame, the
timee for an Alfvén wave to communicate over this distance is T'A = r9/v'A, in the lab
framee T\ = Yr9/v\.
This is less than the time for the flow to reach a distance r,
tt = r//3c « r/c if
VV

AA

'<< £ - r o + i/fl-/»-

(2 63)

'

Iff the jet is wider than this, parts of the flow moving at angles separated by more
thann d — (1 + l / £ ) _ 1 / 2 / r < 1/r have no time to communicate by an Alfvén wave
inn the time elapsed since the start of the flow, and behave as if they are causally
disconnectedd from each other. Kink instability will thus be limited to an inner core of
openingg angle ti < 1/r. In directions outside this angle, the instability is suppressed
sincee it has to communicate from one side to then other across the axis of the jet.
Thiss reduces the fraction of the available magnetic energy that can be tapped by
MHDD processes.
Onn the other hand, magnetic energy release in the inner core so defined already
startss very close to the source (where the length scale êr is small). Thus only a
fractionn of the dissipation will happen in the optically thin, observable regions.

2.5.33 General non-axisymmetric outflows
Thee conclusion from the above is that in the case of a perpendicular rotator, there is
aa well defined 'magnetic dissipation radius' rr ~ 10 12 cm where most of the magnetic
energyy is dissipated. For a purely axisymmetric outflow along the rotation axis, on
thee other hand, only a fraction of the magnetic energy can be released, unless the
openingg angle is less than ~ 1/r. This fraction probably dissipates close to the
source,, and not necessarily in the optically thin region where it could contribute to
thee observed emission. In intermediate cases, where both an axisymmetric and a
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non-axisymmetricc component are present, the magnetic field in the outflow changes
directionn on the length scale L = xc/fi, without completely changing direction. In
suchh cases, the amount of the magnetic energy that can be released in directions outsidee the central core d ~ 1/r is of the order B^/8w, where Dn is the non-axisymmetric
partt of the field. This is a significant fraction of the total magnetic energy unless
thee field is nearly axisymmetric. The axisymmetric jet case, though attractive as a
computablee model, is thus rather singular with respect to the question of magnetic
dissipationn which we address in this paper.

2.66 Photospheric radius
Thee reconnection radii derived above need to be compared with the radius r p of
photospheree in the outflow. If r r is larger than r p , the dissipation of magnetic
energyy takes place mainly in the optically thin regime, and the dissipated energy
iss radiated away locally. If on the other hand r r < r p , the energy released from
thee initially ordered field configuration increases the internal energy of the plasma.
Thee radial expansion of the flow converts this energy into kinetic energy of outflow.
Thoughh this may be useful in obtaining large Lorentz factors, it also implies that
thee magnetic energy left in the flow by the time it passes through the photosphere
iss small if rT <C r p . The net output of a magnetically driven fireball with magnetic
dissipationn taking place mostly in the optically thick regime would be essentially
thee same as a standard non-magnetic fireball, with the attendant problem of a low
efficiencyy of the production of radiation by internal shocks.
Thee photospheric radius in a steady relativistic outflow has been derived by
Abramowiczz et al. (1991). Assume a total amount of mass M is ejected with a
constantt Lorentz factor T, at a rate M which is is constant in the time interval
00 < t < T, (and zero outside this interval). The radius at which the optical depth of
thee expanding shell reaches unity is then r p = M/c/(87rcrr 2 ), where K is the opacity.
Thiss a factor 2T 2 smaller than for photons propagating through a non-moving shell.
Thiss is a consequence of the expansion of the shell. The optical depth of a moving
shelll of constant (in time) density is a Lorentz invariant, hence the same for photons
movingg along the direction of the flow and those moving in the opposite direction
(assumingg also that the opacity is energy-independent). In a radial outflow, however,
aa photon sees a different history of mass density depending on its direction.
Thee result is widely used, e.g. Rees & Mészaros (1994) and Beloborodov (2000),
andd is somewhat important for the quantitative estimates below. Since its correctness
iss sometimes questioned, we rederive it here in a different way from Abramowicz et al.
(1991),, by working in the lab frame. Let a photon be released at the inner edge r\
off the expanding shell at time t = 0. With the aid of a Minkowski diagram, one
findsfinds that the photon exits at the outer edge of the shell at time te = (3r/(l — j3)
andd radius r e = n + d/{\ — /3) where d = (3cr is the shell thickness. To compute the
opticall depth traversed by the photon, we note that by the assumption of a constant
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outfloww rate the density p in the lab frame is only a function of r,
pp = M/(47rr20c)

.

(2.64)

Iff the shell were static, the optical depth per unit length would just be Kp. Since the
scatteringg medium is flowing outward at speed v = 0c, the rate at which the photon
overtakess its scattering centres (per unit length or time in the lab frame) is 1 — 0
timess the rate for a static shell (this is again easily seen in a Minkowski diagram).
Summingg up, the optical depth traversed by the photon is
-n+d/ti-p) )
nn

=

(l-0)Kpdr
Jri Jri
MKMK

1
47rririi + d / ( l - / ? ) '

{

'

Forr very small duration r , this reduces to the optical depth M/t/(47rr?) for a shell
off mass M and fixed radius r-x.
Thee optical depth is a decreasing function of time as the shell expands and r\
increases.. Define now the photospheric radius r p as the value of r\ for which ri = 1.
Withh 1/(1 — 0) « 2 r 2 and solving for r\ we get
nn = crT

//
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+
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Thee parameter
-55

iss small for relevant GRB parameters. Thus we find the photospheric radius to be
__
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Numerically, ,
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(2.69)

Ass soon as the inner edge of the shell has expanded to this radius, radiation can
escapee from the entire shell.

2.6.11 Pair opacity
Inn addition to the baryons, pairs could also contribute to the opacity. The photosphericc radius (2.68) then does not apply, because it includes only the constant
opacityy of scattering on the electrons associated with the baryonic mass. A general
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propertyy of GRB fireball models is that the photosphere lies well outside the region
wheree pairs contribute to the opacity. We summarise the argument here.
Assumee a steady wind in which pairs dominate the kinetic energy flux and the
opacity,, and in which the kinetic energy of the pairs is a fraction £ of the total
luminosityy E jr. Let T « 2 • 108 K be the temperature at the pair photosphere (due
too the steep dependence of the pair density on temperature, this value does not
dependd much on conditions in the outflow). Ignoring the opacity due to baryonic
matter,, the radius of the pair photosphere
is (Usov 1994):

•"-(SOW" "
-- '•""•«-«'"(OTHra)"©""'- '"»
wheree CTSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and £ is the energy fraction in the
pairs. .
Thiss value is much smaller than the photospheric radius (2.68). Thus, for typical
baryon-loadedd GRB parameters pairs annihilate before they reach the optically thin
domain. .

2.77 Discussion
Magneticc fields may well be the main agent tapping the rotational/gravitational
energyy in the central engines of GRB (for reviews see Mészaros 1999). Alternatives
likee the production of pair plasma fireballs by neutrino annihilation have turned out
too have a rather small efficiency of conversion of gravitational energy (Ruifert et al.
1997).. A fireball powered by magnetic fields ('magic hydrodynamics') can in principle
producee 7-rays in the same way as in field-free mechanisms, namely by internal
shockss in the optically thin part of the flow. A well-known problem with the internal
shockk mechanism, however, is the low efficiency of conversion to 7-rays (Daigne
&;; Mochkovitch 1998), of the order of a few percent. This is hard to avoid, since
efficientt dissipation requires that a significant fraction of the energy in the outflow is
inn relative motion between parts moving at different velocities. The required large
variationss in T lead to dissipation close to the source, however, in the optically thick
regime.. The dissipation taking place further out in the optically thin regime is due to
smallerr velocity differences that carry less energy. Ways to circumvent this limitation
havee been invented (Kumar & Piran 2000; Beloborodov 2000; Lazzati et al. 1999).
Evenn in these schemes, however, it seems unrealistic to expect the internal shocks to
dissipatee more than the external shock, hence the conflict between observed 7-ray
fluencesfluences and actual estimations of the energy dissipated by the external shock based
onn the observations of a few afterglows remains.
AA magnetically powered outflow naturally carries a magnetic field with it ('Poyntingg flux'). This raises the question whether dissipation of this internal magnetic
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energyy in the outflow can perhaps produce the observed radiation with a better
efficiency. .
Wee have addressed this question by considering a few possible scenarios for magneticc fields in GRB outflows. In the first, the 'passive scenario1, the magnetic field
iss assumed not to be responsible at all for powering the outflow, but only advected
passivelyy by an outflow produced by something else. We find that the maximum field
strengthss possible in this case are small compared with equipartition with the kinetic
energyy of the outflow, but still potentially significant for the effective production of
synchrotronn and/or inverse Compton emission in the internal shock model.
Ass magnetically-driven models we consider the case of a quasispherical outflow
producedd by a rotating non-axisymmetric magnetic field, and the case of a jet-like
outfloww along the axis of a rotating axisymmetric field. The quasispherical case is like
thee models produced for the Crab pulsar (Coroniti 1990; Gallant & Arons 1994). It
hass been developed for a completely baryon-free, pure pair-plasma outflow by Usov
(1994).. The jet case is similar to magnetohydrodynamically driven wind models
(Blandfordd & Payne 1982; Sakurai 1985).
Thee magnetic field in all these cases is confined in an outward moving shell of width
CT,CT, where r is the duration of the flow. If internal dissipation is ignored in the outflow,
thee total magnetic energy in the shell is constant, and the field strength B varies
withh distance as r " 1 (B and r measured in the observer frame). The configuration
off the magnetic field in the shell is different in each case (see Figs. 2.1-2.3). If the
centrall engine is time-dependent, for example in the form of a series of sub-bursts,
magneticc shells like this are produced by each sub-burst, and the magnetic flux and
energyy in the shells is renewed with each burst (i.e. not limited by the magnetic flux
off the central object).
Wee find that the MHD approximation (in the sense that the electric field in the
fluidfluid frame is small compared with the magnetic field) is safe out to large distances
fromfrom the source, of the order 10 19 cm or more. This is due to the relatively large
amountt of baryons in the outflow compared with, say, a pulsar wind situation. This
simplifiess the discussion of magnetic energy dissipation at least conceptually, since
thee energy release can be studied without detailed discussions of plasma processes
(thoughh they may enter again in the discussion of what produces the radiation).
Thee field strength in a magnetically driven outflow depends on the extent to which
internall MHD processes have been able to dissipate magnetic free energy in the flow.
Inn the absence of such processes, the magnetic energy density is typically of the same
orderr as the kinetic energy density in magnetically driven flows, and the field is wellorderedd (large scale). In the internal shock model, such fields are sufficient to produce
synchrotronn and/or inverse Compton emission in the 7-ray range. The synchrotron
casee is favoured by a higher efficiency during the whole course of the burst. There are
noww some observational evidences that the magnetic field required for the afterglow
emissionn represents a small fraction of the equipartition value whereas the prompt
7-rayy emission via internal shocks is possible only with more intense fields close to
thee equipartition value (Galama et al. 1999). In the standard picture where the
aftergloww is due to the forward shock propagating in the external medium where no
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largelarge scale field is present, it could mean that the generation of a local magnetic field
behindd the shock wave is inefficient. It is then possible that this locally generated
fieldfield is also very small behind internal shocks within the shell but we show here
thatt the large-scale field present in a magnetically driven outflow has no difficulty in
mostt cases to supply the strength necessary for synchrotron and/or inverse Compton
emission. .
Thee rate of energy release through MHD processes like instabilities and fast reconnectionn is governed by the AlfVén speed. In the rest frame of the outflow, the
Alfvénn speed is of the order of the speed of light if the kinetic and magnetic energy
fluxesfluxes are similar. In outflows produced by a perpendicular rotator, the magnetic
fieldfield changes sign on the small length scale c/fi, and most of the magnetic energy
cann be dissipated by reconnection. The typical radius at which the energy release
takess place in this case is ~ 10 12 cm for standard GRB parameters (10 52 erg, 3 s,
rr = 300). The photospheric radius, on the other hand, is small (mostly because of
thee relativistic effect discussed by Abramowicz et al. (1991), ~ 10 10 cm. We can thus
bee confident that dissipation of energy stored in the magnetic field of the outflow
occurss in the optically thin regime.
Inn the case of an outflow produced by a purely axisymmetric rotating magnetic
objectt such changes of sign do not occur. Energy can still be released by kink
instabilities,, but for causality reasons these are not effective outside a narrow cone
off angle 1/T near the rotation axis (Sect. 2.5). The expected amount of magnetic
dissipationn in the optically thin regime is quite limited for such an axisymmetric field.
AA purely axisymmetric configuration, however, is a singular case, a priori unlikely
forr magnetic fields produced in a transient object like the central engine of a GRB.
Inn the more likely case that a non-axisymmetric field component is present as well,
thee energy in this component can be released by reconnection in nearly the same
wayy as in the case of a perpendicular rotator.
Magneticc energy dissipation in the optically thin regime is probably not as simple
ass the shock dissipation in the internal shock model. In particular, the way in which
non-thermall electron distributions are produced still needs to be investigated. It is
likelyy that non-thermal radiation is again produced, as in the internal shock model,
butt the shape of the radiation spectrum may be more difficult to compute, as well
ass the typical time scale of the radiative process, which should be short compared
too the expansion time scale (see (2.46): t'ex ~ I s • ( r / 3 0 0 ) - 1 at 10 13 cm) to have a
highh radiative efficiency.
Thee main attraction of of GRB radiation produced by magnetic dissipation in a
magneticallyy driven outflow is the efficiency with which the energy flux from the
centrall engine can be converted into observable radiation. This efficiency is limited
onlyy by the ratio of Poynting flux to total energy flux in the flow. In the magnetically
drivenn cases considered, this ratio can be close to unity. In the internal shock scenario,
onn the other hand, only a fraction £ 0.1 of the energy is dissipated in the optically
thinn region. Since the bulk kinetic energy of the burst is dissipated in the afterglow,
thee internal shock model predicts the afterglows to dominate the energy output,
whichh is probably inconsistent with current observations. In magnetic dissipation
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modelss such as those discussed here, the energy emitted in the afterglow can in
principlee be arbitrarily small compared with the prompt emission. It is not yet
clear,, however, how much of the magnetically dissipated energy can be in the form
off 7-rays.
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Chapterr 3
Stationaryy equatorial M H D flows in general
relativity y
F.. Daigne & G. Drenkhahn
AstronomyAstronomy & Astrophysics 381,1066 (2002)
A b s t r a c t :: We derive a new formulation of the fully general relativistic
equationss describing a stationary equatorial MHD outflow from a rotatingg central object. The wind solution appears as a level contour of a
"Bernoulli"" function fixed by the requirements that it must pass through
thee slow and fast critical points. This approach is the general relativisticc extension to the classical treatment of Sakurai (1985). We discuss in
detailss how the efficiency of the magnetic to kinetic energy conversion
dependss mainly on the geometry of the flux tubes and show that the
magneticc acceleration can work very well under some conditions. We
showw how this tool can be used for the study of several astrophysical
phenomena,, among which 7-ray bursts.

3.11 Introduction
Magnetizedd winds are believed to be present in many astrophysical objects. They
weree first put forward in the context of the solar wind. More recently they were
discoveredd to probably play a major role in many situations where a relativistic flow
iss powered by a central rapidly rotating compact object: wind of pulsars, jets in
radioo galaxies, quasars, Seyfert galaxies and BL Lac objects, microquasars and even
possiblyy 7-ray bursts.
Thee first quantitative model of a magnetic stellar wind was developed by Weber
&& Davis (1967). They were considering the equations of a stationary, axisymmetric,
polytropicc flow near the equatorial plane in classical MHD. They found that such a
windd can carry off most of the angular momentum of the star and are very efficient
too accelerate particles up to very high velocities. An important feature of magnetic
windss is the existence of three "critical points" where the velocity of the flow equals
thee wave velocity of the three MHD wave modes (the slow, Alfvén and fast modes)
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whereass in comparison non-magnetic winds (Parker 1958) have only one "critical
point"" where the velocity of the flow equals the sound speed (sonic waves being the
onlyy present wave mode).
Thee first extension of this theory to relativistic winds is due to Michel (1969) in
thee context of radio pulsars. This work was considering cold outflows driven by
rapidlyy rotating highly magnetized neutron stars. The main conclusion was that the
efficiencyy of the magnetic to kinetic energy conversion was extremely low compared
too the classical case. Goldreich & Julian (1970) studied cool isothermal relativisticc winds. Kennel et al. (1983) extended Michel's model to finite temperatures and
relativisticc injection speeds. All these works were always limited to the equatorial
planee and either completely neglected the effect of gravity or adopted an approximativee treatment for it. Okamoto (1978) first included an exact general relativistic
descriptionn of the gravity field. His work was also not limited to the equatorial plane,
applyingg for that the powerful concept of flux tubes. However he restricted his study
too pressureless flows only. In a series of papers Camenzind (1986a,b, 1987) derived a
completee set of equations describing a stationary axisymmetric relativistic magnetic
windd in an arbitrary metric. He then solved these equations in some particular cases
(coldd flows, jet geometries).
Thee goal of this paper is to present a formulation of the equations governing
aa stationary axisymmetric MHD flow in the equatorial plane including an exact
treatmentt of all effects (thermal pressure, gravity and arbitrary shapes of flux tubes)
whichh allows a direct comparison with the classical model of Weber & Davis (1967),
soo that the relativistic effects can be easily identified. This is done in Sects. 3.2
andd 3.3, where we worked by analogy with the formulation of the classical case by
Sakuraii (1985). Then we study in details the efficiency of the magnetic to energy
conversionn (Sect. 3.4), in particular the influence of the flux tubes geometry and
off the gravity. We confirm and extend the results of Begelman & Li (1994) and
wee show that a large variety of situations is expected from very inefficient winds
likee those considered by Michel (1969) to highly efficient cases. Because our model
assumess axisymmetry and focus on the equatorial plane, it fully applies only to
simplee astrophysical objects like isolated neutron stars. On the other hand it can
alsoo describe the outer parts of more complex objects, e.g. compact objects with
accretionn disks or complex magnetospheres, as long as the magnetic field can be
approximatedd as monopole like at these distances from the source. In the particular
casee of 7-ray bursts the possibility of Poynting-flux dominated fireballs is briefly
discussedd in Sect. 3.5. This is summarized in Sect. 3.6.

3.22 The wind equations
Thee conservation laws of the general-relativistic magnetohydrodynamics have been
derivedd by Bekenstein & Oron (1978). Camenzind (1986b) used these results to
obtainn the equations governing a stationary axisymmetric wind. In this section,
wee first recall these equations and we apply them to the particular case of a flow
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occurringg in the equatorial plane. Then we derive a new formulation for this problem
wheree the wind solution is a level contour of a Bernoulli-like function. A very similar
formulationn was earlier studied by Sakurai (1985) for the non-relativistic case. The
similarityy allows us to compare our results with those of the classical case.

3.2.11 Assumptions and basic equations
Anyy stationary and axisymmetric space-time can be represented by the following
metric: :
dsds22 = gttdt2 + 2gt<t>dtd<j) + g^dcj)2 + gabdxadxb

(3.1)

wheree the coordinates t and <j> correspond to the two symmetries of the space-time
definedd by the two Killing fields k = dt (stationarity) and m = 8$ (axisymmetry).
Thee metric coefficients gab depend only on the two remaining coordinates xa (a =
1,2).. Note that in the whole paper we will make use of the (—\- + + ) signature for
thee metric. The electromagnetic field is described by the field tensor F^v and the
{&vpa being the Levi-Civita alternating tensor)
duall field tensor F**u = ^e^^F^
whichh satisfy the Maxwell equations
V^F*""" = 0 .

(3.2)

Thee motion of the plasma is governed by the energy- and momentum conservation
equation n
V M T /il '' = 0 ,

(3.3)

wheree the energy-momentum tensor T^v is made up of the fluid part
Tetterr = ^ V

+ ? f

(3.4)

andd of the electromagnetic part
11 (b2
TZTZ = -^ [^nV

b2
\
+ °-sr ~ bvV>} .

(3.5)

b**b** is the magnetic field according to a comoving observer, written as
V*V* = F*»vuu

(3.6)

withh b2 = 6M&M. In the comoving frame 6M reduces to the common magnetic field
^ oo = ^ ° = ( 0 , B ) .

(3.7)

Alll dissipative effects (heat conduction, viscosity, cooling by radiation, etc.) have
beenn neglected so that the flow is adiabatic. Ideal MHD is also assumed, which
meanss that the proper electric field as seen in the plasma frame vanishes
F^upF^up

=0.

(3.8)
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Thee following quantities appear in these equations: v? is the 4-velocity, p is the
comovingg mass density, P is the pressure and h is the specific enthalpy, which is
givenn by (assuming a constant adiabatic index 7)
hh = c2 + 77 P
7 - 11 p

(3.9) )

Thee last assumption is that the particle number (or mass) is conserved
(3.10) )
Beforee writing the wind equations, it is useful to define the specific angular momentumm of the flow
(3.11) )
Ass a consequence of the symmetries, the non vanishing elements of the electromagneticc tensor are given by

== -Fu=cü{P)-f-^'9u2

,

(3.12) )

-QU -QU

(3.13) )

,

(3.14) )

V(P) V(P)

FFtt2 2 ==

-F2t = -cn(P)

P(f>l P(f>l
==

-Fit

==
F<t>2 F<t>2

~F^

V(P) V(P)
r--..i
c PP
yf^Quyf^Qu
= ~
V(P) V(P)

= -C^y/^-QU1

(3.15) )

,

(3.16) )

F\2 F\2

wheree the angular frequency of the streamline £l(P) at its footpoint and the mass
fluxflux per unit flux tube r}(P) are constant along each flow line P. The corresponding
magneticc field is
bbl l
b* b*
bb1 1
bb2 2

UjU*UjU* f

11 + 22 V
V{P) V{P) c

_
n(p)i\
n(p)i\

c*c*

)

U{P)l\ U{P)l\
PP
n(P)) +uuttvr vr11 ri(P) ri(P)
Tl(P) Tl(P)
PP ut
r}{P)r}{P) c2

(3.17) )
(3.18) )
(3.19) )
(3.20) )

Itt is also useful to give the expression of the classical magnetic field in the frame
off the central object for the comparison with the classical case. In this frame, it is
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relatedd to the dual field tensor by I?M = P ^ o - Then
BBll

=

BB

**

B 11
BB22

=
=
=

_i-J^(n(py?^(n<p>

t t

t t

*)^,

(3.2i)
(3

'-**)**•

- I - ^ f o a + nfP)^),,1,

*22)

(3.23)

- ^ - ^ - t o „ + n(P)^)tta.

(3.24)

Becausee the flow is stationary and axisymmetric, the total angular momentum
L(P)L(P) and the total energy i?tot(P) are also conserved along each flow line P which
providess us with two new equations
_ U ff

HP)HP)

( h_

= 22
- 3 2-

+ (P) )
c tc ' ^4TT7?
[ftt + n / w i + Co* + n{F)g»)]}
2

(3-25)

and d

^tot(P)) =

-%'{h

+ Cl{P)

4irrf*(P) 4irrf*(P)

ggtttt + n(P)0t*
// + (st* +

fi(P)p^)

(3.26) )

Itt is convenient to write the total energy as Etot{P) = ,2
c22 + E(P) + Q(P)L(P)
thatt the energy conservation can have the simpler form:

E(P)E(P) +

1 -ci^-h-^

Q(P)l' Q(P)l'

so

(3.27) )

Eachh flow line P is completely determined by the four constants f)(P), rj(P), L{P)
andd E(P). The light surface is defined by
9*9* + 2p t ^n(P) + g^tf

(P) = 0

(3.28)

andd the AlfVén point is fixed by two conditions
tttt

+ 2gt4>n(P)+9<t><f>n2(P)]A

ii (gt* + n(P)g*)A
_
JJ
Ml
"
wheree the "Mach" number M is given by
MM**

=

-M2h,

L[P)
E(P) + <? '

(3.29)
(

^U)

W > * .
(3.31)
per per
Onee sees immediately from (3.28) and (3.29) that the AlfVén point stays always
insidee the light surface (because of M A > 0).
=
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3.2.22 The wind equations in the equatorial plane
Wee use now the spherical coordinates (x1 = r and x2 = 9) and limit our study to
thee equatorial plane 6 = ^. The specification of the flow line P is dropped from here
onn and fi, 77, E, and L are used instead of f2(P), T}(P), E(P), and L(P). Because of
thee symmetry, v? and De vanish in this plane but this is not necessarily the case for
theirr derivatives. Then the conservation of mass (3.10) can be written
^g8(r)pu^g8(r)purr

(3.32) )

= rh ,

wheree the function s(r) depends on the geometry of the flux tubes. In the simple
casee where doue = 0 and doBe = 0, we have s{r) = const, (constant opening angle).
Otherwisee we have
(3.33) )

Ö*«V
** = s(r) s(r)
9=-9=-

Thee conservation of angular momentum (3.25) and the conservation of energy (3.27)
read d
LL

=

9t<j, ~ 9tt9<t><t> $ 2 p
SWgSWg ~ c 22
47rm 2
hh

++

hh
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,2 2
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c2

(3.34) )

and d
EE + c 2

=

t

-h

, 9t<}> + &9<t><t>,.<}>

(3.35) )

wheree instead of using rj we have introduced the magnetic flux $ = rh/rj. The
Eqs.. (3.32), (3.34) and (3.35) are completed by the normalisation of the four velocity
ggtttt (u1)2 + 2fl^u'u* + gu

(u*f + gTT {urf

=

-ê

(3.36) )

andd the equation of state. We assume here, like in Sakurai (1985), a polytropic
relationn P = «p 7 so that the specific enthalpy is given by

hh = c2 +

7-1 1

(3.37) )

Kp Kp
7-11

Thee system of Eqs. (3.32), (3.34), (3.35), (3.36) and (3.37) describes entirely the
flowflow determined by the six constants Vt, E, L, O, m, K and the free function s(r). In
additionn the two supplementary conditions
-- ~2 {Stt + 2tyt<t> + ti*94><t>)k =

Ml Ml
47rm 22 /IA

$ 22
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and d

-J( (
5 t tt

9t<t>9t<t> + Q-g^
+ 2Ügt<ft + O 2 ^ y A

A =
L
E + c?

-3

3g,

(alll quantities with index A are computed at the Alfvén point) must be fulfilled, so
thatt the flow remains regular at the Alfvén point.
Thee classical limit (for a weak gravitational field and for velocities small compared
too the speed of light) of this system of equations in the case where s(r) = const. = 1
givess exactly the Eqs. (1) to (6) in Sakurai (1985). Notice that E, $ and SI have
thee same meaning in both papers whereas we use here different notations for the
masss flux m, the total angular momentum L and the polytropic constant K which
aree respectively ƒ, QrA and K in Sakurai (1985). Notice also that the relation (3.39)
betweenn L and rA tends towards L = firA in the classical limit, so that all notations
aree fully consistent.

3.2.33 A Bernoulli-like formulation
Followingg Sakurai (1985) we use the dimensionless variables x = r/rA and y = p/pA.
Thee metric coefficients are also normalised to become dimensionless gu(x) = gtt/c2,
9t<t>(x)9t<t>(x) = 9t<t>/(cr), 9^{x) = g^/r2, grr{x) = grr and y/=g{x) = y/^g/r2.
coefficientss may be not only functions of x but also of some parameters defining
thee metric (they are given for the Minkowski, Schwarzschild and Kerr metric in
appendixx 3.A). We define w2 = (g2^ - 9tt9<f><H l<?- We normalize s by s(x) -

These

s/sA

andd define a dimensionless specific enthalpy by h = h/c*. Concerning four-vectors
likee v? or B» we will use the definitions A1 = A1, A* = rslnOA*, Ar = Ar and
AAee = rAe so that the spatial part of these vectors is now given in the usual basis
ddrr,-d$,,-d$, —nrs^i where all components have the same dimension. We introduce four
normalisedd parameters
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| ,

(3.43)

andd we are now able to rewrite the system of Eqs. (3.32) and (3.34) to (3.37):
V ^ 77

=
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Inn (3.46) and (3.45) the constants Ljr\c and ^2p\/Anm2
have been eliminated using
thee conditions (3.38) and (3.39) at the Alfvén point, which now read
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(3.52) )

withh KA = 9t4,{l) + VüPg^il)Thee component ü r can be expressed from (3.44) and substituted into (3.47) to
providee a first relation between «* and ü^. A second relation between these two
componentss is given by (3.45) when subtracting K^/M^x
(3.46). It allows us to
expresss all components of the four velocity as functions of only x and y. Then the
remainingg Eq. (3.46) becomes a Bernoulli-like equation H(x,y) — const, as (10) of
Sakuraii (1985). We do not further elaborate on the different steps which lead to this
finalfinal expressions:

9' '
Hy)Hy) = 7i +- r r , 7 - 1 1
ÜÜ11
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=

N{x,y) N{x,y)
y/K{x,y)

(3.53) )
(3.54) )

3.33.3 Description of the solutions

ff

= yfiCMJ-WgÉl.,

(3.55)

VÏÏ VÏÏ

u' u'

H{x,y)H{x,y) + l
==

(3.56) )

w2xh(y)^/K{^y)mxM

=

y/Vfay) y/Vfay)

£' + 1,

(3.57)

wheree we have introduced the following auxiliary functions:

"I**"I**

1+

"

N(x,y)N(x,y)

=

[ ( M £ + VÜ/ÜTA) 5 ^ « + KAgt<^

-h(l)w-h(l)w22xyxy
D(x,y)D(x,y)

=

(358)

^|iW'
,

(3.59)

~[^M% + \/jKjCjgt4>x

—Vö/h(l)zö—Vö/h(l)zö22xx22yy
A^(x,, y)

=

+

KAgt^h(y)

,

2

(#« + 2Vo/ar 5 ^ + w'x p ^ J /i(l)y
+ M 2 % )) ,

V(x,V(x, y)

h(y)

=

(3-60)

2

- fo*I> (a;, y) + 2&*D(x, y)JV(s, y)

+P«iV 2 (rr,y)]] .

(3.61)

Equationn (3.57) is the Bernoulli equation we will now consider. The solution y(x)
off the wind equations appears as the level contour E' of the surface H(x,y). Notice
thatt the classical limits of /?', 0 ' and u' are not exactly the corresponding /?, 8
andd (JJ parameters used by Sakurai (1985), who made the choice of normalising these
quantitiess with the value of the gravitational potential at the Alfvén point GM/rA
[seee Eqs. (11a), ( l i b ) and (lie) of Sakurai (1985)] whereas we used c 2 to make
thee definition of these parameters more general. However a simple relation applies
betweenn Sakurai's and our parameters: /?//?' = 0 / 0 ' = w/w' = rA/rg where rg =
GM/cGM/c22 is the gravitational radius. This is also valid for the classical limit of the
Bernoullii function H(x,y) and the definition used by Sakurai (1985).
Beforee studying H(x, y) in the following section, we have to note that this function
iss not defined everywhere in the region x > 0 , y > 0 a s i t i s the case in the classical
limit.. The function V(x, y) must be strictly positive so that H(x, y) is well defined
andd the velocities are not imaginary. The domain where this condition applies is
determinedd in appendix 3.C. In the sub-AlfVénic region (y > 1) this domain lies
alwayss inside the light surface, its location is given more precisely in appendix 3.B.
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F i g u r ee 3.1: Solution plane of the wind equations. The gray region corresponds to the
domainn where the Bernoulli function is well defined. In the sub-Alfvénic region (y > 1),
itt is limited by the light surface. The thick line (Alfvén mode) separates the sub- and the
super-Alfvénicc modes. The dashed line indicates the slow (y > 1) and fast (y < 1) mode
Machh curves and the dotted line the gravitational throat curve. The gravitational throat
curvee is very close to the fast mode Mach curve for this particular case. The slow (S) and
fastt (F) critical points are the intersections of the Mach and throat curves. The Alfvén
pointt is indicated by A.
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Figuree 3.2: A few level contours of the Bernoulli function are shown. The physical solution
(thickk line) starts in the sub-AlfVénic region, crosses the slow mode Mach curve at the slow
criticall point (S) then reaches the Alfvén point (A) and enters the super-Alfvénic region
wheree it crosses the fast mode Mach curve at the fast critical point (F). This calculation
hass been made for a Schwarzschild black hole with m = 0.01 and the parameters (7 = 4/3,
0 '' = 0.04 and u/ = 0.5) have been chosen so that the different points are well separated.
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3.33 Description of the solutions
3.3.11 Properties of the Bernoulli function
Ass described by Sakurai (1985) in the classical case, the Bernoulli function
hass the following properties:

H{x,y)

1.. At y = 1 (p = PA) H(X, y) diverges if x ^ 1 and remains finite if x = 1 (r = TA).
Itt means that all solutions going from the sub-Alfvénic region (y > 1) to the
super-Alfvénicc region (y < 1) must pass through the Alfvén point x = y = 1
whichh is the only "hole" in the infinite "wall" y = 1.
2.. Two important curves in the x-y plane are the so called slow/fast mode Mach
curvee defined by
jr(x,y)=0jr(x,y)=0
oy oy

(3

(thee slow mode corresponds to the sub-Alfvénic region y > 1 and the fast
modee to the super-Alfvénic region y < 1) and the gravitational throat curve
(soo called by analogy with the de Laval nozzle) defined by
f)ft f)ft
^ ( * , t / )) = 0 .

(3.63)

Att the intersections of these two curves, the function H(x, y) is locally flat,
correspondingg to an X-type critical point (or O-type point).
3.. All level contours of H(x, y) going from y —* +oo in the sub-Alfvénic region
too y —• 0 + in the super-Alfvénic region must cross these critical lines. They
havee to cross them simultaneously to be not interrupted. This means that
thee solution must pass through two critical points defined as the slow (respectivelyy fast) critical point xs, y6 (resp. Xf, yf), intersection of the slow (resp. fast)
modee Mach curve and the gravitational throat curve. This imposes two new
conditionss for the solution:
HH (*„, yB) = E'

and

H (x f , w ) = E' .

(3.64)

Figuree 3.1 shows the x-y plane for a particular choice of the parameters with the
slow/fastt mode Mach curve, the gravitational throat curve. Different level contours
off the function H(x, y) are shown in Fig. 3.2. The solution is one of the level contours
andd passes through the slow and fast critical points. These figures are very similar
too Fig. 1 of Sakurai (1985) obtained in the classical case. Notice that Begelman & Li
(1994)) restrict their study to cold flows. A consequence of this assumption is that a
purelyy radial flow is a singular case where the fast critical point is at infinite radius.
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3.33.3 Description of the solutions
Thee fast point moves inward to finite radii only if the flow diverges over-radially, like
inn the situations we will study in the next section. This is not a necessary condition
inn our more general model. Because we include gravity and thermal pressure the fast
pointt is always located at finite distances even in a purely radial flow.

3.3.22 Classification of wind solutions by dimensionless parameters
Equationn (3.57) can formally be written as
H(x,y;H(x,y;

j3',0',u/,m,g,7)

= E' ,

(3.65)

wheree m stands for the parameters defining the metric (see appendix 3. A for the
definitionn of m in usual cases) and g stands for the parameters fixing the geometry
off the flux tubes (i.e. defining s{x)). We will for the moment restrict our study to
thee case where s = const. = 1 and we fix the adiabatic index to 7 = 4/3 for the rest
off this paper. Prom the two conditions at the slow/fast critical points (3.64) we can
fixfix two parameters. In practice, following Sakurai (1985), we adjust /?' so that the
valuee of H is the same at the two critical points and this value gives E'. Therefore
alll solutions are determined by only three independent parameters: 0 ' , u/ and m.
Comparedd to the classical case studied by Sakurai (1985), there is one supplementary
parameter:: m. This is due to the presence of a characteristic length scale related
too the structure of the space-time (typically the gravitational radius GM/c2) which
hass no classical counterpart.
Thee significance of these three parameters is clear: m measures the intensity of
thee gravitational field, 0 ' gives the strength of the thermal pressure (the pressureless
casee which is often considered corresponds to 0 ' = 0) and u/ measures the strength
off the centrifugal force in accelerating the wind, or equivalently the effect of the
magneticc field.
Inn the limit of the flat space-time (Minkowski metric) it is well known that the
sloww point does not exist anymore and that the solution cannot start at an arbitrary
smalll radius because it cannot cross the slow mode Mach curve without having an
infinitee derivative . We therefore cannot describe the region near the source but
thiss is clearly because gravity influences the solution significantly at small radii and
thee Minkowski approximation breaks down. In the case without gravity, as in the
classicall case, a supplementary parameter (/?') must be fixed (for instance by fixing
thee mass flux). In many cases the physical conditions at the basis of the wind are a
complexx and not well understood question, and some assumptions made everywhere
elsee in the flow are probably not valid here (like the adiabaticity). In this context,
justt adopting a Minkowski metric and including in the (3' parameter all the unknown
physicss fixing the mass flux at the basis of the wind is more elegant than adopting
aa Schwarzschild (or Kerr) metric and applying the solution up to the source.
Beforee exploring the three-parameters space we have defined, it is useful to express
thee relation between m, u' and 0 ' and more usual physical quantities. If m is the
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F i g u r ee 3.3: P a r a m e t e r space: there are no wind solutions in the lower left part ("Static":
thee limits are only approximatively indicated). The upper left part ("Centrifugal') correspondss to winds where the thermal pressure is negligible whereas in the lower right part
("Thermal")) the centrifugal force plays no essential role. For a Schwarzschild metric with
mm = 0.01 (so w' < 0.98 and u) < 98) we have computed several series of solutions with constantt terminal Lorentz factor r x = 1.01, 1.5, 10, 100 and 1000 (solid lines). For F ^ = 10
wee show also the case where m = 0.1 (dashed line: w < 8) and m = 0.001 (dotted line:
LÜLÜ < 998). The dotted horizontal line corresponds to £ = 1 (initially the electromagnetic
andd the matter energy fluxes are equal) for m = 0.01. For m = 0.01 and Too = 1.01 and 1.5
wee indicate at different positions the value of the efficiency eff of the magnetic to kinetic
energyy conversion.
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3.33.3 Description of the solutions
ratioo of the gravitational radius of the source over the Alfvén radius, we have
= 0.21 - ( - ^ - r 1 ( ^ L - )
.
(3.66)
V10 6 cm//
\\AMQ)
Thee angular frequency £2 can be identified with the rotation rate of the source and
fixesfixes the value of u/:
mm

" ' = 0 1 1 ( Ï Ö ^ ) 2 ( Ï Ó ^ ) 2 --

(367)

Thee local sound speed is defined by {(f/c)2 = "fP/ph so that 9 ' can be related to the
ratioo of the sound speed at the Alfvén point <fA over the speed of light (for 7 = 4/3):

&&

ww

^°^° -'{êiï{-'{êiï{

LiLi

ii

^^ yy

Thee three parameters 8 ' , u' and m being fixed, the solution of the wind equations
iss simply found by adjusting /?' so that the condition (3.64) is fulfilled. For each step
withh (3' fixed, the slow and fast critical points are determined by a simple NewtonRaphsonn procedure. The exact expressions of H and its derivatives are used. We
havee explored in detail the parameter space and the results are presented in Fig. 3.3.
Noticee that for a given m, ur is limited to the interval
« i t aa < w' < « L ,

(3.69)

wheree u'max is due to the condition that the Alfvén point lies inside the light surface
andd u'min is non vanishing only in the case of the Kerr metric. In this metric there
aree no solutions without rotation (u/ = 0) because the matter is forced to rotate
inn the vicinity of the central source. The analytical expressions of u>'mitl and u},max
aree given in appendix 3.A. Here we have considered a Schwarzschild metric with
differentt values of m. We show the results in 0-a; coordinates, where 6 = Q'/m and
uu = w'/m are the parameters used by Sakurai (1985). Like in the classical case, there
aree no wind solutions in the lower left part of the plane ("Static") because neither
thee centrifugal force (magnetic acceleration) nor the thermal pressure are sufficient
too power the wind. The limits of this region are only approximatively indicated. For
aa pure thermal wind (u = 0) and a Schwarzschild metric, the minimal value of 0 is
givenn by
11
_i
e m i nn = ( 7 - l ) ^
,
(3.70)
mm
tendingg towards 7 — 1 for m —• 0, in agreement with the classical case. In the
pressurelesss case ( 6 = 0) the minimal value of u) tends towards (3/2) 3 / 2 for m —* 0,
whichh also corresponds to the limit given by Sakurai (1985). The upper left part
correspondss to winds where the centrifugal force dominates and the lower right part
correspondss to pure thermal winds. In Fig. 3.3 we have plotted several solutions
withh constant terminal Lorentz factor V^ = 1.01, 1.5, 10, 100 and 1000 for m = 0.01
andd in the particular case Too = 10 we have also plotted the same curves for m = 0.1
andd m = 0.01 to show the effect of varying the gravitational field.
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3.44 Efficiency of the magnetic to kinetic energy
transfer r
3.4.11 Expressions of the energy fluxes
Too study the efficiency of the winds computed in the previous section, we need to
expresss the different components of the energy flux along the flow:
•^matterr

=

==

rnh

==

- Igttü* + gt<t>— J h{y) mc2 »

AA
EEemem

=

==
-Etotall

\~^l~2j

>™

=

+E +

h

^

. $2P „$4, ~9tt9M> , t
m-—r^-fi—-—5
(fit* -

^ P x w
-^matter +
2

2

^

(y/iïxü*

( 3 - 71 )

^
vT)

-

rhc2 ,

(3.72)

^ ^

rhc2 .

(3.73)

Eem

==

m(c -\-E

==

- (gttil) + v ^ W ( l ) )

+ QL)

Noticee that the matter part is made up of the rest-mass, kinetic and internal energy
off the matter. We define two parameters: the initial baryonic load T]
11
j]j]

K
matter
r
mc*

(3.74) )

andd the ratio of the initial power injected in the electromagnetic field over the initial
powerr injected in the matter
(3.75) )

££ =
^matter r

wheree xo is the radius where the wind starts. The value of £ depends only weakly
onn XQ, and we have arbitrary chosen XQ = Qm (or ro = 6r s ). One sees that rj will be
fixedd by 0 ' [via the initial value of h(y)] whereas £ depends strongly on u)'. Along
thee flow, the internal energy is converted into kinetic energy which accelerates the
wind.. Therefore if there were no magnetic field, the Lorentz factor at infinity would
bee r ^ = l/r?. However, the magnetic field can also contribute to the acceleration
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3.43.4 Efficiency of the magnetic to kinetic energy transfer
(whenn coupled with the rotation) and depending on the efficiency of the conversion
off electromagnetic into kinetic energy, the terminal Lorentz factor can be larger than
I/77,, with a maximum value (complete conversion) given by
r maxx =

l+i

( 3>76 )

Inn reality the conversion will never be complete and will be estimated by the following
fraction fraction

EEe e
effeff = l-

5E22_ii .

(3.77)

E« E«

3.4.22 Inefficient conversion
Inn the pressureless case ( 6 ' = 0) it is well known that the magnetic to kinetic energy
transferr is very inefficient for high terminal Lorentz factors (Michel 1969)

% ^^

= -L .

(3-78)

Thee curves for constant terminal Lorentz factor in Fig. 3.3 show clearly that for
highlyy relativistic winds (Foe = 10, 100 and 1000) the terminal Lorentz factor Too
iss independent of u> (or equivalently of £) which means that there can only be a
tinyy magnetic to kinetic energy conversion. When u is very close to the maximal
allowedd value and the outflow is Poynting flux dominated (corresponding to the case
wheree the AlfVén point is at the light surface radius) this tendency is not valid
anymore.. In this region the terminal Lorentz factor T^ depends strongly on UJ
andd is almost independent of B (or equivalently of n). However, even in this case
onlyy a tiny fraction of the magnetic energy is converted into kinetic energy. The
convertedd energy amount is great compared to the initial energy in the matter part
andd therefore leads to a greater increase in T and -Êmatter throughout the flow. The
efficiencyy eff of the conversion is maximal in the pressureless case (B = 0) but is
stilll rather small. In this case the parameters 77 and £ aie given by 77 ~ 1 and
ff ~ Èxotax/rru? — 1 = T ^ - 1 which corresponds to

Thesee tendencies are still present in mildly relativistic winds, as can be seen on
Fig.. 3.3 for T^ = 1.5 where we have indicated the evolution of eff along the curve.
Itt is only within the classical limit that the conversion becomes important. This
iss shown in Fig. 3.3 [The case F^ = 1.01 (v^, = 0.14 c)]. Here the efficiency of
conversionn reaches ~ 60% in the pressureless case, which is in agreement with the
classicall study of Sakurai (1985).
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3.4.33 Efficient conversion
Alll wind solutions showing (except in the classical limit) a very bad efficiency of the
electromagneticc to kinetic energy conversion have been calculated for a particular geometryy corresponding to s = const. = 1 in our dimensionless units. This corresponds
too magnetic flux tubes of constant opening angle. Under the assumption that the
velocityy is purely radial and constant at infinity it is possible to predict analytically
thee asymptotic behaviour of the flow for any kind of geometry s(x):

VTJP-Ï. .

uu

0, ,
yy

^

soo that the asymptotic expressions of the energy fluxes are
f a t t e rr

ÈÈemem
racrac22

^

^

(3>80)

u'yfF'hiï) 1 1
Ml

Vrv a

(3.81) )

Promm the last equation, one sees that the magnetic to kinetic energy conversion
dependss strongly on s. At infinity s —• 0 is unphysical because it would mean
thatt the energy diverges. The case where the opening angle is constant at infinity
correspondss to Êem —> const. > 0 at infinity so that the conversion is not complete
andd the case where the opening angle diverges ($
+oc) gives Eem —• 0 so that
thee conversion is complete. These results indicate that all models considered in the
previouss section are inefficient due to a particular choice of the geometry: s = const.
Thiss assumption is certainly correct at very large distance from the source but the
openingg angle may have variations at smaller radii. Equation (3.81) indicates that
everyy region where the opening angle increases is a region of efficient magnetic to
kineticc energy transfer. This is in agreement with the results of Begelman & Li
(1994). .
Too check that the geometry is really the key parameter governing the efficiency
off such winds we have computed some models using various laws for the evolution
off the opening angle s(x). The results are shown in Fig. 3.4 and confirm the previouss analysis. We have considered a Schwarzschild metric with m = 0.01 and a
windd model characterised by J = 0.97 and 9 ' = 0.1 (so the energy flux is initially
dominatedd by the electromagnetic energy flux). We plot the different energy fluxes
andd the "Lorentz factor*" ü* as well as the geometrical function s{x) we have used in
*Forr commodity, we use the expression "Lorentz factor" for ü* even if, strictly speaking, this should
onlyy be used at large distance of the source where t h e metric is very close to the Minkowski
metric,, i.e. for x 3> 1. T h e correct expression of t h e Lorentz factor should be corrected with the
lapsee function, T = aü*, where a = l/y/-§u
—» 1 for x —* +oo.
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3.53.5 Application to 7-ray bursts
eachh case. Figure 3.4a corresponds to the inefficient case s = const. = 1. Figure 3.4b
correspondss to the case where s increases in a region located between X\ = 10 and
X2X2 = 18: the magnetic to kinetic energy conversion is immediately better. The efficiencyficiency eff increases also in geometries with different shapes (Fig. 3.4d,f,g,h) and
differentt locations of the s > 1-region, provided that this region hes beyond the fast
pointt as shown by Begelman & Li (1994). In this case SQQ is the only relevant quantityy which governs eff. A s > 1-region within the fast point like in Fig. 3.4e does
nott increase eff and is similar to the purely radial case.
Begelmann & Li (1994) showed that the electromagnetic energy flux decreases like
EE
tt m
'em

0 00

4^11

(3.82)

E» E»
forr a cold flow in Minkowski metric. If the asymptotic regime is already reached
inn the region where the opening angle increases, Eq. (3.81) shows that this relation
shouldd still be valid in the most general case, independent of the gravitational field
orr of the initial amount of thermal energy. To check the validity of this result we
considerr 9 different t</,0',m combinations, illustrating all possible situations and for
eachh of them we compute the evolution of the efficiency when varying $oo. As Fig. 3.4
shows,, the exact shape of the geometry is not important, so we adopt a particular
choicee where s rises from SQ = 1 to SQQ between x\ = 100 and x<i = 200. This region
liess always in the super-Alfvénic region, which as discussed above is the condition
forr magnetic to kinetic energy conversion. Figure 3.5 shows the quantity

E» E»

^^
so so

(3.83)

plottedd over s^/ëo for the 9 different cases. Notice that with our choice of geometry
s(x()s(x() = so- One sees that gravity and pressure changes the simple picture a bit. In
thee cold cases (Fig. 3.5a and Fig. 3.5c) the converted energy fraction decreases for a
strongerr gravitational field and high values of m. On the other hand the gravitational
fieldfield increases the energy conversion by a small amount in the hot thermal dominated
casee as seen in Fig. 3.5b. But (3.82) remains still valid within a factor of 2. For the
casess of low gravity and low thermal energy (solid lines in Fig. 3.5a and Fig. 3.5c)
thee quantity (3.83) approaches 1 as expected.
Wee can therefore conclude that the flow geometry always dominates the energy
conversionn and all other parameters play an only minor role.

3.55 Application to 7-ray bursts
Sincee the discovery of their optical afterglows 7-ray bursts (hereafter GRBs) have
beenn known to be located at cosmological distance. More than ten redshifts have
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3.53.5 Application to 7-ray bursts
beenn measured from z = 0.43 (GRB 990712) to z = 4.5 (GRB 000131). The correspondingg radiated energy in the 7-ray domain (20-20000 keV) ranges from 5*1051 erg
(GRBB 970228) to 2-1054 erg (GRB 990123) assuming isotropic emission. Most sources
thatt have been proposed to explain such a huge release of energy in a few seconds
involvee a rapidly rotating compact stellar-mass core. Among them the two most
popularr are mergers of compact objects (neutron stars binary or neutron star blackk hole systems) or collapses of very massive stars to a black hole (collapsars)
(Mészaross & Rees 1992a; Narayan et al. 1992; Mochkovitch et al. 1993; Woosley
1993;; Paczynski 1998). In both cases, the resulting system is a stellar mass black
holee surrounded by a thick torus made of stellar debris or of infalling stellar material
partiallyy supported by centrifugal forces. An other interesting proposition (Usov
1992;; Kluzniak & Ruderman 1998; Spruit 1999) associates GRBs with highly magnetisedd millisecond pulsars. The location of the detected optical counterparts, well
insidee their host galaxy and possibly associated with star-forming regions, seems to
favourr the collapsar scenario. However the other propositions cannot be ruled out,
att least for short bursts, for which no optical counterpart has been detected yet.

Figuree 3.4 (Facing page): Effect of the geometry on the efficiency of the magnetic
too kinetic energy conversion: we consider a Schwarzschild metric with m = 0.01 and
aa wind solution characterised by B' = 0.65 and u' = 0.74. This corresponds to an initial
energyy flux which is dominated by the electromagnetic part: £ = 3.1 for all models so that
initiallyy 75% of the energy is magnetic. All solutions presented here have 77 = 2 • 10 - 2
exceptt for cases e (77 = 1.7 • 10~2) and h (77 = 1.8 • 10~2). The slow and fast critical
pointss are located at xB = 3.0 • 10~2 and Xf = 2.0 except for cases d (xf = 1.6) and h
(xf(xf — 1.6). On each figure dlogs/dlogx, s(x) and the different components of the energy
fluxflux (matter/em and total) are presented as functions of the radius x. The "Lorentz factor"
ü** is also shown (dotted line). Three vertical dotted lines show the location of the slow (s),
thee AlfVén (A) and the fast point (f). Cose a: s = const. = 1. For this particular choice
off the geometry, the conversion is extremely inefficient (eff = 3.8 • 10 -4 ) and the terminal
Lorentzz factor equals Too = 50 = I/77. Case b: s increases between x\ = 10 and X2 = 18
reachingg a maximal slope dlogs/dlogx = 1. The efficiency improves a lot: eff = 0.26 and
Foee = 90. Case c: same as b but s increases between xi = 1000 and X2 = 1800 {xijx\ is
thee same). It changes neither the efficiency nor the terminal Lorentz factor. Case d: same
ass b but $ increases between x\ = 1.5 and X2 = 2.7 {x<ifx\ is the same), i.e. before the
positionn of the fast point in the reference solution a. Again the efficiency eff = 0.24 and
thee terminal Lorentz factor Too = 88 are almost unchanged. Notice that the fast critical
pointt has moved to be almost at xi. Case e: same as b but s increases between xi = 0 . 1
andd X2 = 0.18 {xïjx\ is the same), i.e. before the Alfvén point. The efficiency is again very
low:: eff = 1.2 • 10~ and Too = 58 ~ 1/77. Case f: same as b but with a maximal slope of
dlogs/dlogxx = 4. The efficiency is better: eff = 0.69 and Too = 157. Case g: same as
bb but the region where s increases is larger: xi = 10 and xi = 100. Again the efficiency
iss better: eff = 0.68 and Too = 156. Case h: we have considered a case where s increases
fromm xi =0.1 to X2 = 104 with a maximal slope dlogs/dlogx = 0.4. Almost 90% of the
magneticc energy is converted into kinetic energy (eff = 0.88) so thatt Too = 206.
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3.53.5 Application to 7-ray bursts
Whateverr the source is, the released energy must initially be injected in a wind
whichh eventually becomes relativistic. The existence of such a relativistic wind has
beenn directly inferred from the observations of radio scintillation in GRB 970508
(Fraill et al. 1997) and is also needed to avoid photon-photon annihilation. The
absencee of signature of this last process in the BATSE spectra of GRBs implies very
highh Lorentz factor for the wind: T ~ 100-1000 (Goodman 1986; Baring 1995). The
secondd step consists in the conversion of a fraction of the wind kinetic energy into
7-rays,, probably via the formation of shocks within the wind itself (Rees & Mészaros
1994;; Daigne &; Mochkovitch 1998). Such internal shocks are expected if the wind
iss generated with a highly non uniform distribution of the Lorentz factor so that
rapidd layers catch up with slower ones. In the last step, the wind is decelerated when
itt interacts with the environment of the source and the resulting external shock is
responsiblee for the afterglow observed in X-ray, optical and radio bands.
Thee origin of the relativistic wind is the most complex of the three steps in this
scenario.. Several proposals have been made but only few calculations have been
performedd so that none appears to be fully conclusive. However it is suspected that
largee magnetic fields play an important role. In a previous paper (Spruit et al.
20011 )t we have considered different possible geometries of magnetic fields in GRB
outflowss and we have proposed that in many cases, dissipation of magnetic energy by
reconnectionn should occur. The model we have presented in this paper allows us to
investigatee these questions in more details. In particular we focus on the case where
thee outflow generated by the central engine is initially Poynting flux dominated (in
thee following, we assume that only 10% of the energy is initially injected in the
matter).. To be consistent with the observations showing that at the beginning of
thee afterglow emission, the matter flow is highly relativistic, we also impose that the
terminall Lorentz factor has a large value (in the following, we will adopt T ^ = 100).
Thiss implies a reasonable efficiency of the magnetic to kinetic energy conversion. The
goall of the study presented in this section is to illustrate that there are geometries
allowingg such an efficiency and to discuss the possibility of magnetic reconnection in
thiss scenario.
Spruitt et al. (2001) t have shown that for typical GRB outflows the MHD approximationn is valid to very large distance (J£ 10 19 cm) which is the main assumption of
ourr calculations. The second main assumption - the stationarity of the flow - is of
coursee less justified in the case of GRBs. However we can estimate the time scale to
reachh the stationary regime in our wind solutions as the time needed by a particle
startingg from the basis of a flow line to reach the AlfVén point:

«ftt = - f %dx

(3.84)

(inn the source frame). Let us estimate this time scale in a particular case. We
considerr a Poynting flux dominated wind (we adopt £ = 9.0 so that only 10% of
thee energy flux is initially injected in the matter) with a moderately low initial
tt Chapter 2 in this thesis.
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baryonicc load (we take 77 = 1/50). We impose that the terminal Lorentz factor is
r ^^ = 100. If there were no magnetic to kinetic energy conversion, the Lorentz factor
att infinity would only be I/77 = 50. In order to get a final Lorentz factor of 100, we
needd to assume that the geometry allows an efficiency eff = {rfToc — 1) /£ = 1/9.
Wee have shown in Sect. 3.4 that this implies Soo/^o — £ / ( l + £ — ^ 0 0 ) = 1.125.
Forr a given m, the two other parameters G' and u' are fixed by the values of £
andd 77. We find that the following set of parameters: m = 0.069, 0 ' = 3.8 and
u'u' = 0.78 fulfil the requirements and corresponds to a reasonable value of the Alfvén
radiuss TA and the angular frequency Q in the case of a millisecond pulsar-like source
(M(M = IAMQ) which is most likely leading to an equatorial flow as we are considering
here:: r& = 3.0 • 106 cm and Q = 8.8 • 103 Hz. Figure 3.6 shows the evolution of
thee "Lorentz factor" and the electromagnetic and matter energy fluxes in this case.
Wee have assumed a simple geometry like those in Sect. 3.4 where s increases in
aa region located between X\ = 300 and x<i = 900, well outside the fast critical
pointt radius. The corresponding time scale to reach the stationary regime i sta t is
betweenn ~ r\fc and ~ 2r\/c, depending on the adopted value of the initial radius
xo.xo. As TA/C = 1 0 - 4 cm/s here, this is compatible with the timescale of the variability
observedd in GRBs profiles. This means that when the physical conditions at the basis
off the flow vary on a time scale tvar *2 1 ms the flow reacts instantaneously to reach
aa new stationary state corresponding to the new boundary conditions. Thus our
calculationn is a good approximation for the relativistic wind of GRBs. If the wind
producedd by the source lasts for a duration £w, our solution is appropriate for the
physicall quantities within the corresponding shell when it is located at radius r.
Onn the solution we present on Fig. 3.6, the acceleration occurs in two phases.
Firstt the initial thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy, the magnetic energy
remainingg unchanged. This phase ends at r ~ 10 9 cm where T ^ ~ 1/77 ~ 50. The
secondd phase occurs in the region where the opening angle increases. Here a magnetic
too kinetic energy conversion takes place. We define the acceleration radius r a c c as the
radiuss where the flow reaches a Lorentz factor of F = 0.95roo and the acceleration
cann be considered as finished. The value of this radius is completely dominated by
thee unknown flow geometry and equals r a c c ~ 2.7 • 109 cm in this case. Even if
thee location of the region where the opening angle diverges would extend to higher
radiii up to 1 0 1 0 - 1 0 n cm, this radius is well below two other important radii: the
photospheree radius r p h where the wind becomes transparent and the reconnection
radiuss 7-rec where the reconnection of the magnetic field should occur. These two
radiii have been estimated in Spruit et al. (2001)*. The photosphere radius is the
solutionn of
11 = /

j £ *

(3.85)

andd is independent of the duration of the burst tw as long as r p h <& 2T 2 ct w =
66 • 10 14 cm • (r/100) 2 ( t w / l s). Here we have r p h = 6.2 • 10 10 cm for £7totai = 10 51 erg/s
ïï Chapter 2 in this thesis.
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andd r p h = 5.9 • 10 11 cm for Etot&i — 1052 erg/s. This interval is marked by a thick line
onn Fig: 3.6. As the remaining thermal energy in the wind at such a large radius is
veryy small, our adiabatic wind solution applies up to the reconnection radius, where
magneticc dissipation starts. This radius is given by

wheree e < 1 is a numerical factor of order unity measuring the reconnection speed
inn unit of the Alfvén speed. In our case we have r r e c ~ 1.1 • 10 11 cm • c. As the
magneticc energy flux is still 80% of the total energy flux at r r e c , a very large amount
off energy can possibly be dissipated at this large distance. Depending on the value
off -Ètotai and e, such reconnection events may start when the wind is still optically
thickk (low e, high JÊtotai) or when the wind is already transparent (high e, low Etota.i)Ass the dissipated magnetic energy is probably first converted into thermal energy,
thee consequences for the wind may be very different in these two cases, (i) if the
windd is optically thick, this injection of thermal energy should be converted, at least
partiallyy (up to the photosphere radius) into kinetic energy, leading to a third phase
off acceleration; (ii) on the other hand, if the wind is transparent, reconnection events
couldd directly contribute to the observed emission. Notice that all the radii we have
computedd are usually small compared to the typical radius where internal shocks
occurr (with T ^ = 100)
ng~3.10

1 4

c m - ^ ))

,

(3.87)

wheree t^ is the typical time scale of the variability in the initial distribution of the
Lorentzz factor and also small compared to the deceleration radius where the external
shockk becomes efficient (with r ^ = 100)
r ^^

i««
(
E
\1/3 / n
\-V3
5-10» c m - ( 3 5 5 ^ )
( j ^ )
,

(3.88)

wheree n is the density of the external medium and E the total energy of the wind at
thiss radius. So these two "standard" mechanisms are not affected by the reconnection
events.. However the relevant energy flux will be the kinetic energy flux at r a c c ,
possiblyy increased to a larger value if the reconnection starts in the optically thick
regime. .

3.66 Conclusions
Wee have presented here a new formulation of the equations governing a stationary
axisymmetricc MHD flow in the equatorial plane. This formulation includes an exact
treatmentt of all effects: thermal pressure, gravity and arbitrary shape of the magnetic
fluxflux tubes. The wind solution appears as the level contour of a Bernoulli-function
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whichh passes through two particular points: the slow and fast critical points. It allows
aa direct comparison with the classical model of Weber Sz Davis (1967), in particular
inn the formulation given by Sakurai (1985). Thus the specifically relativistic effects
aree easily identified.
Wee have used our model to extend the study of the magnetic to kinetic energy
conversionn made by Begelman & Li (1994). We show that the main parameter
whichh fixes this efficiency is the shape of the magnetic flux tubes. In the case of a
constantt opening angle, non-relativistic flows have a good efficiency of the magnetic
too kinetic energy conversion but as soon as the terminal Lorentz factor is greater
thann ~ 1.5, this efficiency decreases rapidly. Such relativistic winds are not able to
transferr a large fraction of their magnetic energy to the matter. On the other hand,
regionss where the opening angle diverges from the constant case are very efficient in
convertingg magnetic into kinetic energy, even in the ultra-relativistic case. This is
truee as long as such regions are located beyond the fast critical point. Gravity and
thee thermal pressure play only a minor role.
Inn Sect. 3.5, we apply this model in the context of 7-ray bursts (GRBs hereafter).
Inn the case where the wind produced by the source of GRBs is initially Poynting
fluxflux dominated, we have shown that the efficiency of the acceleration strongly dependss on the geometry of the magnetic flux tubes. We found that a large variety of
situationss is expected. If the magnetic tubes have the possibility to diverge strongly
fromfrom a constant opening angle, it is possible that most of the energy is eventually in
kineticc form. On the other hand it is very likely that the magnetic to kinetic energy
conversionn is incomplete and that the wind is still Poynting flux dominated when
itt has reached its terminal Lorentz factor. We have demonstrated on one example
thatt such a wind can lead to very promising situations compared to the standard
picture:: a large amount of the magnetic energy can be dissipated at large radii by
reconnection.. This reconnection can start when the wind is optically thick or already
transparent.. So the large magnetic energy reservoir could have two effects: a supplementaryy acceleration phase increasing the final magnetic to kinetic energy conversion
efficiencyy and/or a direct contribution to the emission. These two possibilities will
bee investigated in a future work.
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Appendixx to Chapter 3
3.AA Metric coefficients
Thee following table gives the metric coefficients in normalised units in three cases:
thee Minkowski (M), Schwarzschild (S) and Kerr (K) space-times.
MM
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wheree m = GM/r&c2 and a = Jc/GM2 (where J is the total angular momentum of
thee black hole and 0 < a < 1). The radii x^ and xe are respectively the radius of
thee horizon and of the ergosphere. We consider only the case where 0 < m < | (the
Alfvénn point is outside the ergosphere). The minimum value uj'min of u/ corresponds
too the condition K\ > 0 (positive total angular momentum L) and the maximum
valuee u}'m&x corresponds to the condition M\ > 0 (the Alfvén point must be inside
thee light surface).

3.BB The light surface
Thee light surface is defined by (3.28) which limits the region defined by
(,(,22{x){x)
<<

=
0.

a2m2u)' - 1 + 2— ( l - amVü1}

+ u/x2
(3B.2) )

Inn the general case (with u>' < uj'm&x, this corresponds to a domain xe < xlc < x < #£
includingg the Alfvén point (xa = !)• In the Minkowski case, Xj~ = 0 and x+c = -4=.
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3.CC Domain of definition of the Bernoulli function
Thee Bernoulli function H (x, y) is defined for T>(x, y) > 0 which gives the following
condition: :
A{x)YA{x)Y22 - 2B{x)Y + C(x) > 0

(3C.3)

wheree Y = h(l)y/h(y) is a function of y and 8 ' only and A, B and C are functions
off x, u/, a and m only (notice that it is completely independent of the function
s(x)).s(x)). The function Y(y) is strictly increasing from K(0) = 0 to Y(+oo) = +oo with
F ( l )) = 1. So we can focus to the pressureless case B ' = 0 and Y = y, all other cases
0 '' > 0 corresponding only to a contraction of the domain along the y-axis. The
coefficientss A, B and C are given by
A(x)A(x)
B(x)B(x)
C(x)C(x)

=

-(w2x)2e(x)

(3C.4)

=

2

(3C.5)

=

2

Ml(w x)
2

it

2

{m {V>e{x)

(3C.6)
2

l

- M AA ( 5 « ( 1 ) ^ ^ + 29t<t>i )9t<t>x +

ft^(l)&t)}

Thee radius a; being fixed, the equation (3C.3) has 1 or 2 positive roots delimitingg the domain where H{x,y) is well defined. Many configurations are possible
forr a Kerr metric and we do not specify them in details here. We discuss only
thee case of the Schwarzschild metric. Four different configurations are possible dependingg on m (with a critical case at m* = 1/3) and u/ (with a critical case at
u/u/ = 27m 2 (1 - 2m) 2 ). This is illustrated on Fig. 3C.1.
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Figuree 3C.1: D o m a i n of definition of
thee Bernoulli function: we consider a
Schwarzschildd black hole and draw this domainn for different values of m and u>' (variationss of 0 ' correspond only to a contraction
orr a dilatation of the domain along the y
axis.. We adopt here 0 ' = 1). Cases a and
b:b: m = 0.2 < 771,. There are three possiblee configurations depending on the value
off u''. Case a corresponds to w' = 0.3 < wi
andd case b to ui' = 0.5 > u'„. The case
uj'uj' = ui looks very similar to case b and is
nott plotted. We added the fast/slow mode
Machh curves (dotted line) and the gravitationall throat curve (dashed line) with the
correspondingg slow (S) and fast (F) critical
point.. The thick line is the solution passing
throughh S,F and the Alfvén point A. Case
c:c: m = m* = 1/3. This is the critical case
wheree it is still possible to find a solution
(heree J = 0.3 and 0 ' = 1).

Chapterr 4
Divergingg magneto-centrifugal stellar winds: a
simplee one-dimensional model
Georgg Drenkhahn
A b s t r a c t :: A simple model for a magneto-centrifugally and thermally
drivenn stationary stellar wind is presented. The non-relativistic wind is
consideredd to move close to the equatorial plane in azimuthal symmetry.
Unlikee the treatment in previous works this model does not rely on the
assumptionn of a certain poloidal flow geometry. Instead the flow shape
iss derived self consistently from a given pressure exerted by an external
magnetosphere.. This approach avoids solving the two-dimensional crossfieldfield force-balance equation, so that a general parameter study is feasible.
AA detailed comparison with the classical Weber-Davis (WD) model is
carriedd out. The Poynting flux is lower than in the WD model, but it is
convertedd into kinetic energy more efficiently.

4.11 Introduction
Stellarr winds occur if the specific energy of the matter in the upper atmosphere is
greaterr than the gravitational binding energy. In the simplest model this is only
thermall energy and the matter is accelerated by pressure (Parker 1958, 1963). If the
starr is rotating and possesses a magnetic field its rotational energy can by transfered
too the wind by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes. Due to the magnetic field
thee plasma tends to corotate with the star and is accelerated in azimuthal direction.
Thiss magnetocentrifugal acceleration adds to the thermal acceleration.
Evenn if one assumes axial symmetry the two dimensional problem is very complicatedd and the numerical effort prohibits a general study. The case can be simplified
too a one dimensional problem by the assumption that the wind travels on straight
radiall lines in a meridional plane. This case with fixed poloidal flow geometry was
consideredd in great detail in the past. The first quantitative studies of Weber &
Daviss (1967) and Mestel (1968) focused on the solar wind which is non-relativistic
andd is treated as adiabatic outflow including gravitational effects. A much more
efficientt and elegant way of solving this non-relativistic problem was later presented
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byy Sakurai (1985). The magnetocentrifugal acceleration is very small for the Sun so
thatt it is thermally dominated. A stronger magnetic field or a higher rotation rate
off a star reverts the situation and the wind is mainly accelerated by the magnetic
fieldfield (Belcher k MacGregor 1976). If the final flow velocity is not small compared
too the speed of light relativistic effects must be considered. This case occurs if the
masss loading is small and the magnetic field and/or the thermal energy is large. The
speciall case of a cold wind without the consideration of gravitational effects were
donee by Michel (1969). The case of an isothermal relativistic outflow with Newtoniann gravity was studied by Goldreich k Julian (1970). A general study for an
adiabaticc flow in general relativity was done by Daigne k Drenkhahn (2002)* were
thee mathematical treatment becomes quite cumbersome.
Itt turns out that the energy conversion in the WD poloidal field from the electromagneticc energy flux to the kinetic energy flux is limited. In the non-relativistic
casee the terminal Poynting-flux ratio (Poynting flux divided by kinetic energy flux)
stayss always below 2 (Belcher k MacGregor 1976). Thus less than 1/3 of the total
energyy is transfered to the matter.
Thee low efficiency of conversion of magnetic into kinetic energy in the WD model
turnss out to be an artefact of its special flow geometry, with the poloidal component
beingg exactly radial. When the flow diverges faster than radial (so that the mass
fluxflux density decreases more rapidly than r - 2 ) the conversion of Poynting flux into
kineticc energy is generally quite efficient (Begelman k Li 1994; Chiueh et al. 1998;
Daignee k Drenkhahn 2002). Important properties of the wind model, in particular
itss terminal velocity, depend on this conversion. A model for the flow divergence is
thuss needed in a more realistic flow calculation.
Inn previous one-dimensional studies the poloidal field geometry was fixed and not
partt of a governing physical model. Calculations in two dimensions show how the
windd gets collimated along the rotation axis and diverges at the equatorial plane,
(forr example Sakurai 1985; Bogovalov 1998). In such a two-dimensional model, the
shapee of the poloidal field lines is determined by the balance of the forces perpendicularr to the field lines (through the so called Grad-Shafranov equations). This
shapee determines the rate of divergence of the flow and is therefore a main factor
determiningg the conversion of the Poynting flux to kinetic energy.
AA two-dimensional treatment is rather demanding and not tractable for a study
off a wide parameter range. A good estimate of the rate of divergence of the flow
can,, however, also be obtained from a simpler model. In this paper, we do this by
replacingg the full two-dimensional configuration by a two zone model: an outflow
zonee in which the flow is computed in a one dimensional approximation, and a static
(no-flow)) zone. The rate of divergence of the flow is computed from a pressure
balancee condition between the two zones. In effect this model is the lowest-order
discretisationn of the Grad-Shafranov equation in the direction perpendicular to the
flowflow lines. The model retains most of the simplicity of the WD model but allows
inclusionn of the actual effect of field line divergence on the magnetic-to-kinetic energy
** Chapter 3 in this thesis.
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4.24.2 The model

Figuree 4.1: Sketch of the poloidal z— i*7-plane of the considered wind geometry. The wind
zonee is located in the region near the equator where the z coordinate is —h < z < h. The
magneticc field in the outer region provides the magnetic pressure pext which is balanced by
thee thermal and magnetic pressure of the wind p + B2/(8ir).
conversionn efficiency.

4.22 The model
Too model the geometry of the flow lines near the equator in a simple fashion the
poloidall plane is divided into two regions as sketched in Fig. 4.1. The wind itself is
locatedd in a region near the equator where the height h describes the lateral size of
thiss region as function of the source distance. Outside of this equatorial wind region
upp to the poles lies a static magnetosphere which supplies the pressure keeping the
windd localized. The precise topology of the outer magnetic field is not important
becausee only its pressure in lateral direction will influence the wind.
Ass in previous stellar wind studies the magnetic field in the flow zone is assumed
too have only open field lines. The field lines are anchored on the stellar surface
andd run to infinity. We assume a number of idealizations in common with previous
studies:: axial symmetry, stationarity, ideal MHD (no magnetic dissipation), no heat
conductionn and a polytropic equation of state.
Thee height is assumed to be small so that the substructure in the lateral direction
cann be ignored. This assumption is necessary so that the problem stays one dimensional.. All quantities then depend only on the radial coordinate and no gradient in
thee pressure, velocity and magnetic field in the lateral direction occurs inside the
wind.. We term this model feature the thin plane approximation. This name is chosenn according to the 'thin tube approximation' which is well known in solar physics
wheree it denotes the same thing for a spatially one dimensional tube.
Thee total pressure made up by the thermal and the magnetic pressure inside the
windd is always balanced by the pressure of the outer magnetic field. This assumption
clearlyy breaks down if the lateral expansion becomes faster than the fastest signal
speed.. Perturbations in the flow quantities cannot be evened out in the lateral
direction.. In this case a more complicated sub structure will occur which a one
dimensionall approach cannot handle. The simplest assumption in this case is that
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thee wind will continue to flow ballistically on straight lines in the poloidal plane.
Thee model thus consists of two radius intervals. In the inner one the pressure is
givenn externally and the flow geometry is determined from that. Where the lateral
expansionn velocity equals the fastest lateral signal speed (fast magneto-sonic speed)
thee second interval begins. From this distance on the geometry of the flow is given.
Becausee the key ingredient of the described model is the lateral pressure equilibriumm between the outer and the equatorial zone it will be called lateral pressure
equilibriumequilibrium model (LPE model) to distinguish it from the Weber & Davis mod
(WDD model). A detailed comparison of these two models will me done in Sect. 4.3.

4.2.11 Basic equations
Thee mathematically simplest treatment of the problem is possible in cylindrical coordinatee system (TU, 0, z). In the wind zone with —h < z < h we have 9 unknown
functionss of the radius zu: the density p, the internal energy e, the velocity v, the
magneticc field B and the height h. In the thin plane approximation we can neglect
thee dynamic effects of the z components of the magnetic fields and the velocity. The
contributionn of Bz to the magnetic pressure is negligible. For this approximation to
holdd we can only regard winds with dmh «C 1. This approximation is also necessary
becausee otherwise there would be a lateral dependence in v and B and the two zone
approximationn cannot be applied. With this approximation we have to solve the
dynamicall probelm for the remaining 7 unknown functions p, e, v w , v^, Bw, B^>, h.
Wee parameterize the external magnetic field strength by a power law with index
—2a—2a so that the field provides the external pressure
PePeXtXt = ^=n-™-2a

,

(4.1)

wheree TT is a constant. A split-monopole field would have a = 2 and a dipole field
aa = 3.
Pressuree equilibrium of the wind with the external field is only applicable up to
somee radius where the lateral velocity vz = vm-dmh of the wind zone becomes larger
thann the largest signal speed in z direction. This fastest signal speed perpendicular to
thee wind is the fast magneto-sonic speed. Let us define as 'causality radius' VJC&US the
locationn where vz equals the fast magneto-sonic speed in z direction. As explained
inn the last section we will assume that the wind continues to flow on straight lines
fromfrom this radius one.
Inn the following we derive the equations governing the flow of our LPE model, in
analogyy with the WD model. These equations are valid inside the causality radius,
V3V3 < i^caus- The extension for w > Z37caus is derived in Sect. 4.2.5.
Thee conservation laws for mass and radial magnetic flux are modified by their
dependencee on h. Because the solid angle of the wind is not a constant in our
modell the conserved fluxes refer to the total area crossed and not to a constant
solidd angle. The following equations are very similar to those of Sakurai (1985)
andd almost the same notation is used. To avoid notational confusion we prime
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thee conserved variables for the mass flux ƒ' and the magnetic flux 0 ' to emphasise
thee new dependence on the height and the radius. The outflow zone is a sheet
withh circumference 2irw and lateral extent 2h. For simplicity the area factor An is
dropped,, so that the conserved quantities refer to a cross-sectional area wh.
Thee wind is governed by the equations for a steady axisymmetric MHD flow. The
continuityy equation requires the mass flux which passes the area zoh of the wind flux
sheett to be a constant:
ƒ'' = pv&wh = const.

(4.2)

Thee polytropic equation of state is
pp = up1 .

(4.3)

Conservationn if the poloidal magnetic flux gives
$ '' = Bmwh

= const.

(4.4)

Thee induction equation together with the ideal MHD approximation yields
(v(v4>4>-ilw)B-ilw)Bww

= vV0Blt>,

(4.5)

Conservationn of angular momentum yields
LL = -co I fv<t>

— - J = f'üw% = const.

(4.6) )

Thee equation of motion projected along the flow lines yields the Bernoulli function
#(«*.. P) =

2 v™ + 2 (V* ~
++

n

^

^ _ C M _ W .
pp
w
2

(4.7)

iss a constant along the flow lines H(w, p) = E = const.
Forr the classic case of a radial outflow where h oc w the 6 Eqs. (4.2)-(4.7) determine
In the approach presented here the
thee 6 unknown functions p^e^v^^v^B^^B^
geometryy condition h oc w is replaced by a pressure equilibrium requirement in
laterall direction. This condition is
+ Bl)

PfSXtPfSXt

.

(4.8)

Togetherr with (4.4) and (4.5) this determines the height h of the flow by

„*»{*&)'.„*»{*&)'.
87TG722

Pext - V
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Thee 6 Eqs. (4.2)-(4.7) and the new one (4.9)+(4.1) contain 7 constants, ƒ', /c, $',
Q,Q, ZÜA, E and it, which determine the solution. Fortunately not all constants are
independentt and the complexity can be reduced by a proper scaling. With
xx = ro/roA ,

z = hjwA

,

y = p/pA

ff2 2
PAPA = 47T
$/22 '

(4.10) )
(4.11) )

onee scales the problem to the Alfvén radius wA and the Alfvén density pA. From
thee remaining 5 constants two will be determined by the requirement that the solutionn has to pass through two critical points. We will see that a third constant
onlyy influences the scaling of the height and the location of tu c a u s . So, most of the
mathematicall problem depends on only two parameters.

4.2.22 Dimensionless formulation of the problem
Followingg closely the treatment of Sakurai (1985) one can simplify the Bernoulli
equationn by introducing the dimensionless parameters
$' 2 2

/?'' =

(4.12) )

33 '
AnGMpAnGMp
AAzjzjA A

7K/?XX

1

C7A

7PA

=

GMGM

PA

GM GM
,WWA A

(4.13) )

and d
UJUJ

2
nn2Gft
Gft

=

GM GM
whichh then gives after substituting (4.2)-(4.6) into (4.7)
HH

=

GMGM f & &
wwAA
\lx22,y2 2

e e 7 - 11
+ 7+- 1 1

(4.14) )

n/x-x\n/x-x\2 2
VV i-v )

_

—H(x,y;e,uj,{3') —H(x,y;e,uj,{3')

(4.15) )

VOVOA A

Thee dimensionless form of (4.9) is found to be

FF

20 x 2,_5x _ 2a

-n-n
= —
zz22
7

i

„

-yy)-uj[

(

l-x2V

y V i - y )

(4.16) )

wheree we have used
Pextt
11
KK

PA PA
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PA PA

—2a

== S x- 2 a a

(4.17) )
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andd where

66 = P^ + 1.

(4.18)

Thee new parameter of the problem 5 is a measure for the magnetic to thermal
pressuree in the wind at the Alfvén point. Replacing p'/z in the Bernoulli equation
(4.15)) by (4.16) simplifies H considerably:
HH = -y~2

(6x-*« - yi) - %x* + - ^

T

^"

1

- - •

(4-19)

Thee third parameter of the problem, /?' (4.12) drops out of the formulation. This
cann be traced to the thin plane approximation, made which relates the field strength
att any point in the flow to the external pressure. As discussed in Sect. 4.2 this
approximationn is valid only up to a 'causality distance' t*7caus. It will turn out
thatt this distance is larger than the Alfvén radius, so that S can be determined
independentt of G7caus- The asymptotic values of certain fluxes at ro —+ co, however,
stilll depend on wc&us. This issue is discussed further in Sect. 4.2.5.
Too find a wind solution in the x-y-plane one has to solve
H{x,y-B,u,6)H{x,y-B,u,6)

=E ,

(4.20)

wheree 0, u, <5, £?, a, 7 are characterising parameters of the wind. As in the WD wind
nott all parameter combinations yield physical solutions. The solution must pass
throughh all critical points of the problem. Per definition the physical solution must
passs through the Alfvén point at (x,y) = (1,1). Here we see the difference of this
Bernoulli-functionn to those of Weber & Davis (1967) and Sakurai (1985). The Alfvén
pointt at (x, y) = (1,1) is noo singularity any more as it would be the case without the
/?'' substitution. The value of Ê(l,ï) = É fixes the solution contour in the Bernoulli
equationn making É a function of the other parameters. The only remaining real
criticall point is located at the radius where the wind reaches the signal speed
Ccc =

***"

(4.21)

++ <+«£
withh the speed of sound

«« = M

(4-22)

PP
andd the Alfvén speed
BB
aa =y/4irp y/4irp

(4.23) )

Wee call this critical point a bit sloppy 'cusp point1 and cc 'cusp speed' because the
—— 1 ll

formm of c c is very similar to the cusp speed known in MHD, vc = c^a (eg + a 2 )
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Thiss is the speed, for example of a compressional wave in a thin magnetic flux tube
embeddedd in an unmagnetised surrounding plasma. In our case the disturbances
travell radially and not along the magnetic field lines so that cc depends on am and
a^a^ explicitly. The derivation showing that Cc is really a signal speed of the model is
presentedd in Appendix 4.A.
Thee physical solution has to pass through the critical points to make sure that it
runss from very small to very large radii. Only parameter combinations that satisfy
thiss correspond to physical solutions In a physical solution the value of the Bernoulli
functionn must be the same at the cusp and Alfvén points:
H{xH{xcnspcnsp,y,ycyïspcyïsp,9,u),8),9,u),8)
wheree (xcusp,ycusp)

=H(l,l,9,u>,6)

are defined by

OOxxtiti (^cuspi 1/cuspJ

=

Oxtl ^XCUSp, J/cuspJ

=

"

(4.z5J

forr given 0, a;, a, 7. The last equation follows from the fact that the cusp point is a
saddlee point in the topology of the Bernoulli function. Unless the contour is exactly
att the same level as the saddle point it will give a solution which changes its direction
att a certain point and is unphysical.
Thee mathematical task of finding a physical solution must be done numerically.
First,, the cusp point (x cusp ,ï/ CUS p) must be found in the x < l , y > 1 region. Then 6
iss found by solving (4.24) via the Newton-Raphson method. As an example, Fig. 4.2
showss the values for E + u, 6, and xcxlsp depending on 0 and OJ for fixed values of 7,
andd a.
Inn the work of Sakurai (1985) the model parameters are adjusted in a way that the
physicall solution passes through slow and fast sonic points. These critical points in
thee Bernoulli equation correspond physically to the locations where the flow reaches
thee slow mode and fast mode signal velocities. The Alfvén point does not introduce
ann additional requirement because all solutions, including the unphysical ones, pass
throughh this point. For this reason the number of free parameters is reduced by 2.
Inn our set-up there are only two signal speeds. Instead of the slow mode speed we
havee a cusp mode speed, while the fast mode speed does not exist. But the Alfvén
pointt is now regular and the need to pass through it replaces the requirement to pass
throughh a fast point. Thus, the number of free parameters is also reduced by 2.

4.2.33 Limits in the ©~w parameter space
Off the remaining free parameters 9,LJ, a, 7, the adiabatic index is fixed to 7 = 1.221
inn the rest of this paper. This value is also used in previous works (Weber & Davis
1967;; Belcher & MacGregor 1976; Sakurai 1985) and is here adopted for a better
comparison.. The index a for the external magnetic field is limited by physical
reasons.. Reasonable values lie between 2 for a magnetic monopole and 3 for a
dipole-likee configuration.
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Thee parameter space for 0 and u; is much larger. It turns out that there are lower
limitss on 9 or w, as a consequence of the fact that a real wind must transport energy
outward.. The Poynting flux density is
SS = ?* (v^B* - BmV4)

= - t o % ^ .

(4.26)

Thiss can be written in terms of our dimensionless variables x, y, z. Using (4.4)-(4.6),
(4.10),, (4.12) and (4.14) one finds expressions for the magnetic field:
B„B„ = JéfrpA^—
VV

•-

TEA.

(4.27)

XZ

and d
„„
r
GM
BtBt = \UirpAM
VV
w\
soo that

1/x-x
V—,
l-y

,,„„,
(4.28)

,

ƒ '' GM
1 - x2
u
SS =
•
2 ^ ~ " y——r
xzmxzm
WA
V— 1
AA

(4.29)

Thee energy flux density in the matter is
FFm&tm&t = v^

p (vl + vl) + 7 e - P ^ j

•

(4.30)

Thee quantities appearing in this expression are

„.„JpM.JL,„.„JpM.JL,
VV

vuA

xyz

röMlI^y

==

VV

wA

(4.32)

l-y

and d

ee

ee = —
-r • PA
7(77 - 1)

GM
WA

V1 -

(4-33)

Thus, ,
ƒ''
•''matt —

GM

2
XZWp^XZWp^

(*--T?)) •

WA

<4-34>

Thee total energy loss rate though the area voh is
,GM ,GM
ÈÈ = zuh(Fm&t + S) = ttf
(É + J)
WAWA

V

.

(4.35)

/
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Thiss corresponds to the energy loss per steradian of Weber & Davis (1967) if one
substitutess h by w. Because the energy flux in the matter (4.34) includes also the
gravitationall energy part, it can become negative for small values of w. The kinetic
andd thermal energy flux alone is
-*matt —

o

(H-(H-UU1^L1^L

vv

l

y~

(4.

+ Ï)

x

)

andd the Poynting flux ratio cr, which stays finite for all values of x, is
ujy(l-x2)

SS
aa =
4 a tt

(4.37) )

(Ë + 1/x) (y - 1) - <J (1 - x2y)

Thee fluxes of angular momentum in the electromagnetic field Lem and the matter
L m a tt are obtained from (4.6). The first term corresponds to the matter part, the
secondd one to the electromagnetic field. Inserting the dimensionless quantities from
(4.28)) and (4.32) gives
•^em m

f' f'
-f'mat t

f' f'

-x-x22y y
—— y/uJW\GM v-v11

(4.38) )

1 -- xx22y y
\JwuDpJ3M\JwuDpJ3M •
1 ---y -y

(4.39) )

Thee ratio is

-xx ~,y-y-y2 y22

^era a

(4-4 )

l
X
Anatt
Figuree 4.2 shows the parameter space where physical solutions exist as determined
fromfrom numerical solutions. Here the parameter for the external field strength a is fixed
too an intermediate value of 2.5 and the adiabatic index is 7 = 1.221. The shaded
areaa corresponds to unphysical solutions with È < 0 where the wind has not enough
energyy to leave the gravitational potential.
Figuree 4.2 looks very similar to the equivalent in Sakurai (1985). There exist
solutionss with S > 1 but Ê + u < 0. They are reached if one follows for example
thee 2-contour in the middle panel of Fig. 4.2. But they are unphysical because the
heightt z diverges at a finite radius.
Too determine the asymptotic limits of the unphysical grey area in Fig. 4.2 we
calculatee the É + u> = 0 cases in the two extreme limits. The cold limit, without
pressure,, correspond to the low-6 region (far left side) in the diagrams. The sound
speedd Cs vanishes and therefore also the cusp speed cc from (4.21). The cusp radius
Zcuspp is equal to the wind origin x0 where the first two terms of the Bernoulli function
(4.7)) vanish. These terms refer to the radial and azimuthal velocity in the corotating
frame.frame. In addition the third one which corresponds to the thermal energy is also zero.
Thee remaining part of the normalised Bernoulli function H gives the value for the
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Figuree 4.2: The parameter space for an adiabatic index of 7 = 1.221 and an external field
parameterr a = 2.5. The upper panel shows contours for the dimensionless energy per mass
EE + UJ. The grey area covers the unphysical region with E + u> < 0 where the wind cannot
escapee from the gravitational potential. The asymptotic values for border of the gray area
aree Q = 0,w = (3/2) 3 / 2 and 6 = -y/(2a),uj = 0. The middle and lower panel show the
contourss of the pressure ratio parameter S and the normalised cusp mode radius xCusP. The
unphysicall E < 0 region is again grey overplotted.
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constantt Ë = —XQUJ/2 — \/XQ. Because the radial velocity vanishes at XQ = xcusp the
densityy there must diverge, yo = yCusp - • oo. The condition dxH(xcxlsp, yCusp) = 0
yieldss xcusp = u; - 1 / 3 . The corresponding physical distance, wcusp, is the corotation
radius:: the location where the centrifugal and gravitational forces balance. This is a
consequencee of the cold, pressureless limit taken here. The flow must be pushed over
thee maximum of the effective potential (gravity + centrifugal). Without thermal
pressuree this happens only if no energy is needed to transport the mass out of the
gravitationall potential.
Att the corotation point xCUBp, E = —3/2 • u; 1 / 3 with É + u = 0 we get
a ; =

3 \ 3 / 22
> xcuep
( ö ))

1) 1)

[2
= J-,

6 = oo.

(4.41)

Thesee limiting values are asymptotically approached in the low-G regions displayed
inn Fig. 4.2.
Inn the thermal ( 0 > 0), non-rotating limit with vanishing magnetic field we have
66 —> 1 and u) —• 0. The cusp speed (4.21) and the Alfvén speed (4.23) both go to
zeroo and e c /a r o —> 1 so that x c u s p = 1. The cusp radius has to coincide with the
windd origin where the density is infinite. Using u) = 0, 5 — 1 and dxH ~ 0 one finds
thee limit for B. In total the thermal, non-rotating limit is characterised by

ee =

ë' Xcusp"l' 5=* *

(442)

'

Thesee limiting values are approached in the low-u? regions shown in Fig. 4.2.

4.2.44 From physical initial conditions to wind solutions
Inn the last section we reduced the task of finding the wind solution to a 2-dimensional
mathematicall problem. Here we summarise how the physical parameters P =
(£?*,/&„,,/!>*,;>*,Bn^n,GM,a,7)) are related t o the mathematical parameters
(B,u>,, /?'). The quantities indexed with * refer to a reference radius w+.
Solvingg (4.12) and (4.14) for pA and &A and substituting these variables into the
expressionn (4.13) for B gives

/3
E
,
(
^
y
v
^
y
- v . ) ^ ..
p* p*

(4.43)

Onee can eliminate the height h* by introducing

PP

(4

"V^?"V^?

'

andd obtains
0 a J

7-4/3^-ll

==
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Solvingg the last equation for /? gives j 3 a s a function of 8 , u> and the reference parameters.. Prom the definitions in (4.14) and (4.12) one obtains the Alfvén radius

WAWA

< 4 - 46 )

= {-w-j

andd the Alfvén density

PAPA

~ AiruP' \GM)

~4iruj0

\GM)

^AA1'

*

Thee dimensionless reference radius x* = -CD^/WA and and density y* = /?*//>A are
thereforee functions of 8,a;,/?.
Thee Bernoulli equation (4.19) and the height equation (4.16) evaluated at the
referencee radius provide an algebraic equation system for 8 and UJ:
ËË
/??

xl xl

= ^ ( J x ^ - ^ - ^

+ ^ r

1

- ^

(4.48)

28
4(Sx-4(Sx-2a2a-y:)-iv^^-^j-y:)-iv^^-^j

.

Thesee equations are solved numerically for 8,w while ft,É,Ó,x*,y* are treated as
functionss of 8 , if. If /?' is needed in addition one has to specify /i* and use (4.44).
Theree are certain regions in the physical parameter space where the 8 , u solutions
off the equation system (4.48), (4.49) are not unique. Only one solution can be the
physicall one which is found by this prescription: Find a physical parameter set P
wheree the 8 , w solution is unique. Then, change P towards the parameters of interest
inn small steps and follow the 8 , u solutions at every step. By this method one finds
8,a;; solutions in the whole allowed non-grey area in Fig. 4.2.
Notee that we do not have to specify the external pressure pext at the reference
radiuss though this is a major ingredient of our model. pext is already contained in
so that
thee other quantities. We specified cu*, />*, p*, B^ and calculated u,mx,p\
(4.28)) and (4.8) yields ^xt*.
Too illustrate the effect of changing the physical parameters on 8,o; let us look
att solar values as an example. In Sect. 4.3.1 the Sun will be used further for comparisonn between the LPE model and the WD model. The numerical values for
PP = (zz7»,/9*,...) are also listed there. Figure 4.3 shows the changes in the Q-UJ
planee if one changes some of the physical parameters of P but leaves all other ones
fixedfixed to solar values. The -B^-trace and the p*, p*-trace coincide. Increasing B^*
andd decreasing p*, p* at a constant temperature lead to the same dimensionless wind
solution.. Moving along this trace is like shifting from a thermally dominated wind
too a magnetocentrifugally dominated wind. The nature of this transition will be
discussedd in Sect. 4.3.3.
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F i g u r ee 4.3: Changes of 0,u> depending on changes in the physical parameters f2, B ro », p«,
andd p* for the a = 2.5, 7 = 1.221 case. The lower circle correspond to 0 = 0.735, ai = 0.0115
whichh are the values for the Sun as discussed in Sect. 4.3.1. The end-points of the lines
aree labelled with the changed quantity. The contours denote the dimensionless energy per
masss E + L0 as in the top panel of Fig. 4.2. The Bro» and the dashed p»,p,-traces lie on top
off each other. The low-© region is the domain of cold and centrifugally driven winds. As
ann example the square corresponds to a wind where the base pressure p, is about 2 orders
off magnitudes smaller and the rotation rate Q is one order of magnitudes larger than for
thee Sun.
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4.2.55 The wind beyond the causality radius
Thee pressure equilibrium condition will fail if the lateral flow velocity becomes faster
thann the fastest signal speed in this direction as discussed in Sect. 4.2. The fastest
signall speed is the fast magneto-sonic speed. Because the magnetic field is perpendicularr to the lateral direction the fast speed is simply a2 + c% with the sound speed
Css and the Alfvén speed a denned in (4.22) and (4.23). The condition for validity of
thee instantaneous pressure balance with the external medium is thus
r ; 2 < a 22 + c s 2 .

(4.50)

Thesee velocities can be written in terms of the dimensionless variables:

11+

22
&*
1
aa11 =4npAX&\4npAX&\ z2x2y

^(^7)1'

44 = 7<VT_1 = 7 « P I ~ V _ 1 ,
22
vlvl
=2 vl(dxz?= JJ:?*

(451)

'

(4-52)

.

(4.53)

Wee define a 'lateral' Mach number Mz as the ratio between the lateral expansion
speedd vz and the fast magneto-sonic speed y/a2 -\-c2. In terms of the dimensionless
quantitiess in (4.51)-(4.53) this gives

« ? --

y y P'P' +

^

uy2z2(^y++ 9x 2 *V +1

(4.54) )

Instantaneouss pressure balance between the flow and the environment is possible
onlyy if there is sufficient time for an imbalance to adjust. Since the adjustment is
donee by fast mode waves propagating laterally, pressure balance is possible only if
thee lateral expansion speed is less than the magnetosonic speed, i.e. Mz < 1. Since
thee Alfvén and the sound speeds decrease outward, lateral pressure equilibrium holds
forr xa <OTcaus,where Mz = 1 at w = i^caus- M2 depends on (3' and therefore on
h*.h*. Thus the location of the causality radius CE7caus depends on the height of the flux
plane. .
Iff h* is so large that x c a u 8 < 1 our model becomes inconsistent. In this case the
Alfvénn point at (1,1) lies in a region where the pressure equilibrium condition is
nott fulfilled any more. But this assumption was the key reason why the Bernoulli
functionn assumed the simple shape in (4.19). Without this assumption the Alfvén
pointt is not regular but a singularity like in the WD model (Sakurai 1985). In the
LPEE model the value of the Bernoulli function at the Alfvén point defines the contour
levell so that the solution finding method described in Sect. 4.2.2 fails for x c a u 8 < 1.
Inn the rest of this paper we will limit the discussion to cases in which /i* is chosen
sufficientlyy small, such that the causality radius tu caus is outside the Alfvén radius.
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Thoughh the formalism may be extendable to other cases, the thin plane approximation,, which implies z » « l would not be very well justifiable.
Beyondd xc&u& the material will flow on straight lines in the poloidal plane as discussedd in Sect. 4.2. The equation for z is of the simple linear form
zz - 2Caus + {x- x c a u s ) (dxz)caus

for X > 2 c a u s .

(4.55)

Thee wind solution for x > xc&us is found by inserting this ansatz into (4.15) and
followingg the ff-contour to infinity.

4.2.66 Global wind parameters
Thee fluxes of the conserved quantities mass, energy and angular momentum characterisee the wind. These fluxes, the terminal velocity and the terminal Poynting flux
ratioo will be the main quantities for the comparison of the LPE model to the classic
W DD model. The derivation of these quantities is done in this section.
Onee has to take care of the different flux quantities in the presented LPE model
andd the WD model. In the latter model the solid angle was constant throughout
thee flow. The mass flux per sterad ƒ = pv^w2 and the magnetic flux per sterad
$$ = BWZD2 where therefore conserved quantities. In the LPE model the opening
anglee h/zv of the flow changes with radius and the conserved mass and magnetic
fluxesfluxes ƒ' and $ ' are measured per area zuh. To compare the two models the fluxes
** = ( B ~ - = ) . = ^

(4-56)

and d

f=(pvf=(pvaa^)^) =-J—

(4

denotee in the LPE model the magnetic and mass flux per sterad at some reference
radiuss zu*. All model comparisons refer to equal fluxes at the wind base near the
stellarr surface. The fluxes are linked by (4.11) and (4.47) so that
<&'20

[7)7[7)7
ff==
JJ

9

V47T

4TTGMV^

"

(4.58)
V

}

and d
ƒƒ

=

1L_^ ,

M59)

Thee definition of the constant 0' in (4.12) is formally the same as in Sakurai (1985).
Itt differs by the definition of the constant flux $ ' in (4.4). If one replaces the
fluxflux constant by the expression for the magnetic field one sees that Sakurai's j3 =
(B(Bmmww22))22/(47rGMpAZv\)/(47rGMpAZv\)
is not a constant in our model. To be able to
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twoo models we have to consider the reference radius t*7* and define the constant j3
ass being evaluated at w+:
pp

v

AitGMpAwl

Whenn we speak of /3 in the rest of the paper we mean the constant definition in (4.60)
andd not the original functional definition of Sakurai. fi is related to j3' by (4.44).
Thee specific angular momentum / is obtained by replacing WA. in (4.6) using (4.46):
ll = jt = {ujGMfzn-^

(4.61)

Itt is the same equation as in the WD model but the difference is made by the different
valuess of u> which are obtained for the same initial conditions at a certain reference
radius. .
Thee specific total energy e in the wind is obtained by the replacement of WA in
(4.35)) using (4.46):
ee = ^

= {SIGM)2/Z o," 1 ' 3 [É + a,) .

(4.62)

Again,, this is the same equation which is used for classical studies.
Wee are also interested in the fraction of the energy/angular momentum carried
byy the electromagnetic and matter part at x = oo. For that one has to know the
terminall velocity Voo = vmoo. From (4.31) one obtains

== f
-y y

GM GM1 1
00
G7A A{xyz){xyz)
aa

11
GM GM
22
VJA VJA(x(x y)oo(dy)oo(dxxz)z)caus caus

(4.63) )

Thee value of (x2y)oo is important for a number if terminal flow parameters. It
followss from parameters and the solution at rrcauB. The following argument yields an
expressionn to determine {x2y)<X). The energy in the matter Èmat at oo is

Onee can also use the formulation in (4.34) to get
== f'—\H

+ u,(l-(x2y)00)\ .

(4.65)

Equatingg the last two expressions gives an implicit polynomial function for (x2y)oc'

--

1+

f ^«- +

rt

«-

{4M)
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aa
33
2.75 5
2.5 5
2.25 5
22

ee

0.527 7
0.617 7
0.735 5
0.898 8
1.139 9

u> u>
.5 5
ËË
00
0.0058 8 144.0 0 6.539 9 3.772 2
0.0079 9 82.7 7 6.198 8 4.411 1
0.0115 5 45.4 4 5.960 0 5.304 4
0.0184 4 23.2 2 5.812 2 6.597 7
0.0331 1 10.7 7 5.749 9 8.571 1

X* X*

0.197 7
0.178 8
0.157 7
0.134 4
0.110 0

f/fwn f/fwnf/ZwD D

Xc.uap Xc.uap

0.178 8
0.186 6
0.188 8
0.184 4
0.173 3

2.42 2
2.74 4
3.06 6
3.39 9
3.73 3

0.064 4
0.079 9
0.102 2
0.139 9
0.206 6

e/ewD D
1.165 5
1.230 0
1.304 4
1.389 9
1.486 6

Tablee 4.1: Some dimensionless variables for solar-like dimensional parameters for the LPE
model.. The only parameter varied is the index a while all quantities are independent of
h*/rzr*.h*/rzr*. The adiabatic index used is 7 = 1.221.
aa
2.5 5
2.5 5
2.5 5
22
22
22

^caus s

EP* *

0.01 1
0.05 5
0.10 0
0.01 1
0.05 5
0.10 0

23.99 9
9.20 0
6.53 3
12.87 7
4.28 8
2.84 4

3.57 7
1.97 7
1.47 7
13.97 7
5.65 5
3.87 7

WH7,,

« 0 00

»o.WDD

VooWDD

3.06 6
3.06 6
3.06 6
3.73 3
3.73 3
3.73 3

1.15 5
1.15 5
1.15 5
1.23 3
1.23 3
1.23 3

<7oo o
CocWDD

0.009 9
0.023 3
0.033 3
0.011 1
0.034 4
0.051 1

Tablee 4.2: Comparison of/^'-dependent quantities with the WD wind. The index a and the
initiall solid angle of the flow h^/vj* is varied. The 2nd to 6th column list the ratio between
thee final and the initial opening angle, the causality radius, the ratio of the final velocity
too the final velocity of a WD wind, and the ratio of the Poynting-flux ratios respectively.
Thee smallest positive solution for {x2y)QO is the physical one.
Thee electromagnetic energy flux at 00 is
£emocc = SoohW

= ƒ

W^J/)^

(4.67) )

ass seen from (4.29). The terminal Poynting flux ratio is
UJ UJ

&na&na

=

E,mE,
a tt 00

1
-- 2jp(x*y)i0{dxz)1caus
s

(4.68) )

4.33 Comparison with the Weber & Davis model
4.3.11 The solar wind case
Thee radial stellar wind for solar parameters was studied in great detail (Weber &
Daviss 1967; Belcher & MacGregor 1976; Sakurai 1985). A comparison of this classical
WDD model to the one presented in this paper is done in this section.
Thee best comparison standard is the Sun so that we need its initial wind conditions
att a certain reference radius. Belcher & MacGregor (1976) quote the solar wind
parameterss at the coronal base at wm = 1.25G70 = 8.7 • 10 10 cm in terms of the
ratioss between the sonic, the radial Alfvén, and the corotation velocity to the local
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escapee velocity: $*/re* = 0.42, aw*/ve* = 6.1, and Q,w*/ve* = 4 . 7 - 1 0 - 3 . The other
importantt physical parameters are Q = 3 • 1 0 _ 6 s - 1 , GMQ = 1.33 • 10 2 6 cm 3 s~ 2 ,
77 = 1.221, and B ^ * = 1.46 G. The velocity ratios correspond to the density p* =
1.55 • 10~ 18 g e m - 3 and the pressure p* = 6.6 • 1 0 - 4 erg c m - 3 .
Sakuraii (1985) describes the procedure to obtain the WD wind solution if the physicall parameters are fixed at the wind source. We follow his instructions to determine
thee dimensionless parameters for the WD model but apply a small modification. In
hiss work the kinetic energy terms of the Bernoulli equation at the coronal base is
neglectedd (Eq. (17a) in Sakurai 1985). In the LPE model we include also the kinetic
energyy term coming from the radial component as seen in (4.48). To be unambiguouss in our comparison we also include this term in calculating the WD parameters
ÖWDjüAVD--

Forr the Sun one finds the dimensionless quantities 0 W D = 1.4, O>WD — 0.355,
/?WDD = 13.8 and £ W D = 12.4. The slow point is at (ar8p, ysp) = (0.123,122) and the
fastt point at (xfp,yfp) = (1.01,0.975). The Alfvén radius and density from (4.46)
andd (4.47) areOTA= 1.7-1012 cm = 25r 0 and p A = 10~ 21 gcm~ 3 . All other relevant
quantitiess can be written as simple functions of these values. The mass flux per
steradd from (4.59) is ƒ = 10 11 g s _ 1 s r - 1 .
Forr the same values at the coronal base one finds different dimensionless quantities
inn the LPE model and in the WD model. Table 4.1 lists the results for different
indicess a which is an additional parameter occurring in the LPE but not in the WD
model. .
Fromm (4.59) one sees that the ratio of the mass flux per sterad in the LPE model
too the mass flux per sterad in the WD case scales like
U ; W D A V DD

/WDD

V

U

.

(4.69)

@

Thiss ratio is listed in Table 4.1 and decreases with growing a. The ratios of the
specificc angular momentums l/lwu = (^/'^AVD) 2 / ' 3 axe also listed. One sees that the
LPEE wind does not carry as much angular momentum as the WD wind. The angular
momentumm loss is lower by an order of magnitude in the a = 3 case. This is due to
thee smaller Alfvénic radius which governs the specific angular momentum [see (4.6)].
Thee specific energy ratio
EE + UJ
ewDD

wxl^

1/3 3

u>WD

(4.70) )

E'WD + UAVD

iss a bit larger than 1. For solar parameters one should expect e/ewD to be almost
1.. The wind is initially dominated by thermal energy and the different geometries
off the models have no influence on the thermal acceleration. But the initial radial
velocityy v^* is not an input parameter and not the same for both models. As shown
inn Tab. 4.2 v^* is greater in the LPE model. Because the specific energies e, ewD
includee the kinetic energy we find that e is a bit larger than ewD-
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Itt is not possible to set all parameters at 137* to the same values in both models
becausee this would overdetermine the mathematical problem. It is rather arbitrary
whichh quantity is not fixed. Here we chose ÜW«, to be undetermined in advance
becausee it is rather small near the origin of the wind. In Sect. 4.3.3 we will compare
thee two models at the same mass flux density at 07*.
Tablee 4.2 lists the physical quantities which depend on the initial solid angle h+fw*.
Thiss parameter influences all quantities which depend on the ratio of the electromagneticc to the matter part like the Poynting flux ratio and the terminal velocity. For
thee W D wind the terminal velocity UQC is the largest solution of
^ 2 **

=

i„a

+

"'*'

(4.71)

(Belcherr &; MacGregor 1976). For solar values this gives I ^ W D = 4.38 • 107 c m s - 1 .
Columnn 6 of Table 4.2 shows the ratios between UQO from (4.63) and VOO,WD- AS for
thee specific energy (last column of Table 4.1) there is a small difference between the
twoo models. The final ratio between the Poynting flux and the kinetic energy flux
off the matter is given by (4.68). In the WD model the final Poynting flux ratio is
CTo0CTo0

ftft22**22

WDWD =

--

(472)

2^4

(Belcherr & MacGregor 1976) which is C ^ W D = ° - 0 2 1 f o r t n e S u n - T n e comparison
too the ax values of the LPE model is listed in the last column of Table 4.2. Though
thee Poynting flux conversion is much more efficient in the LPE model, its effect on
thee terminal velocity is very small. The influence of the magnetic field compared
too the thermal pressure is negligible for the Sun. The 3rd column of Table 4.2 lists
thee ratio of the final to the initial opening angle of the flow. The narrower the flow
startss the more it can spread until (z/x)c&UB = lima,—ooCs/z), the final solid angle,
iss reached. This greater spreading leads to better Poynting flux energy conversion.
Ann example of the LPE model for a solar-like wind with a = 2.5 and h*fw+ = 0.01
iss shown in Fig. 4.4. These parameter values were chosen because they show the
characteristicss properties of the LPE model. As can be seen from the <r-plot at the
lowerr left corner, the the flow is at all radii dominated by the energy carried by
thee matter (kinetic + thermal), so that a <C 1. a shows a short period of increase
nearr the initial radius. This is due to the fact that the potential energy does not
showw up in the definition of a. At small radii the matter loses internal and kinetic
energy,, which is used to perform work against the gravitational potential. The initial
increasee of a does not mean that energy is transfered from the matter to Poynting
flux. flux.
Thee quantity a' = d In z/d In x (Fig. 4.4 middle right) is a measure for the rate of
divergencee of the poloidal flow component. At small x, the toroidal field component
contributess little to the internal pressure in the flow. The balance with the external
pressuree (p e x t ~ x~2a) the causes the flow to diverge a s z ~ x~a , with a' = a — 1.
There,, the flow can be visualised as following the field lines of the external magnetic
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Figuree 4.4: The wind solution for solar initial conditions with a = 2.5, h,/vo, = 0.01. The
verticall dotted lines indicate the cusp mode radius xCusP, the Alfvénic radius XA and the
causalityy radius xCaus- From top to bottom following quantities are plotted: the normalised
densityy y, the radial velocity vw, the solid angle z/x, the geometrical index d l n z / d l n x ,
thee Poynting flux ratio a, and the angular momentum ratio Lem/Lma.t-
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QQ

33
2.75 5
2.5 5
2.25 5
22

ee

U) U)

45 5
1.36 6
2.00 0 120 0
3.06 6 370 0
4.88 8 1311 1
8.19 9 5471 1

SS
ËË
00
1.86 6 10 b b 83.3 3 74.6 6
5.37 7 10 6 6
99.7 7 109.7 7
1.39 9 10 b b 137.3 3 169.2 2
3.21 1 10 4 4 228.6 6 274.7 7
6.36 6 10 3 3 473.9 9 472.7 7

Xcusp p

X**

0.0100 0
0.0072 2
0.0049 9
0.0032 2
0.0020 0

f/fwr> f/fwr>
e/ewD D
l/lwr> l/lwr>

0.0091 1
0.0075 5
0.0060 0
0.0045 5
0.0032 2

2.35 5
2.66 6
2.98 8
3.30 0
3.63 3

0.0110 0
0.0214 4
0.0453 3
0.1052 2
0.2727 7

0.0291 1
0.0403 3
0.0650 0
0.1253 3
0.2917 7

Tablee 4.3: Dimensionless variables for a Poynting flux dominated wind. The physical
parameterss at the base are solar-like but with i?ro* = lO-Bo?*©, p* = 10-2p*© and p* =

aa
2.5 5
2.5 5
2.5 5
22
22
22

fa, fa,

0.01 1
0.05 5
0.10 0
0.01 1
0.05 5
0.10 0

3-caus s

57.98 8 1.82 2
1* *
28.94 4
1* *
28.94 4
19.65 5 14.25 5
7.13 3 5.01 1
4.74 4 3.24 4

w

««

Vzo* Vzo*
Utc.WD D

«oo.WD D

2.98 8
2.98 8
2.98 8
3.63 3
3.63 3
3.63 3

0.40 0
0.36 6
0.36 6
0.91 1
0.88 8
0.85 5

«Too o
Too,WDD

0.087 7
0.252 2
0.252 2
0.019 9
0.057 7
0.094 4

Tablee 4.4: Comparison of /^'-dependent quantities with the WD wind for a Poynting flux
dominatedd outflow with Bm* = 10£ro«©, p* = 10"2p«© and p* = 10"2p*©- The * in the
icauss column marks solutions with Mz > 1 at the Alfvén point. For the application of the
LPEE model x caus was artificially set to 1. Thus the values in these lines are not strictly
valid. .
field.field. In the other limit for large x the index o/ = 1 corresponds to the linear z-x
relationn which is forced by the geometry after arcaus (4.55).

4.3.22 A Poynting flux dominated wind
Thee solar wind is dominated by the thermal energy and the magnetic field does not
playy a major role. Let us now look at a case where the magnetic field dominates
thee dynamics. This is for example the case if the magnetic field is enhanced by a
factorr of 10 while the density and pressure are decreased be a factor of 100. All
otherr parameters (ccr*, fï, G M , 7) are kept at solar values. This combination shows
thee typical behaviour of the model in the centrifugally dominated case. The WD
modell then yields 9 W D = 8.87, O^VD = 3.8 • 10 4 , ^ w D = 1.2 • 104 and ^ W D = 593.
Thee Alfvénic radius is at roA,WD = 8.3 • 10 13 cm where PA = 1.1 • 1 0 - 2 7 g c m - 3 and
thee mass flux per sterad is / W D = 10 9 g/cm/sterad. The wind reaches a terminal
velocityy of fooWD = 2.1 • 10 8 cm/s and the Poynting flux ratio is o"ooWD = 1-95 which
iss close to the upper limit of 2 (Belcher & MacGregor 1976).
Tablee 4.3 displays some LPE parameters for the same initial conditions. The ratios
off mass fluxes and specific angular momenta are similar to the thermally dominated
casee of Table 4.1. Again, because the Alfvénic radius moves inward compared to
thee WD field geometry, the 'lever arm' is shorter and less angular momentum is
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transferedd compared to the WD case. This trend is seen in x* —
in column
77 of Table 4.3. Therefore / / / W D decreases with growing a.
Ass in the thermally dominated case the initial radial velocity Vtn* is larger in the
LPEE model than in the WD model. So the specific thermal and kinetic energy flow
iss larger because the two models use the same temperature at wm. But as seen from
thee last column in Table 4.3 the total specific energy, including the Poynting flux, is
lowerr than in the LPE model. This means that the initial Poynting flux is lower in
thee LPE model and that less rotational energy is extracted from the star due to the
differentt field geometry.
Tablee 4.4 lists the quantities which also depend on /i»/t*7*. One sees that cr^ is
alwayss much smaller than in the WD model. The Poynting flux is more efficiently
transferredd to the matter. Yet the terminal velocity is smaller than in the WD model,
becausee the total Poynting flux is lower.
Fig.. 4.5 shows a typical solution for a Poynting flux dominated wind. We chose
aa = 2.5 and h+fm+ = 0.01 again because the characteristics of the LPE model
alll well seen at those values. In the velocity plot (Fig. 4.5 upper right) one can
observee two parts. At r«, < r < 5 • 10 12 cm the wind shows an initial acceleration
duee to the thermal energy. The acceleration approximately stops around vOT «
55 • 1 0 7 c m s - 1 which corresponds to the final velocity in the solar wind case discussed
inn Sect. 4.3.1. Around the Alfvén radius there is a second phase where the matter
iss magnetocentrifugally accelerated up to the end velocity v^,. The low values for
Voo/VooWDD listed in column 6 of Table 4.4 show that the LPE wind is a slightly
weakerr matter accelerator than the WD wind.

4.3.33 Model comparison based on equal mass fluxes
Thee matter density p at a certain radius may perhaps be not the best quantity
too keep fixed when comparing the two wind models. One can also look at wind
parameterss and compare them at the same mass flux per sterad ƒ. Figure 4.6 shows
thee important wind quantities for the WD model and some LPE models with solarlikee parameters. The quantities are shown as functions of the mass flux per sterad ƒ.
Itt is varied by changing p* and keeping the temperature p*/p* fixed. Moving along
thee /-axis is like travelling along the /9*-p*-trace in Fig. 4.3. A case with a rotation
ratee of il = lOfi© is shown in Fig. 4.7. The energy and velocity plots show a break
att the point where the wind changes from a Poynting flux dominated outflow (low
ƒ)) to a thermally dominated one (large ƒ).
Itt was stated in the discussion above that the specific angular momentum I is
alwayss lower in the LPE model. This trend increases with growing a. The specific
energyy transfered is accordingly also lower in the Poynting flux dominated case. The
velocityy plot shows that whether the LPE model can accelerate the wind better that
thee WD depends on a. Here we see that two effects are not easy to disentangle. The
angularr momentum transfer to the matter is always smaller in the LPE case but on
thee other hand the the Poynting flux conversion is better and CTQO < ^ooWD- These
conclusionss also hold for faster rotators as seen in Fig. 4.7. The only real difference
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Figuree 4.5: The wind solution for a centrifugally dominated case: BCT» = 10Bro»©, P* =
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Annotationss as in Fig. 4.4.
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betweenn the two cases considered is that the change from a Poynting flux dominated
windd to a thermally dominated one occurs at a larger ƒ.
Thee maximal terminal Poynting flux ratio a^ in the WD model is 2 (Belcher
&& MacGregor 1976). The a^ plots in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 show that the value 2 is
asymptoticallyy reached for small ƒ. One can clearly see that this is not the case in
thee LPE model. Depending on a and h+/w+, the maximal value of a^ can be much
lowerr than 2. Therefore the Poynting flux conversion efficiency depends on a,h*,
butt is always better than in a WD model.

4.44 Discussion of the results
Thee magnetocentrifugally acceleration is done by the magnetic field up to the AlfVén
radius.. One can visualise this by thinking of a 'slingshot' mechanism. Roughly
speaking,, the matter is forced to corotate (not strictly) up to the AlfVén radius and
thuss gains angular momentum which is extracted from the star. The lever arm length
iss the AlfVén radius as can be seen from (4.6).
Inn our model diverging geometry causes the matter density and the magnetic field
strengthh to drop faster than in the WD model and the Alfvénic speed is reached
earlier.. The AlfVén radius moves in and the angular momentum transfered to the
matterr is smaller. Beyond ZUA the field is mainly azimuthal. In the WD model the
magneticc tension force balances the magnetic pressure gradient in this region and
theree is no magnetic acceleration. This balance is perturbed if there is over-radial
laterall expansion. A 'pushing' magnetic acceleration results from the unbalanced
magneticc pressure gradient beyond the AlfVén radius.
Inn the LPE model the slingshot and the pushing mechanism both tend to accelerate
thee flow but their dependence on a is different. While increasing a reduces the
centrifugall acceleration the magnetic pressure/tension imbalance rises and vice versa.
Thee geometric index a influences the shape of the flow inside and outside the AlfVén
radius.. A large parameter a lets the AlfVén radius move in, thus reducing the
slingshott effect, but on the other hand also amplifies the lateral expansion after w&,
thuss amplifying the pushing effect.

Figuree 4.6 (facing page): Comparison with the WD model for solar-like parameters. The
abscissaa shows the mass flux ƒ, which is varied by changing p* and p* (and keeping the
temperaturee constant). The thin solid lines shows the WD model, the thick solid, dashed,
dashed-dottedd lines the LPE model with a = 3,2.5,2 respectively. The dotted continuation
off the thick solid lines indicate solutions with xcaua < 1. Here, the causality radius was
artificiallyy set to 1 and the validity is dubious. The top panel shows the specific angular
momentumm I = L/f' and the specific energy e = Ej'ƒ'. The bottom panel shows the
terminall velocity and the Poynting flux ratio. These two quantities depend on the initial
openingg angle. /i*/w* = 0.01 for the plots on the left side and /i*/tx7* = 0.03 for those on
thee right side.
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Bothh parameters a and h*/m* influence the location of xcaUs- The over-radial
expansionn stops at this radius so that a larger x c a u s is necessary for an efficient
Poyntingg flux conversion. In principle one can choose a very small /i* to obtain
arbitraryy large xc&us but this is physically not reasonable because the considered
windd zone would become tiny.
aa and h* influence the slingshot and pushing mechanism in a complicated way. In
thee LPE model the terminal velocity v^ and the specific energy e depend on both
parameters.. If the LPE or the WD model produce a more energetic/faster wind
dependd on a, /i* and the mass flux ƒ as Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 show. One cannot simply
sayy that the LPE or WD model produce a more energetic or faster wind in general.
Forr a relativistic wind the case is similar but not quite the same. Begelman &; Li
(1994)) and Chiueh et al. (1998) found that only a wind which stays narrow up to the
fastt mode radius and diverges after this distance can produce effective acceleration.
AA fast mode radius does not exist in the LPE model but one can use fastest radial
signall speed in analogy which is the Alfvén speed. One can therefore speculate that
aa relativistic LPE model would also only produce an efficient acceleration if the
flowflow diverges beyond the Alfvén point. Increasing the Alfvén radius to enhance the
slingshott effect is not possible. The Alfvén radius cannot be larger than the light
radiuss in the relativistic case though in a Poynting flux dominated case these two
radiii lie very near to each other.

4.55 Summary
Thee classic model of Weber Sz Davis (1967) is frequently used to describe stellar
winds.. It shows a limited efficiency in converting the Poynting flux into kinetic
energyy due to its special geometry. An outflow which is purely radial in the poloidal
planee is a singular case in which the magnetic tension force almost balances the
radiall magnetic pressure gradient. A different, non-radial flow geometry can cause
aa more efficient Poynting flux conversion. To obtain the correct flow geometry one
hass to calculate the magnetic field structure in two dimensions. The exact solution
wouldd require solving the Grad-Shafranov equation.
Insteadd of trying to refine existing two-dimensional models for non-relativistic stellarr winds we reformulate the simple one-dimensional treatment of the WD model. We
obtainn a model which approximates the force-balance perpendicular to the poloidal
magneticc field in the lowest order in the equatorial plane. Our approximation can
bee regarded as discretisation of the Grad-Shafranov equation into two zones. Becausee one cannot know the pressure in the flow a priori without solving the GradShafranovv equation, we have to model the lateral thermal and magnetic pressure by
otherr means. The total pressure is modelled to be supplied by an external magneticc field so that the wind is in constant lateral pressure equilibrium (LPE) with its
surroundings.. The external magnetic field is parameterised by a power-law so that
22 new parameters are needed in addition to the parameters from the WD model.
Thesee simplifications enables one to carry out an parameter study without much
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numericall effort.
Thee wind in the LPE model differs from the wind in the WD model by a lower
totall Poynting flux but a more efficient Poynting flux conversion. The most obvious
differencee between the two models is the poloidal geometry. In the WD model the
poloidall flow/field lines are straight by definition. The LPE model involves field lines
whichh open up faster so that the magnetic flux decreases faster with radius than ~
r~~2.. This larger divergence of the field Unes lets the Alfvén point move inwards thus
shorteningg the lever arm and lowering the effect of the slingshot mechanism. This
reducess the angular momentum which is extracted from the star. Accordingly, the
totall Poynting flux emitted is smaller. In the radial geometry of the WD model the
magneticc pressure gradient in radial direction and the magnetic tension force balance
eachh other. In the over-radial geometry of the LPE model there is an imbalance and
thee pressure gradient is greater than the tension. The material gets accelerated and
thee Poynting flux is efficiently converted into kinetic energy.
Iff the effect of the lower total Poynting flux or the greater conversion on the matter
dominatess is not easy to say. Therefore, the terminal velocity of the LPE wind is
nott greater or smaller than in the WD model in general. This depends non-trivially
onn the two new LPE model parameters a, /i*.

Appendixx to Chapter 4
4.AA Signal speeds
Too determine the signal speeds one has to write down the full time-dependent equations.. These are the continuity equation
ddttpp + óivpv = 0,

(4A.1)

thee energy equation
ddtt ( -pv2 + e - p

1 + divv ( - p v 2 + e - p — + p J = E • j ,

(4A.2)

thee Euler equations for the w and (j) components
pdpdttvv + p{v • grad)u + grad (p+ — j - — ( B - grad)B - -e^p-^-

. (4A.3)

Thee equation for the height is a result of the lateral pressure equilibrium assumption
(4.8).. The height Eq. (4.9) already incorporated the stationary induction equation
whichh cannot be used here. Instead we can use the time derivative of (4.8) directly:
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Thee set of equations gets completed by the the <f> component of the induction equation
~d~dttBB + curLE = 0

(4A.5) )

Next,, we rewrite the equations in cylindrical coordinates and use the parameterisationn for the z dependence
vv = e^v^j + e^v^ + &ZT {dth +

v^d^h)

(4A.6) )

and d
BB — e „ B n + e^Btj, +

ez-B^d^h

(4A.7) )

forr the velocity and magnetic field. Equations (4A.1)-(4A.5) then simplify to
ddttphph -\ dwwpv^h
=
zo zo
ddtthh ( e - p—— ) + pdth + p—dVJ'üuhvz
CO CO
ww

11 .

,

(4A.8) )

GM\

/

H—o^zohv^^ e — p
-- zu
\
zu J
zu
BB2 2
pdpdttvvww + pv^d^v^ + d^ \p + —^ )
pOtVff,pOtVff, + pV^Ó^Vj,

(77 i)9,e

0

(4A.9) )
BB2 2 GM GM
—\pv^--^--p
(4A.10) )
co co

=

- —-O^B^

=

—

ZO \

47TT

- - H**+^dtB* - °

dtB^hdtB^h + dw{v^B^

- v^Bm)h

=

0

—

- pV^Vtf, (4A.11) )

47T

(4A.12) )
(4A.13) )

Wee differentiate out the equations to obtain a hyperbolic differential equation
systemm in matrix form
BdBdttQQ + Cd„Q = S

(4A.14) )

withh the vector of primitive variables

II P \
ee

(4A.15) )

QQ =
hh

BB

\\ ** J
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andd the source term
-pv^h -pv^h

//

s-i i

(4A.16) )

oo
\\

//

Substitutingg the magnetic field strength and the pressure with the Alfvén and sound
velocities s
aa = -B B
J&Kp J&Kp

(4A.17) )

VV p

inn the matrices gives
//

0 00
0 00

00

h

hh
BB =
\\

00
00
00
0

00
p
00
0
7 - 1 0
0
0

pp

oo

pp (£-<??)

00

00
00

00
00

-*4 4

hh

00
pp
00
00

y/WpCLf y/WpCLf

\
(4A.18) )
)

and d
ph ph
((
cl
Vvjh Vvjhph ph
00

00
00
00

cc =
VV

o

7-11
00
00
00

GM\

pvpvw w
00
00
yjkxpyjkxp ha^

00
00

pVnpVn

00

00
00
00
y/Aitp v^a^

r
pVzcrpVzc
00

hCLiTJTJ
hCLi
—,/Wp —,/Wp

(4A.19) )

0 \\
..

(4A.20)

00
Vvph Vvph

JJ

Rewritingg the differential equation system into the standard form forr hyperbolic
systemss gives
l

ff B~ C
ddttQ-Q-

dmL11 = B~'

ss

(4A.21) )
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Thee signal speeds are given by the eigenvalues of B 1C which are
0,, u w , vw

m

a

=,fro
a

a ro .

(4A.22)

yjyj c£ + l + l
Thee zero velocity is associated with a pure pressure disturbance. Because the pressuree is given and is a constant in time the corresponding wave cannot move.
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Chapterr 5
Accelerationn of GRB outflows by Poynting
fluxx dissipation
G.. Drenkhahn
toto be published in Astronomy & Astrophysics

(2002)

Abstract:: We study magnetically powered relativistic outflows in which
aa part of the magnetic energy is dissipated internally by reconnection.
Forr GRB parameters, and assuming that the reconnection speed scales
withh the AlfVén speed, significant dissipation can take place both inside
andd outside the photosphere of the flow. The process leads to a steady
increasee of the flow Lorentz factor with radius. With an analytic model
wee show how the efficiency of this process depends on GRB parameters.
Estimatess are given for the thermal and non-thermal radiation expected
too be emitted from the photosphere and the optically thin part of the
flowflow respectively.
AA critical parameter of the model is the ratio of Poynting flux to kinetic
energyy flux at some initial radius of the flow. For a large value ( £ 100)
thee non-thermal radiation dominates over the thermal component. If the
ratioo is small ( ^ 4 0 ) only prompt thermal emission is expected which can
bee identified with X-ray flashes.

5.11 Introduction
Too overcome the compactness problem of 7-ray bursts (GRBs) (e.g. Piran 1999) the
centrall engines must produce radiating material moving ultra-relativistically fast
towardss the observer. GRB models must therefore describe an energy source which
nott only releases energy of around 10 52 erg/sterad but must also explain the 'clean'
formm of the energy. To produce the high Lorentz factors of the order of 10 2 -10 3
(Fenimoree et al. 1993; Woods & Loeb 1995; Lithwick & Sari 2001) which are needed
onlyy a small fraction of the total energy can exist in form of rest mass energy of the
matterr involved.
Thee popular models involving compact objects or the collapse of a massive star
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too a black hole must include mechanisms how the energy is transported into a space
regionn with few baryons. Otherwise large amounts of mass are expelled which cannot
bee accelerated to high Lorentz factors. The initially released energy could leave the
centrall polluted region by neutrinos which annihilate to a pair plasma further away
(Berezinskiii & Prilutskii 1987; Goodman et al. 1987; Ruffert et al. 1997). But due
too the small cross section of neutrinos the efficiency is low and most of the energy
escapess as neutrinos.
AA Poynting flux dominating outflow will naturally occur if the compact object
rotatess and possesses a magnetic field. The luminosity will be fed by the rotational
energyy reservoir of the central object. Models involving an magnetised torus around a
blackk hole (Mészaros & Rees 1997b) or a highly magnetised millisecond pulsar (Usov
1992;; Kluzniak & Ruderman 1998; Spruit 1999) would produce such a rotationally
drivenn Poynting flux. Extraction of energy from the central object by this magnetic
processs is potentially very efficient and fast.
Inn order to obtain not only a large energy extraction but also the observed large
bulkk Lorentz factors, the Poynting flux must be converted to kinetic energy. The
simplestt available magnetic acceleration models, in which the flow is approximated
ass radial, are problematic in this respect. In the classic non-relativistic case (Weber
&& Davis 1967; Belcher & MacGregor 1976) a dominating initial Poynting flux can
transferr 1/3 of its energy to the matter. If the flow is initially relativistic however
almostt no acceleration is possible (Michel 1969). The physical reason lies in the
singularr field and flow geometry of a purely radial flow. In this case the magnetic
pressuree gradient balances the magnetic tension force and no acceleration occurs. An
imbalancee between the pressure gradient and the tension force occurs in non-radial
outflows,, if the flow lines diverge faster with radius than in the radial case (Begelman
&& Li 1994; Takahashi & Shibata 1998). Detailed 1-dimensional calculations have been
madee which show how such a flow divergence can come about (Beskin 1997; Daigne
&& Drenkhahn 2002).
Inn this paper we show that there is a second process which naturally leads to
efficientt conversion of Poynting flux to bulk kinetic energy. If the magnetic field in
thee outflow contains changes of direction on sufficiently small scales, (a part of) the
magneticc energy is 'free energy' which can be released locally in the flow by 'fast
reconnection'' processes. Such a decay of magnetic energy, if it can occur rapidly
enough,, has two desirable effects. First it provides a source of energy outside the
photospheree which is converted directly into radiation, without the relatively inefficientficient intermediate step of internal shocks (Spruit et al. 2001, hereafter Paper I*)
Secondly,, it leads to an outward decrease of magnetic pressure, which causes a strong
accelerationn of the flow and conversion of Poynting flux to kinetic energy. In the
presentt work, we concentrate on the acceleration effect, and show how it depends on
thee parameters (energy flux, baryon loading) of a GRB. This aspect of the model
cann be illustrated with analytic calculations. In a future paper* we show, with more
** Chapter 2 in this thesis.
tt Chapter 6 in this thesis.
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detailedd numerical results, how the dissipated magnetic energy can also power the
observedd prompt radiation.
Changess of direction of field lines must occur in the flow in order for energy release
byy reconnection to be possible. These can occur naturally in a number of ways. If the
magneticc field of a rotating central object is non-axisymmetric the azimuthal part of
thee magnetic field in the flow changes direction on a length scale A « nv/Q, where
vv is the flow velocity and Q, the angular frequency. For an inclined dipole this yields
thee 'striped' field in pulsar wind model of Coroniti (1990) where magnetic energy
iss released by the annihilation of the antiparallel field components. Field decay by
reconnectionn was applied to pulsar winds (Coroniti 1990; Lyubarsky & Kirk 2001)
andd also to GRBs (Thompson 1994; Paper I).
Inn this paper we investigate the dynamics of a magnetically powered outflow in
whichh some of the energy dissipates by reconnection. With the assumption that the
flowflow is highly dominated by magnetic energy and that the thermal energy is negligible
wee derive the velocity profile of the flow. The results provide estimates of the Lorentz
factorr of the flow, the photospheric radius, and the amount of energy that can be
convertedd into non-thermal radiation. We investigate under which conditions prompt
emissionn is expected and whether a considerable amount of thermal radiation can be
produced.. These predictions can then be tested against observations of the thermal
componentt in GRB spectra (Preece 2000).

5.22 Model description
Highlyy magnetised spinning compact objects, e.g. millisecond pulsars or tori around
blackk holes, are sources of Poynting flux that can power GRBs. They produce a
plasma-loadedd electromagnetic wind travelling outward and are fed by the rotational
energyy of the central object. In the wind of an aligned rotator the magnetic field is
orderedd and stationary. If ideal MHD applies, and the wind is radial in the poloidal
plane,, a large fraction of the total luminosity is bound to stay in form of Poynting
flux.flux. The picture changes in the case of an inclined rotator or any other source
producingg a non-axisymmetric rotating magnetic field. If the emitted Poynting flux
containss modulations of the field it also carries along free magnetic energy, which
cann be extracted by reconnection processes. In these processes the field rearranges
itselff to a energetically preferred configuration while the energy released is transfered
too the matter. Because perfect alignment of magnetic and rotation axis is a special
casee it is likely that most astrophysical objects produce modulated Poynting fluxes
containingg free magnetic energy.
AA necessary condition for the existence of free magnetic energy in the flow is
thee field variation on small scales. For reconnection processes differently oriented
fieldfield lines must come close to each other. Therefore the length scale on which the
orientationn of magnetic field lines change controls the speed of the field dissipation.
Thee smaller the length scale is the faster the field can decay.
Thee general large scale magnetic field structure expected to be produced by a
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rotatingg object was discussed in Paper I. It is useful to consider simplified flow
geometriess along the equatorial plane and along the rotation axis as examples. In
thee equatorial plane an inclined rotator will produce a 'striped 1 wind (Coroniti 1990).
Itt consists of an electromagnetic wave in which the azimuthal field component varies
withh a wave length of 27rc/D. Along the rotation axis the wave will have a circular
componentt with the same wave length. Such wave-like field variations are present in
generall if a non-axisymmetric magnetic field component is present. The equatorial
planee of an inclined rotator is only a prototype to illustrate the field geometry. In
general,, wave-like variations occur at all latitudes. If the rotator is aligned the field
willl be axisymmetric. Then, the magnetic field geometry looks like a wound up
spirall on all cones of equal latitude. This field geometry is present in case of a
jet-likee outflow. Here, the magnetic field does not vary on small scales along the
outfloww direction. The differently directed field components lie on opposing sides of
thee rotation axis. In the context of a jet-like outflow the typical length scale of the
fieldfield variation is the diameter of the jet cone rt? where fl is the jet opening angle.
Inn both of these field geometries MHD instabilities can promote reconnection processes.. For wave-like variations current sheets form and tearing instability will lead
too reconnection. For a polar jet-like outflow of an aligned rotator the field configurationn is highly unstable to the kink instability (e.g. Bateman 1980, see also Paper I).
Itt is plausible that the kink instability working in this case will distort the geometryy after some time so that also wave-like variations come into play. This leads to
non-periodicc and highly irregular waves. Our model assumes the longitudinal field
variationn to be periodic so that the complicated effects of any non-periodicity is neglected.. We consider both limiting cases for the small scale field variations though
wave-likee structures seem to be more general.
Nearr the source the flow is accelerated magnetocentrifugally (and perhaps thermally).. It will be accelerated up to a distance around the Alfvén radius and then
startt to become radial asymptotically. The poloidal and azimuthal field components
att the Alfvén radius are similar in magnitude. Beyond this point their ratio scales
ass B^/Br ~ r, so that the radial component soon becomes negligible at a couple
off Alfvén radii. The Alfvén point lies always inside the light radius c/Q and if the
magneticc field dominates, like in our case, the Alfvén radius and light radius are
almostt equal. Thus we can simplify the flow and field geometry at source distances
rr > a few x c/Q « 10 7 cm by assuming a purely radial flow with an azimuthal
magneticc field. At this distance gravity effects can also be neglected. The magnetocentrifugall effects accelerate the flow to fast magneto-sonic velocity. Because we
workk in the cold limit (see below) and approximate the magnetic field to be purely
poloidall the magneto-sonic velocity is equal to the Alfvén velocity. The initial flow
velocityy is set to the Alfvén velocity at some initial radius r 0 £ c/Q.
Too make a simple approach feasible analytically we have to make further approximations.. The flow is treated stationary and its thermal energy is neglected ('cold'
limit).. This 'cold' approximation is quite good in the optically thick region since
noo energy can be lost by radiation anyway. All of the dissipated energy is always
convertedd into kinetic form. If the flow is optically thin the radiation produced by
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dissipationn will freely escape and this energy part will not be converted into kinetic
energy.. Our model overestimates the kinetic energy gained in the optically thin
regime.. Statements about the radius of the photosphere, where the flow changes
fromfrom optically thick to thin, or the Lorentz factor there will hold rather robustly.

5.2.11 Magnetic field dissipation
Thee dissipation is modelled by using the typical length scale of the magnetic field A
andd a fraction of the Alfvénic velocity cv\ where e is an dimensionless factor. The
ideaa is that the magnetic field lines with different directions get advected towards
aa reconnect ion centre where the field dissipates (Petschek 1964). This advection
happenss with a fraction of VA* The decay of mean field must also depend on VA hi
aa similar fashion. Though there are elaborate models on the reconnection physics
(e.g.. Coroniti 1990; Thompson 1994) we prefer to express this rather uncertain topic
inn form of the dimensionless free parameter e and the Alfvénic speed VA- All the
uncertainn physics in this picture is taken up by e. Our ansatz for the time scale of
thee mean field decay, in a comoving frame is then

wheree quantities considered in the comoving frame are indexed with 'co'. This comovingg frame moves with the mean large scale bulk flow motion so that the small
scalee motion is neglected.
Thee reconnection takes place at certain reconnection centres in the flow. The
typicall distance between these reconnection centres also influence the rate of the
overalll field dissipation. Since we regard the field dissipation in all generality and
forr a variety of field geometries we cannot explicitely model these small scale details
aboutt the density of reconnection centres. This uncertain issue must also be handled
byy the free parameter e so that c controls the average field dissipation on larger
lengthh scales.
Att first sight e < 1 is an upper limit since for e = 1 reconnection would happen
everywheree with an advection speed of c. If the advection towards the reconnection
centress happens with almost c large current densities are required. The MHD conditionn might break down leading to an additional decay of magnetic field. This effect
couldd be parameterised by an larger value of c so that an upper limit of 1 may not
bee strict.
Forr most of the paper we will work with a fiducial value of e = 0.1. One should
keepp in mind that c is perhaps the most uncertain quantity of the model because it
mayy not be constant and its value cannot be estimated by first principles in general.
Thee length scale for the dissipation Aco depends on the nature of the outflow
ass discussed in the last section. We will distinguish the two cases where the field
variationn is encountered on length scales longitudinal to the flow direction (called
longitudinallongitudinal case in the rest of the paper) and where this length scale is transversal
too the flow direction {transversal case). The transversal case is found in a polar
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outfloww of a aligned rotator where the field components having different directions
liee on opposite sides of the rotation axis. For mathematical simplicity we will regard
heree the two limiting cases only and make a few notes on the mixed case later in this
study. .
Thee longitudinal and the transversal length scales AiQ, Atr in the comoving frame
scalee differently with the Lorentz factor of the flow F:
A]0,coo

__
—

Atr,coo

=

2TTCT
—Q— i

(5-2)

0r

(5.3)

wheree i? is some kind of an opening angle of the polar outflow. Atr,co does not scales
withh r because it denotes a length which is perpendicular to the direction of motion
beingg the same in the lab and comoving frame.

5.33 The dynamics of the flow
Thee reconnection processes described in the last section will change constantly the
structuree of the magnetic field on a length scale of the order of the wave length
(smalll length scale of the problem). Though, the azimuthal field line stretching will
keepp the field aligned predominantly perpendicular to the flow direction. The exact
fieldfield structure is not important because only the magnetic energy density B2/(8TT)
enterss the dynamic equations. In the following, B denotes the dynamical effective
transversall magnetic field which is constant over small scales. The induction equation
willl still be valid for the effective field.

5.3.11 Conservation laws
Thee dynamics of the flow is governed by the ideal MHD equations for the conservation
off energy, momentum and mass. For the relativistic treatment the equations are
formallyy best written in tensorial form (e.g. Bekenstein & Oron 1978):
T»T»vv,,vv = 0 ,

(5.4)

(pun*(pun* = 0

(5.5)

where e

T""T"" = Wu" + pg^ + -i- |YuV + ^g»A baba - W
>>

v

matterr part

/

47T [\

2

/

(5.6) )

electromagneticc part

iss the energy-momentum tensor for ideal MHD. The signature (—h + + ) is used
forr the metric tensor </'"'. Here, p, w and p are the mass density, the enthalpy
densityy and the pressure in the proper frame of the fluid moving with a 4-velocity
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u*u* = ( I \ u ) . V1 = *Ftil/ul/ is the the 4-vector of the magnetic field where *FfMV is
thee dual electromagnetic field strength tensor.
Noww we choose a spherical coordinate system centred on the central engine. The
flowflow is assumed to be spherically symmetric and the field dominated by its toroidal
component.. In this case u X B and the components of the magnetic four vector
aree simply 6* = (0, -B/T) and b^ = B20 = B2/T2. Writing (5.4) and (5.5) in
coordinatee form and assuming stationarity gives the conservation laws for energy,
momentumm and mass
00 = drr2(wTu+^\

,

00 - a r r 2 L 2 + (l +
00

= drr2pu

(5.7)

fl^j+r29rPl

(5.8)
(5.9)

wheree 0 = u/T (Königl & Granot 2001; Lyutikov 2001). By integrating the mass
andd energy equations one obtains the total mass loss per time per sterad
MM = r2fmc

(5.10)

andd the total luminosity per sterad
LL = r2(wTuc+f^c\

.

(5.11)

Thee enthalpy density w includes the rest mass energy density pc2. In the following
wee will assume a cold flow with w = pc2, p = 0. Then, the momentum equation can
bee integrated and the conservation laws read
MM

= r2puc,

(5.12)

rB) rB)
LL = rMc2 + 0c^¥-,
4ir 4ir

const..

= uMc + (1 + P2)^P-

(5.13)
(5.14)

Inn the energy equation (5.13) one can identify the kinetic energy flux per sterad
£ k i nn = TMc2 and the Poynting luminosity per sterad Lpf = pc(rB)2/(4n).
Takingg the flow to be cold and eliminating {rB)2 from (5.13), (5.14) shows that
uu is a constant function of r. Finding an exact accelerating solution of the energy
andd momentum equations without thermal pressure is not possible. By using an
evolutionn equation for the magnetic field B (see Sect. 5.3.4 below) and combining
itt with the energy equation (5.13) one obtains an accelerating solution but violates
thee momentum conservation. Luckily, the error made by that becomes small in the
ultra-relativisticc limit. Then, r » u, (3 « 1 so that the first term in the momentumm Eq. (5.8) becomes small since it approaches the form of the rhs of the energy
Eq.. (5.7). As a consequence the thermal pressure gradient term of (5.8) must also
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bee small. Setting the pressure to zero and solving the energy equation means that
thee momentum equation is almost satisfied. Since we only consider ultra-relativistic
flowsflows the error made is small which justifies the use of the cold approximation.

5.3.22 A note on the ideal M H D approximation
Inn the treatment above the ideal MHD approximation was used. But a key ingredient
off the model is the existence of field dissipation for which ideal MHD is not applicable
att first sight. The field dissipation acts like an effective diffusivity in the plasma so
thatt the effective mean electric field in a comoving frame does not vanish. Since a
substantiall electric field Eco would contribute to the comoving energy density, the
questionn arises if it can be neglected. We found from a more detailed numerical
investigationn (in preparation) that the comoving electric field is in fact small, and
wee use this advance knowledge to neglect its contribution to the dynamics here.

5.3.33 The initial conditions of the flow
Lett a be the ratio of Poynting flux to matter energy flux:
aa_L_Lp{p{_P(rBr__P(rBr_

£kinn

4-KTMC

B>
2

2

A7rr pc '

aa is also the magnetisation parameter of the plasma, describing the ratio of the
properr magnetic energy density to the proper energy density of the matter. The
Alfvénn 4-velocity in the comoving frame is
UAUA = ~ ^ =

= ^

(5.16)

withh the regular dimensional velocity counterpart
UAUA

vvAA = c—T=

I ö"
. =c«/~

.

(5.17)

Att an initial radius ro, where the flow starts with the Alfvén speed (discussed in
Sect.. 5.2), the relation between initial 4-velocity uo and initial Poynting flux ratio
<7oo is simply
UQUQ = u(r0) = uA{ro) — y/&ö •

(5.18)

Thee total energy and the mass flux are linked by
L=(<T 00 + l ) r 0 M c 2

(5.19)

soo that M can be expressed in terms of L and <JQ:

^ ( „ oo + D ^ '
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5.35.3 The dynamics of the flow
Inn the GRB case the flow must start highly Poynting flux dominated with GQ ^ 100
soo that u » 1 at all distances. One can therefore set a0 + 1 « o-0, u « T and /? « 1.
Thee conservation Eqs. (5.12)-(5.14) then reduce to
MM

r2puc,

=

(5.21)

Inn this limit one can also simplify the expression (5.16) for the Alfvén speed in the
comovingg frame by using (5.21) and (5.22):
II

3/2

Equationn (5.22) states that there is no acceleration if B ~ 1/r. This is the case
inn a radial outflow with ideal MHD conditions. We encounter here again the fact
thatt the Poynting flux energy in a radial ultra-relativistic MHD outflow cannot be
transferedd to the matter (e.g Begelman & Li 1994; Daigne & Drenkhahn 2002).

5.3.44 The evolution of the magnetic field
Thee evolution of the magnetic field, as it is carried with the flow, is governed by the
inductionn equation. This includes the effects of advection and field line stretching.
Inn addition we will include a term to describe the decay of (a part of) the field by
reconnectionn as described in Sect. 5.2.1. Since the reconnection is easiest described
inn a local, comoving frame, we first transform the induction equation
ddttBB = -ccur\E

(5.24)

intoo the comoving frame where we extend it to account for the reconnection.
Inn the stationary case of our model setup the induction equation for ideal MHD is
drprBdrprB = 0 .

(5.25)

Thiss equation describes the field evolution due to ideal MHD processes. To obtain
thee evolution term in the the comoving frame we first need the convective derivative
^^ = c/3drB = -—drr/3
atat
r
whichh then gives in terms of the comoving quantities
dBdB
dtdt

=

d{TBco)
Tdt
CO O
dBeoo

di c oo
dt c oo

+

Beo_dr_

(5.26)

(5.27) )
(52g)

T dtco
r dt
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Combiningg (5.26) and (5.29) gives the comoving field evolution without dissipation
effects s
dB,coo
dB,
cB
==
-—orru
Tr Tr
dt, dt,

(5.30) )

Lett us denote the striped, decayable part of the magnetic field with B^t and the
perpendicular,, non-reconnecting part with B$. We model the decay of the striped
componentt of the magnetic field in the comoving frame by the ansatz
dB T—COO
dB
cB
cB
B-_
B-_
"—"i— Q
" T —
dt t == ———o
Tr Tr r ru

(5.31) )

wheree r is the field decay time scale from (5.1) in the lab frame. The non-decaying
partt Bft evolves according to the induction Eq. (5.25) so that
firB^firB^ = const.

(5.32) )

Expressingg the comoving quantities in terms of lab frame quantities similar to (5.27)(5.29)) gives
dB-, dB-, dB-dB- B^tdV B^tdV
~dt ~dt ~t~~dt ~t~~dt
dt. .

(5.33) )

Sincee the flow is stationary we can replace the convective derivatives by r-derivatives
andd after combining (5.31) and (5.33) one obtains
c(3dc(3drr

^c/3drT
11

= —-^drru
Ir
T

—

(5.34) )

Onee arrives at
ddrrprB^prB^
andd with prB^
ddrr0rB0rB

=

(5.35) )

CT CT

= y/{prB)2
rB rB
= 1 -CT CT

- {firB^)2 this yields

mm

(5.36) )

Lett fi = (2?ft/I?)o so that // is the initial fraction between the field strengths of the
non-decayingg component and the total field, /i = 0 means that the complete field
decayss while at u. = 1 only ideal MHD processes occur and no dissipation takes
place.. In the case of an equatorial outflow of an inclined rotator /i = cos i where i is
thee inclination. The other cases are more complicated and fi is not associated to a
simplee geometric quantity.
Usingg fi as a constant of the problem the field decay equation can be cast into this
simplee form:
ddrr(prB)(prB)22
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(0rB)l (0rB)l

= -2 1 - / * ' '
(0rB)(0rB)22m m
Per Per

(5.37) )

5.35.3 The dynamics of the Bow
Equationss (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), (5.37) over-determine the 3 unknown functions
p,, u, B because we have assumed a cold flow so that the internal energy is neglected.
Butt in the ultra relativistic limit the energy and momentum Eqs. (5.13), (5.14) are
equal.. In this limit (5.21), (5.22), (5.37) are sufficient to obtain the solutions for
p,, u, B.

5.3.55 Solution of the flow problem
Inn the ultra relativistic limit j3 « 1, T « u Eq. (5.37) for the evolution of the magnetic
fieldfield with distance, including dissipation becomes
* ( r B ) »» = - 2 - ( r J ? ) 2
CT CT

(r£)22

(5.38) )

Usingg the B-u relation (5.22) to eliminate (rB)2 one obtains a differential equation
forr u:
ddrruu - J - [<r*'2 (1 - /x2) + v ^ / i 2 - u] .

(5.39)

Thiss equation is to be integrated with initial condition u = «o = <Jö- In the absence
off internal dissipation (/i = 1) the flow is not accelerated, dru — 0, as expected.
Thee flow accelerates monotonically and reaches asymptotically its terminal speed
Uooo found be setting dru = 0:
U o o

=^

/ 2

( l - ^ ) + v ^ / i 2 ..

(5.40)

Thee dissipation time scales are
n 00 = —
ellell

(5.41)
L

, 3/2

and d
Ttrr

=

€CC ƒ!

/ 3/2

(5.42) )

forr the longitudinal and transversal cases from (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.23).
Sincee our model rests on the assumption of a significant 'decayable1 component, /i
inn the following is taken to be of the order 0.5 but not close to 1. Then, the terminal
velocityy u^ is much larger than the initial velocity and U^/UQ « <T0(1 — £i2) ^> 1
andd (5.40) simplifies to
«ooo « (1 - n2)4/2

.

(5.43)

Thee differential Eq. (5.39) is analytically solvable at intermediate source distances,
wheree the flow is much faster than the initial velocity (y/ffö "^ «) but is still far away
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fromm the point where the acceleration saturates (u «C Ux, < cr0 ). The dissipation
timee scales then simplify to
2TTU2TTU22

tfru

ellell

(5.44) )

ec

Inn this case UQQ — u « u^, and (5.39) becomes
QQTUTU

^2E

=

(5.45)

CT CT

withh the solutions
\ 1/3

// 3

uu = I —efiuoofr

— TQ)+(TQ

1

(long, case)

(5.46)

and d
vv 1/2
UU

=II

— r ^ In f — J + <7Q J

(transversal case).

(5.47)

Thee function u for the longitudinal case can be described as a broken power-law
ass can be seen in Fig. 5.1. In the domain ro <C r, UQ <£L U <€C «OO, which we have
regardedd anyway for finding the solution, the 4-velocity is well approximated by
/ 33
\1/3
uu = f — efiitoor J
.

(5.48)

5.3.66 The length scale for the acceleration
Inn the longitudinal case the dissipation stops approximately where the rising powerlaww part of the u functions (5.48) reaches the u^, limit (5.43). By using (5.43) and
(5.48)) one can write down this saturation radius as
rHrr

=

nculcnculc
7rc<rg(l-/i 2 ) 2
—
33 eü
3
eü

(

11

2\ ^

~ü^~)) •

(5 49)

-

Thee complete analytical approximation for the longitudinal case reads
u ==
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ƒ «„o ( r / r B r ) 1 / 3
II Woo

for r < r 8 r
for r >rBr

(5 50)
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of the Bow

Figuree 5.1: Lorentz factor V of the flow as function of radius r for the longitudinal and
transversall cases. Model parameters areCTO= 100, e = 0.1, fJ.2 = 0.5, Q = 104 s~ , d = 10°
andd ro = 107 cm. The solid lines are the numerical solutions of (5.39) while the dashed lines
aree the approximations (5.47) and (5.48). The vertical lines correspond to the photospheric
radii:: dotted for the transversal case and dashed-dotted for the longitudinal case model.
Thee steep dashed-dotted line represents the u ~ r law which is expected in the classic
non-magneticc optically thick fireball models (Paczynski 1986).
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5.44 Analysis of the results
5.4.11 The photospheric radius
Thee photosphere is located where the optical depth reaches a value of 1. The optical
depthh depends on the density and the the radial velocity u and must be integrated
fromfrom a finite radius to infinity. Because we only want to know the photospheric
radiuss within a factor of, say 2, we define it to be where the mean free path of a
photonn equals the distance from the source r. In the comoving frame a photon sees
thee mass density p and the mean free path for Thompson scattering is l/(«p). The
sourcee distance in this frame is r/T so that the photosphere is located at
r p hh =

Wph h
——
Kpph Kpph

(5.51) )

whichh yields
nn 3/2

=

W

(5.52) )

ph r ph

CrCTn CrCTn

Iff we neglect not only the initial velocity but also the initial radius r$ compared
too the photospheric radius, (5.46) and (5.47) simplify to
Wphh = —efi(l - / r V o / 2 r P h

(longitudinall case) ,

(5.53)

(transversall case) .

(5.54)

7TC 7TC

w

,,

3/2 2

_ 4—e ( l - / x > * l n { ^ ^

phh —

##

ro o

Togetherr with condition (5.52) at the photosphere we arrive at the equations for the
photosphericc radius and the 4-velocity in the longitudinal case
1/5 5

Wphh

=

7TC* *

1/5 5

==

{hf){hf) H

L3 3
r P hh

=

9c77

(dl(l-p>)Y

II 1/5
-3/2 2

mm
-2/5 5

==

(5.55) )
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1.05-10 11 cm- €-!&« «

•3/55 - 3 / 2
'500 a0,2

(5.56) )

Notee that the 4-velocity at the photosphere u p h does not depend on the initial
Poyntingg flux ratio oo and only weakly on L.
Forr the transversal case the flow velocity always depends greatly on the initial
radiuss ro- The dissipation time scale is r t r ~ ru and most energy is released at small
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rr near the source. The acceleration depends crucially on the onset of the dissipation
andd therefore on ro. In our simple model VQ and t? are not well determined by physical
argumentss so that the transversal case is rather uncertain and highly speculative.
Onee cannot write down robust equations for the photosphere like in the longitudinal
casee without many degrees of freedom.

5.4.22 Energy available for prompt radiation
Thee energy dissipated beyond the photospheric radius is
LDLD = (woo — wPh) Mc2 .

(5.57)

Usingg (5.20), (5.43) and (5.55) this yields
LLDD = e (1 - fi2) L

(5.58)

with h
(5.59) )
Forr a Poynting flux dominated flow, the magnetic energy flux equals the total energy
fluxflux L. Of this, a fraction 1 — fi2 is dissipated internally while a fraction e(l — /i 2 ) can
bee converted to radiation beyond the photosphere. Thus e is an efficiency factor,
whichh gives the ratio between the energy dissipated in the optically thin domain
andd the total dissipated energy. Efficient conversion of free magnetic energy into
non-thermall radiation can happen if e is of the order unity which requires that the
secondd term in (5.59) is small:

-jjy-JJ

°*T < 1

(5-60)

orr written differently

(

11 _

2 \ -8/15

wheree e_a = e/0.1, Q 4 = 0 / ( l 0 4 s " 1 ) , L 5 0 = L/ ( l O ^ e r g s " 1 sterad" 1 ) and <r0)2 =
cr0/1000 are parameters scaled to fiducial GRB values.
Whenn (5.61) is satisfied, part of the magnetic energy is released beyond the photosphere,, and powers the prompt radiation. If it is not satisfied, the energy is released
insidee the photosphere and is converted, instead, into bulk kinetic energy. Some
otherr means of conversation into radiation is then needed, such as internal shocks.
Sincee the dependence on parameters other than the initial Poynting flux ratio <7o is
smalll in (5.61), we conclude that efficient powering of prompt radiation by magnetic
dissipationn in GRB is possible for <r0 ^ 100.
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F i g u r ee 5.2: The influence of ro on the Lorentz factor: the solid lines correspond to longitudinall case solutions and the dashed one to transversal case solutions with 1.5 • 10 7 cm <
r 00 < 1.2 • 109 cm. The constants used where o0 = 100, fi2 = 0.5, e = 0.1, ft = 104 s _ 1 . For
thee transversal cases -d = 27rc-v/<7o~/ (fïro) is chosen so that the initial acceleration (slope at
ro)) is the same as in the corresponding longitudinal cases.

5.4.33 Longitudinal and transversal cases in comparison
T h ee major difference between t h e longitudinal a n d the transversal case is the different
dissipationn t i m e scale. While the decay time scale for the longitudinal case (5.44)
iss T)o ~ u2 a n d therefore limited by u < u^,, the time scale for the transversal case
T trr ~ ru is not limited. At small radii it s t a r t s at low values b u t grows then t o
infinity.. T h i s major difference is visualised in Fig. 5.1 where the flow Lorentz factor
iss p l o t t e d depending on the radius.
Ass mentioned in Sect. 5.4.1 the transversal case depends strongly on t h e initial
radiuss ro- T h i s is seen in Fig. 5.2 where the numerical solutions of (5.39) are shown for
variouss initial radii. While all longitudinal case solutions merge toward the u ~ r 1 / 3
power-laww there is a large spread in t h e transversal case solutions.
T h ee longitudinal a n d transversal cases are t h e two limits for a general case where
b o t hh kinds of scaling of the decay t i m e scale occur. One can model the mixing of
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F i g u r ee 5.3: The Lorentz factor T for different parameters a e {0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1}. The
otherr wind parameters were set to uo = 100, fi2 = 0.5, e = 0.1, ro = 10 8 cm, il = 10 s _ 1
(correspondingg to i9 = 10.8° in the transversal description). The different winds all start
withh the same dissipation rate so that they show the same initial acceleration. Too is marked
byy a horizontally dotted line.
b o t hh cases by writing the dissipation time scale as

carterr

^

wheree 0 < a < 1 is a dimensionless p a r a m e t e r which determines the mixing, a = 0
correspondss t o the pure longitudinal case and a = 1 to the transversal case. T h e
constantt k can be written depending on t h e corresponding model p a r a m e t e r s as
(5.63) )

kk
orr as
kk =

t?r0v^öö ö

(5.64) )

ec c
Fig.. 5.3 shows the velocity profiles for various a values. All graphs result from a numericall integration of (5.39). Beyond t h e photosphere, assuming it is around 1 0 n cm,
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thee dissipation is only efficient if the field variation does not point in transversal direction.. The efficiency estimation in (5.59) is therefore an upper limit for the general
casee with a ^ O .

5.4.44 The validity of the M H D condition
Becausee we work with the ideal MHD approximation we have to make sure that
theree are enough charges in theflowt o make up the required electric current density.
Becausee the reconnection processes will destroy the ordered initial field configuration
quicklyy it does not make much sense to consider this configuration throughout the
flow.flow. But one can at least estimate needed currents by looking at a sinusoidal wave
inn the equatorial plane. In Paper I we derived the limiting radius where the MHD
conditionn breaks down by using a constant flow speed and assumed /z = 0. The
conditionn that enough charges are available to carry the current is
ÜBÜB
22

471T

2pec

(5.65) )

mp

Thiss yields the radius up to which the MHD approximation holds:
4e\ZïvL4e\ZïvL
TMHDD

=

,

/ 2 n

mmppc?ic?i22nn
>>

u/oJ

-7=

(5.66)

f

4 • 10 18 cm - L^n^aöi

, 3/2
•

(5-67)

Here,, we have used the dependence (5.22) of the magnetic field strength on velocity.
Inn (5.66) TMHD is written as a function of u and depends implicitly on r. At r*o where
uu = «0 = y/&ö it starts at the value (5.67) and rises strongly until the final velocity
3/2 2
uu — Uoo = <J0' is reached where TMHD diverge to 00. For the GRB parameters
assumedd here, we find TMHD ^> rBT and the MHD approximation is always fulfilled,
ass in Paper I.

5.4.55 Comparison with the striped pulsar wind
Dissipationn of magnetic energy was applied to the Crab pulsar wind by Lyubarsky &
Kirkk (2001). Their model setup included a striped pulsar wind (Coroniti 1990) that
iss the equatorial wind of on inclined rotator. This is quite similar to our longitudinal
casee where all Poynting flux can decay so that fi = 0. The wind starts with F = y/öö
andd reaches Too = cr0 as in our model. Due to a difference approach to model the
reconnectionn rate they obtain a flow acceleration of T ~ r 1 / 2 (Lyubarsky & Kirk
2001,, Eq. (30)) which is faster than r w u ~ r 1 / 3 form (5.50).
Thee findings of Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) that the reconnection is inefficient for
thee Crab wind seems to contradict our result, that it efficiently accelerates the GRB
outflow.. The reason for that is the different initial Poynting flux values used for
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thee Crab pulsar and in our study, <xo is the critical parameter controlling the final
Lorentzz factor and the spatial size of the accelerating wind.
Discussingg the Crab pulsar wind in detail and speculating why reconnection fails is
beyondd the scope of the present paper. Instead, we simply take the flow parameter
valuess 0-0,2 = 400, f)4 = 0.02 from Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) and show that our
modell gives basically the same result as the striped wind model. However, see
Lyubarskyy & Eichler (2001) for a critical revision of the Crab pulsar wind parameters.
Equationn (5.50) yields for the 4-velocity at the observed termination shock at r =
3-10 1 7 cm m
^ = 0 . 0 2 3 C - ; / 33

,

= 920el}/3.

-

(5.68)

Whenn the wind reaches its termination shock only a small fraction of the Poynting
fluxflux was converted. Though, due to the small amount of mass in the flow large
accelerationn occurs and the Lorentz factor increases by almost 4 orders of magnitude.
Thiss is the same result as obtained by Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001). The different
accelerationn laws of the two models does not change the picture. The observed
pulsarr wind bubble is to small to allow for efficient reconnection.
Thee radius r s r from (5.49) denotes the radius where the Poynting flux conversion
ends.. Its value scales with the third power of <JQ. Plausible Lorentz factors for GRB
windss of around 10 2 -10 4 imply <ro,2 » 0.2-5 (or larger for \x > 0). This lowers rSI by
66 orders of magnitudes compared to the Crab wind. Thus r s r ^ 3 • 10 15 cm which is
smallerr than the radius r a w 10 16 cm where the flow runs into the ambient medium
(Pirann 1999). The requirement on oo for the dissipation to take place inside a radius
r aa can be expressed by (5.49) which yields an upper limit for the initial Poynting
fluxflux ratio:

(

11

2\

-=y-JJ

—

2/3

•

(5-69)

Forr GRBs there is no size problem as for the Crab wind and Poynting flux can be
efficientlyy converted.

5.55 Discussion
Wee have investigated the effect of dissipation of magnetic energy in a GRB outflow
onn the acceleration of the flow. Such dissipation is expected if the flow contains small
scalee changes of direction of the field for example when the flow is produced by the
thee rotation of a non-axisymmetric magnetic field. The dissipation is governed by
thee speed of fast reconnection, parameterised in our calculations as a fraction c « 0.1
off the local Alfvén speed in the flow.
Twoo possibilities for the field geometry in the outflow have been considered: a
geometryy where the changes in the small scale field direction occur along the bulk
flowflow direction, and a geometry where the field variation is transversal to the flow
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direction.. The first mentioned, longitudinal case is expected in the equatorial plane
off an inclined rotator as in the 'striped' pulsar wind model of Coroniti (1990). The
second,, transversal case can be associated with a polar outflow where the field line
structuree resembles a spiral. In both cases there are MHD instabilities (tearing and
kinkk instabilities) which lead to reconnection processes. They differ only by the
functionall form of the reconnection time scale.
Wee find that in any case the process leads to a strong increase of the bulk Lorentz
factorr of the flow. This acceleration is due to the outward decrease of the magnetic
pressuree resulting from the field decay. At the same time, the dissipated energy
cann be released to large extend in the optically thin part of the flow beyond its
photosphere,, and can power most if not all of the prompt emission. This provides
ann alternative to the internal shock model.
Thee calculation is done for a stationary wind. Why this approximation is valid
forr highly variable objects like GRBs is not obvious. The duration of GRBs t is of
thee order of a few seconds. One can approximate the wind as stationary within a
sourcee distance et « 10 11 cm. Thus the flow up to the photospheric radius is well
describedd by a stationary description. Further out the time dependence of a real
flowflow will become more important but that topic is beyond the scope of this work.
Thee outflow with transversal field variation contains some additional complications
whichh does not occur in the longitudinal case. The dissipation time scale is proportionall to the source distance. This results in a rapid energy dissipation near to the
sourcee and the velocity profile depends critically on the radius where the dissipation
setss in. But this initial radius is hard to estimate from first principles.
Wee have used the spiral-like field geometry of a polar flow as pictured in Paper I to
justifyy the existence of transversal field variations. This field geometry occurs for a
polarr outflow of an axisymmetric rotator. The following arguments give reasons why
thiss field geometry is rather special and may not be important in a general. The kink
instabilityy leads to a break-down of the ordered spiral field configuration. After some
AlfVénn crossing times the field geometry will have changed so that the 'longitudinal'
dissipationn time will become important while the 'transversal' time scale grows large
andd can be neglected. On the other hand the rotator may not be perfectly aligned
andd non-axisymmetric field components are also present in the polar outflow. So,
wee probably have always longitudinal field variations in the flow so that the findings
foundd in our treatment of the 'longitudinal case' might be much more applicable and
general. .
Wee assume that the thermal energy flux is negligible compared to the kinetic and
Poyntingg energy flux. The temperature is set to zero which simplifies the treatment
andd allows an analytical integration of the dynamic equations. Setting the thermal
pressuree gradient artificially to zero might appear to underestimate the acceleration.
Onn the other hand the energy equation takes care that all released magnetic energy
showss up in kinetic form. In fact, we overestimate the acceleration by doing so
becausee the energy part converted into heat reduces the the gain of kinetic energy
inn the flow. Another physical argument explains why the flow stays cold: The
accelerationn expressed by the scaling of the Lorentz factor gives F ~ r 1 / 3 for our
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model.. The release of magnetic energy must therefore also scale with r 1 / 3 . In
contrastt to that, purely thermal acceleration by adiabatic cooling leads to more
rapidd flow acceleration where the Lorentz factor scales like T oc r (Paczynski 1986).
Thus,, heating proceeds slower than adiabatic cooling so that the thermal pressure
gradientt is not important compared to the magnetic pressure gradient which drives
thee flow. The reason why Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) find a faster acceleration of
TT ~ r 1 / 2 in a similar model lies in the different reconnection prescription and is not
duee to their inclusion of thermal pressure.
Inn the optically thin regime part of the dissipated energy radiates away. There,
thee model over-estimates the gain of kinetic energy. We cannot give arguments how
muchh dissipated energy escapes as prompt radiation so that the total amount of
releasedd energy gives only an upper limit on the Lorentz factor.
Thee photospheric radius determines the lower limit on radius for the region in
whichh non-thermal radiation is expected to originate. For typical GRB parameters
describingg the total luminosity, the baryon loading, the fraction of dissipatable energy
andd the reconnection rate one finds that a considerable amount of dissipation takes
placee in the optically thin region. Part of the dissipated energy is converted into
non-thermall radiation. The remainder still leads to an acceleration of the flow.
Thiss acceleration is caused by the magnetic pressure gradient induced by the field
dissipation.. Since the acceleration continues outside the photosphere up to the radius
wheree all the free magnetic energy is used up this non-thermal radiation is emitted
fromfrom matter with different Lorentz factors. The observable spectrum in thus smeared
outt compared to a spectrum from a uniformly moving medium. For a more sound
analysiss of this topic one needs a model for the radiation process.
Thee Poynting flux conversion happens at radii r £ 10 15 cm which is inside the
distancee « 10 16 cm where the GRB outflow is expected to run into the external
medium.. Thus, the Poynting flux can be converted efficiently. But by applying the
modell to the Crab pulsar wind we come to the same conclusions as Lyubarsky &c
Kirkk (2001): The conversion is inefficient since the observed pulsar wind bubble is
too small to contain the whole region where reconnection takes place. For the Crab
pulsarr the assumed initial Poynting flux ratio is larger than for GRBs leading to
aa much longer reconnection phase. The presented model does not settle this Crab
windd problem.
Thee most important parameter which controls the amount of energy dissipated
beyondd the photosphere is the initial Poynting flux to kinetic energy flux ratio. If its
valuee is around 100 or greater much non-thermal, prompt emission is produced. If
itss value is of the order of 10, however, all the Poynting flux energy is converted into
kineticc energy and thermal radiation. Only prompt thermal emission and afterglow
emissionn is expected in this case. The initial Poynting flux ratio is a measure for
thee baryon loading in a sense that a high baryon loading corresponds to a low initial
Poyntingg flux ratio. Observations indicate that X-ray flashes and X-ray rich GRBs
aree very similar phenomena which probably differ only by the amount of baryon
loadingg (Heise et al. 2001). In the context of our model, X-ray flashes can be associatedd with low initial Poynting flux ratios. In this case, the X-ray emission is thermal
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radiationn from the photosphere. Increasing the initial Poynting flux ratio leads to
thee emission of non-thermal 7-rays in the optically thin region, thus producing Xrayy rich and regular GRBs. If afterglows of X-ray flashes could be observed they
wouldd yield information about the connection to regular GRBs. Afterglows depend
lesss strongly on the initial Poynting flux ratio but rather on the total luminosity of
thee outflow. Thus, X-ray flash afterglows should be similar to afterglows of regular
GRBss according to our model. In a future work we will investigate the thermal
emissionn more quantitatively.
Thee model predicts black-body radiation originating from the photosphere of the
flow.flow. We can calculate the radius of the photosphere and the Lorentz factor of the
flowflow there. Together with the temperature one is able to calculate the luminosity if
thee thermal radiation. Since our approximation treats the flow as cold we cannot
givee quantitative results in this respect. Though, one finds that the Lorentz factor
att the photosphere depends only weakly on the model parameters. Therefore, the
observablee temperature fcT0bs = r p hArT/(l + z) of the thermal component of a GRB
dependss primarily on the redshift z and the temperature in the comoving frame T.
Thiss result simplifies the task to disentangle the effects of different model parameters
onn the temperature. A detailed, quantitative analysis of the thermal radiation will
bee done in a following study*.

** Chapter 6 in this thesis.
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Efficientt acceleration and radiation in
Poyntingg flux powered GRB outflows
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Abstract:: We investigate the effects of magnetic energy release by local
magneticc dissipation processes in Poynting flux-powered GRBs. For typicall GRB parameters (energy and baryon loading) the dissipation takes
placee mainly outside the photosphere, producing non-thermal radiation.
Thiss process converts the total burst energy into prompt radiation at an
efficiencyy of 10-50%. At the same time the dissipation has the effect of
acceleratingg the flow to a large Lorentz factor. For higher baryon loading,
thee dissipation takes place mostly inside the photosphere, the efficiency of
conversionn of magnetic energy into radiation is lower, and an X-ray flash
resultss instead of a GRB. We demonstrate these effects with numerical
one-dimensionall steady relativistic MHD calculations.

6.11 Introduction
Highh luminosity outflows from 7-ray bursts (GRBs) must have large Lorentz factor
too overcome the compactness problem (e.g. Piran 1999). To fulfil this requirement
thee mass loading can only be small so that the total energy density exceeds greatly
thee rest mass energy density. Poynting flux can carry large energy amounts though
vacuumm which provides a mechanism to transport energy without the need of matter.
Thee release of electromagnetic energy by the central engine of a GRB is part of
manyy models. E.g. tori in merger scenarios may by highly magnetised due to the
fieldd amplification by the differential rotation (Narayan et al. 1992; Thompson 1994;
Mészaross & Rees 1997b; Katz 1997). Alternative models involve highly magnetised
millisecondd pulsars (Usov 1992; Spruit 1999). In all cases the rotational energy of a
compactt object will be tapped and the rotating magnetic field produces a Poynting
flux. flux.
Whilee Poynting flux is thus a plausible way of powering a GRB, it is not a priori
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clearr how this energy flux is converted into the observed 7-rays. To accelerate the
matterr to the observed high Lorentz factors, a part of the Poynting flux must be
convertedd into kinetic energy. This energy later powers the afterglow when it is
releasedd in an external shock. Since the prompt emission in most cases accounts for
thee bulk of the observed radiation, a mechanism is needed to efficiently convert a
magneticc energy flux into non-thermal radiation.
Forr the acceleration of the flow one can think of magnetocentrifugal effects. But
tryingg to explaining the flow acceleration by stationary ideal MHD processes is problematic.. For the purely radial magnetically driven stellar wind (modelled originally
byy Weber h Davis 1967; Mestel 1968) the radial gradient of the magnetic pressure
andd the inward pointing magnetic tension force act against each other. Especially in
thee case where the flow is relativistic from the beginning there is a balance between
thesee forces so that such purely radial flows are not accelerating. However, an accelerationn takes place if the flow lines diverges faster with radius than in the radial case
beyondd the fast critical point. The tension and pressure gradient forces are out of
balancee and Poynting flux to kinetic energy flux conversion occurs (Begelman Sz Li
1994;; Daigne & Drenkhahn 2002). A magnetic acceleration model which uses only
ideall MHD thus has to provide just the right flow divergence for acceleration to take
place.. As we show in this paper, a better alternative is a flow in which part of the
magneticc energy density is dissipated locally. The decrease of magnetic energy densityy with distance in such a model causes effective acceleration (Lyubarsky & Kirk
2001;; Drenkhahn 2002), while at the same time providing an efficient energy source
forr the observed 7-rays.
Thee currently most accepted model explaining the high energy prompt emission
off GRBs is the internal shock model (Rees & Mészaros 1992, 1994; Sari &; Piran
1997a).. Variations of the central engine luminosity produces flow shells with different
Lorentzz factors which collide. Through these collisions a part of the kinetic energy
iss transfered into prompt radiation. The energy conversion is only efficient if the
spreadd in Lorentz factors is large (Kumar 1999; Panaitescu et al. 1999; Beloborodov
2000;; Kobayashi & Sari 2001). The observed ratio of afterglow and prompt emission
indicatess a high efficiency of energy conversion into prompt emission. While this
observationn does not rule out the internal shock model, it does put strong constraints
onn it.
Iff one allows for non-ideal MHD processes magnetic energy can be transfered to
thee matter by dissipation through reconnection. For this to happen, there must be
smalll scale variations in the magnetic field. The energy that is released by washing
outt these variations can be converted into radiation. We call this the 'free magnetic
energy'' in the flow. An example of such small scale variations would be the 'striped'
windd (Coroniti 1990) that results from the rotation of an inclined magnetic dipole.
Thee distance between neighbouring stripes of different field direction in this case is
7TV/Q,7TV/Q, where v is the outflow speed and £2 is the dipole's angular frequency. This scale
iss of the order of the size of the central engine (assumed to be a relativistic object).
Inn general, all non-axisymmetric components of the magnetic field of the central
enginee produce such variations. If the magnetic configuration is predominantly non-
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axisymmetric,, almost all of the Poynting flux is in the form of a field that changes
signn on such a small length scale. This is the model we will use for the quantitative
calculationss below. We note, however, that even an axisymmetric rotating field can in
principlee produce small length scales. The outflow near the axis of an axisymmetric
MHDD flow is spiral-like. This configuration is kink unstable so that field components
cann reconnect across the rotation axis. For a discussion of this point see Spruit
ett al. (2001), hereafter Paper I*. As we showed in Drenkhahn (2002) (Paper 11+ from
heree on), such kink-produced irregularities are somewhat less efficient at converting
magneticc energy. Since perfect axisymmetry is a special case we regard the nonaxisymmetricc case in this study.
Fastt reconnection leads to a decay of the magnetic field. The flow accelerates since
thee field decay induces an additional outward gradient in the magnetic pressure. In
Paperr II we explored the dynamical effects of the Poynting flux dissipation in the
outflow.. We found there that for fiducial GRB parameters a large amount of the
Poyntingg flux energy is converted to kinetic energy. Also, a great part of the dissipationn happens in the optically thin region so that a potentially large fraction could
bee converted into non-thermal, prompt radiation. This model offers an alternative
too the internal shock model in explaining the prompt emission by local dissipation
off free magnetic energy.
Thee results presented in Paper II were based on an analytic approximation for the
flow.flow. In the present paper, we relax this approximation, and analyse a Poynting flux
poweredd wind numerically. The results confirm the main results from the analytical
study,, but in addition allow us to determine which fractions of the Poynting flux
aree converted into thermal and non-thermal radiation. In this way, we can also
determinee the conditions under which a true GRB, as opposed to an 'X-ray flash'
(Heisee et al. 2001; Heise & in 't Zand 2002) is produced by a magnetically powered
outflow. .

6.22 The Model
Wee consider a radial outflow of magnetised plasma with the magnetic field being
alignedd transversal to the flow direction. The field contains small scale variations in
directionn from which energy is released. We parameterise the variation by introducing
aa variation length scale A « 2nc/Q on which the direction of the field changes. Field
variationss in the outflow are naturally produced by any non-axisymmetric component
off a rotating magnetic field.
Thee rate of magnetic energy dissipation is governed by the reconnection rate betweenn neighbouring regions of different field line direction. For highly symmetric
initiall conditions, the initial reconnection process is sensitive to the microscopic diffusionn rate, but this situation is rarely relevant in astrophysics. Instead, the field
** Chapter 2 in this thesis,
tt Chapter 5 in this thesis.
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reconnectss by 'rapid reconnection' processes, in which the reconnection speed dependss only logarithmically on the microscopic transport coefficients (Petschek 1964;
Parkerr 1979; Priest & Forbes 2000). Since the reconnection rate is an important factorr influencing the results, we keep track of its effect by a parameter study. For this
purposee we write the reconnection time scale r c o across the variation length scale Aco
ass r c o = A co /*v, where the reconnection speed vr is the velocity at which field lines
off different directions are brought together by the dynamics of the reconnection process.. We regard this process in the comoving frame moving with the bulk large-scale
flow.flow. The speed vr is known to scale with the Alfvén speed vA, i.e. vr = evA where
ee is a numerical factor < 1. For rapid reconnection in 2 dimensions, for example,
numericall results (e.g. Biskamp 1986) show that e can be of the order 0.1. Since we
doo not know the density of reconnection centres the overall rate of field dissipation
iss still unknown. By adjusting the parameter e towards lower values we compensate
forr this ignorance. Thus, we take £ as a measure for both, the reconnection speed
andd the density of reconnection centres.
Ass a second parameter of less importance, we introduce the fraction fi of the
magneticc energy density that can be dissipated by local reconnection. If the field
iss the result of the winding-up of a completely non-axisymmetric field (i.e. with
vanishingg azimuthal average), the direction of the field lines changes completely over
onee variation length, and we have fi = 1. If, on the other hand, the axisymmetric
componentt does not vanish, we have fi = B^/B, where B^ and B are the amplitudes
off the axisymmetric component and total field. In most of our study, we will assume
thatt the Poynting flux decays completely which correspond to \i = 0.
Thee released magnetic energy is converted into thermal and kinetic energy. The
directt conversion into kinetic energy is possible because the field dissipation induces
ann additional outward gradient in the magnetic pressure. So even if there is no
thermall pressure gradient (as in the cold approximation used in Paper II) part of
thee released energy accelerates the flow directly.
Thoughh small scale structures in the flow are an essential part of the model, we
willl only work with quantities which are averaged over these small scales. One
cann consider the flow to be stationary on large length scales so that we can do a
timee independent calculation to obtain general results. The adjustable variable e
accountss for the unknown processes on small scales and includes effects introduced
byy the averaging.
Thee dissipated magnetic energy initially takes the form of internal (thermal) energy
off the gas. If the cooling time is long compared with the expansion time scale of the
flow,flow, the energy is mostly converted to kinetic energy, through adiabatic expansion.
Thiss is the case in the optically thick part of a GRB flow, inside its photosphere. The
smalll fraction of the thermal energy that remains when the flow passes through the
photospheree then shows up as thermal radiation emitted at the photosphere. In the
opticallyy thin parts of the flow, the radiative cooling times are typically quite short
comparedd with the expansion time scale as will be shown in Sect. 6.2.6. The medium
stayss cold, and all thermal energy gets quickly converted into radiation. We assume
thee radiation processes to be similar to those invoked in the internal shock model,
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soo that the radiation is non-thermal. Thus, we can only estimate the spectrum of
thee (small) part that is emitted as thermal radiation at the photosphere. We are
ablee to calculate the total amount of non-thermal radiation, however, since this only
dependss on the rate magnetic dissipation.
Wee make a two-zone approach with respect to the optical thickness to simplify the
treatment.. The flow is optically thick up to the photosphere and matter and radiation
aree treated as one fluid in permanent thermal equilibrium. At the photosphere the
internall energy carried by the radiation decouples from the matter and escapes as
black-bodyy radiation. From the photosphere on, part of the Poynting flux produces
non-thermall radiation through the magnetic dissipation process, while the rest still
acceleratess the flow.

6.2.11 Evolution of the magnetic field
Wee model the evolution of the magnetic field B in a Poynting flux dominated outflow
byy a dissipation time scale r which depends on the Alfvén speed and a typical length
scalee of the field geometry considered. The motivation and detailed derivation for
thiss approach is given in Paper II. Since the dissipation time scale r depends on the
locall Alfvén speed in the flow it is a function of the proper mass density p, the proper
internall energy e, the absolute value of the radial bulk 4-velocity u and the magnetic
fieldfield strength B: r = r(p, e, w, B). We consider all thermodynamic quantities p, e , . . .
inn the comoving frame while all other quantities B, u, r , . . . refer to the lab frame,
thee frame in which the central engine rests. We use the notation V = y/\ + u2 for
thee bulk Lorentz factor of the outflow and /? = u/Y for the bulk velocity in units of
thee speed of light c.
Thee flow is assumed to be purely radial, and we are considering distances from the
centrall engine that are sufficiently far from the Alfvén radius. Thus any centrifugal
accelerationn of the flow has already taken place, and the dominant field component is
Bj,Bj, = B ;§> Br,Bo. Without internal dissipation, the induction equation would thus
yieldd dr(3rB = 0. The evolution equation for the magnetic field including dissipation
iss equal to the induction equation for ideal MHD but with an additional source term

Thee index 0 denotes quantities at some initial radius TQ where the dissipation starts.
Thee constant n stands for the ratio between the magnetic field component which
cannott dissipate (described by the ideal MHD induction equation) and the total field
strengthh at r = r 0 . Speaking in terms of Poynting flux this means that /i 2 is (almost)
equall to the Poynting flux fraction which does not dissipate. \i = 0 corresponds to a
completee decay of the magnetic field while (i = 1 means no dissipation at all.
Wee derived the functional form of the dissipation time scale r in Paper II:

r=r=22-£fi^-£fi^

(6-2
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where e

iss the Alfvén 4-velocity in the comoving frame and w is the proper enthalpy density.
Inn regions where the magnetic energy density dominates over the matter energy
densityy the Alfvén velocity is near the speed of light so that the square root in (6.2)
iss close to 1. This approximation was used in Paper II to obtain analytical results.
Inn the present numerical study this approximation is not made.

6.2.22 Poynting flux and baryon loading
AA very important parameter of our model is the ratio between Poynting flux and
kineticc energy flux at the initial radius r*o which we denote by

£Pf,oo
(j(jQQ

=

_

-kkin.00

PorlBl
=

.—

(6.4) )

47tToMc

wheree M is the mass flux per sterad. The outflows of interest for us are Poynting
fluxflux dominated so that <TQ ^> 1. The initial Poynting flux ratio controls not only the
initiall velocity but also the final velocity of the flow as explained below.
Howw the flow is accelerated from very low velocities near the source is not possible
too calculate with the approach presented since the azimuthal velocity and the radial
fieldfield components cannot be neglected there. We assume that magnetocentrifugal
accelerationn mechanisms work there accelerating the flow up to the fast magnetosonic
speedd as it is the case in stellar winds. For relativistic Poynting flux dominated winds
wee know that the typical length scale for this acceleration is on the order of the Alfvén
radiuss which is in size similar to the light radius. If the amount of initially injected
thermall energy is small (not much larger than the rest mass energy) it is converted
quicklyy into kinetic energy so that we can treat the flow to be cold again at a few
lightt radii. In the cold limit the fast magnetosonic speed equals the Alfvén speed.
Thee Alfvén 4-velocity is a function of the initial Poynting flux ratio <JQ only at r = ro:
WA,OO = y/&o (Paper II). We now take this value as initial 4-velocity for our numerical
calculationss uo = y/&o which start at ro » a few x c/Q.
Inn other GRB studies the baryon loading (mass flux) M and the total energy flux
LL determine the Lorentz factor by T = L/(Mc 2 ). It is often assumed that all the
availablee energy is converted into kinetic energy at first. Under the same assumption
wee showed in Paper II that the final Lorentz factor of a dissipating Poynting flux
outfloww is T = y/\ + OQ « 0Q . Hence, the baryon loading M is determined from
thee total energy flux L and the Poynting flux ratio <r0 by M = <7Q ' L/c2. It is a
matterr of taste weather one describes an outflow by L, M or L, a$ but we use the
latterr to keep the notation of Paper II.
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6.2.33 The role of electric fields in the flow
Inn our present study we use the dynamic equations for ideal MHD flows and have
too make sure that the ideal MHD approximation is applicable. In ideal MHD, the
electricc field vanishes in the frame moving with the fluid. But a non-vanishing
comovingg electric field must exist near the reconnection centres for field annihilation
too take place. We assume that the spacial regions occupied by a non-vanishing
electricc field are small and only restricted to the reconnection centres. Then we can
neglectt its influence on the dynamic equations on larger scales (see Sect. 6.2.4). But
still,, the field dissipation produces an extra magnetic field gradient also on large
scaless resulting in V 2 B ^ 0 in the lab frame. We show in this section how the large
scalee electric field can be estimated and that it deviates only by a small component
5E5E from the electric field of ideal MHD. This component can be neglected in the
numericall calculations.
Thee following calculations are done in the lab frame for quantities which vary only
onn large length scales. We start with the induction equation with non-vanishing
conductivityy ac:
ddttBB = c u r l (v x B) +
47rcrr r

V2B

(6.5) )

Ohm'ss law reads
jj = ac(E + PxB)

=

(6.6) )

ac-6E

soo that one can substitute <rc by |j|/|<5.E?| in the stationary (dtB
Eq.. (6.5):
curll (v x B) = -

c 22

\SE\„2n

= 0) induction

(6.7) )

4TTT | J |

Usingg the stationary form of Ampere's law j = c- curlB/(47r) to eliminate j and
solvingg (6.7) for \SE\ gives \6E\ as function of v and B only:
|curlB||curll (v x B)\
\SE\\SE\ =
c|V2B| |
Inn spherical coordinates and for a radial flow where v

(6.8) )
B this reads

(d(drrrB)(drB)(drrr(3B) r(3B)
6E6E =
rd?(rB) rd?(rB)

(6.9) )

Ass fraction of the ideal MHD electric field E'mhd = @B that is

ddrr\n\rpB\ \n\rpB\

pB pB ddrrla\dla\drrrB\ rB\

(6.10) )

Thiss expression is a function of r, 0, B and can be calculated numerically. 6E/((3B)
takess its maximum at radii where the dissipation ceases where it can be of the order
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0.11 depending on the chosen input parameters. For the largest part of the flow
5E/{(3B)5E/{(3B) < 1 so that the use of the ideal MHD equation for the evolution of the
fieldfield is justified. The effect of small scale reconnection processes is instead taken into
accountt by the decay term in (6.1).

6.2.44 Dynamic equations
Thee conservation equations for mass, energy, momentum together with Eq. (6.1)
describingg the evolution of the magnetic field determine the proper mass density p,
thee proper internal energy density (excluding the rest mass energy density) e, the
radiall 4-velocity u and the magnetic field strength B as functions of radius. In our
modell the mass, energy, and momentum equations read
ddrrrr22pupu = 0 ,
ddrrrr22 (wTu + ^ - \

(6.11)
- 0,

(6.12)

ddrrrr22 (wu2 + p + (1 + P2) 5 - J = 2rp

(6.13)

(cf.. Königl & Granot 2001; Lyutikov 2001). The variable w denotes the proper
enthalpyy density w — pc2+e+p where p is the thermal pressure. The thermodynamic
quantitiess p,e,p,w are defined in the comoving frame. We assume the gas (fully
ionisedd hydrogen) to be ideal with negligible heat conduction and an equation of
statee p— (7 — l)e (and w = 7e) where 7 is the adiabatic index.
Thee continuity and energy Eqs. (6.11), (6.12) are integrated to give the total mass
losss per time and per sterad
MM = r2upc

(6.14)

andd the total luminosity per sterad
L ==

J^rMc
pCpCll

2

+/3c^

(6.15)

47T

wheree one identifies the kinetic energy flux per sterad Lmat
Poyntingg luminosity per sterad Lpf = j3c{rB)2/(47r).

— w/(pc2)TMc2

and the

6.2.55 Below and beyond the photosphere
Ass long as the medium is optically thick, matter and radiation can be considered to
bee in thermal equilibrium. In this case, e includes both the thermal particle energy
andd the radiation field energy. The pressure is dominated by the radiation so that
thee adiabatic index is 7 = 4/3. At the photosphere radius r p h, where the outflowing
materiall becomes optically thin, the radiation decouples from the matter and escapes
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ass black body radiation. The pressure and internal energy at radii r > r p h is only
providedd by the matter.
Thee transition from optically thick to optically thin conditions is sharp, in practical
flowflow models, and we simplify the computations here by treating it as a discontinuity.
Itss location is in principle found by integrating the optical depth into the flow. As
inn stellar atmospheres and winds, a fair approximation for its location is the point
wheree the mean free path of a photon equals the density scale height. In our case, this
iss of the order of the distance r from the source. At the photospheric temperatures
encounteredd (a few keV) the dominant opacity is electron scattering. Taking into
accountt the Lorentz transformation of the mean free path to the rest frame, the
photosphericc radius is thus given by r p h = r/(«xhp) where /c-rh is the Thomson
scatteringg opacity and p the density in the comoving frame.
Forr r > r p h the thermal pressure is only supplied by the plasma and the adiabatic
indexx 7 depends on the temperature. For non-relativistic temperature kT «C mec2
wee have 7 = 5/3 but for hotter medium the electrons become relativistic which lowers
7.. Since fast radiative cooling is a model assumption the matter in the optically thin
partt stays cold enough so that 7 = 5/3 is valid there. The validity is checked during
thee numerical computations.

6.2.66 Radiative loss
Inn the optically thin regime energy and momentum from the dissipating magnetic
fieldfield is transfered into radiative form. The radiation escapes and does not interact
withh the matter. Let A be the emissivity of the medium in the comoving frame,
thatt is the energy which is radiated away per unit time and per unit volume. If the
emissionn is isotropic in the comoving frame the energy and momentum Eqs. (6.12),
(6.13)) including the radiative loss terms are
ddrrrr22 (wTu + ÊÊ1)
\\

= -r2T-

47T /

,

(6.16)

= 2rp - r2u^

(6.17)

C

ddrrrr22 (wu2 +p+ (1 + /32) ^ \

(Granott & Königl 2001).
Thee importance of the cooling term depends on the cooling time scale. If it is
short,, the matter stays cold (gas pressure negligible) during the dissipation process.
Inn this limit, all the dissipated energy is locally radiated away. Synchrotron emission
iss a plausible fast cooling process. It is particularly effective in our model, because
thee magnetic field strengths are high in a Poynting flux dominated outflow. With
(6.30)) one derives a typical field strength
B & T - l O ' G - Z ^ V t t 11 .

(6.18)

Inn the comoving frame this is
B ^ S T - l t f - L ^ r ^ r a 1 --

(6-19)
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Thee distance travelled by the medium in one cooling time in the lab frame is r coo i =
Thee synchrotron cooling time scale in the comoving frame is i s y n = 6 s •
-2
33 (Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998) where Te = 100 r e ,2 is the Lorentz factor of
thee radiating fast electrons and Bco = 1000 G • -BCo,3 is the comoving magnetic field
strength.. In units of the expansion length scale of the flow, r, the cooling time is
'"cool l

« 4 - 1 0 0- 6 6

riatóilrrii
'500 2*6,2 < i

(6.20) )

x

Thiss shows that synchrotron cooling is fast for these fiducial parameters. Though the
simplifyingg assumption of fast cooling in the optically thin regime is thus justified, we
havee kept an ad hoc cooling term in the calculations to ease the numerical treatment.
Thee form of this cooling term used is
ecu ecu
A=k A=k

(6.21) )

wheree k is an adjustable cooling length parameter. The cooling length is the distance
byy which the matter travels outward while the internal energy e is lost. We have
usedd k = 104 so that the cooling length is the distance 1 0 - 4 r . This is only a small
fractionfraction of the expansion length scale r and thus qualifies for the description of a
fastt cooling flow.
Becausee of the fast cooling the temperature is always very low (kT -C mec2) and
thee equation of state of the gas is that of a non-relativistic fully ionised gas, 7 = 5/3
forr r >rph.

6.2.77 Computational method
Wee choose
// r2pc2

\
(6.22) )

99 =
rB B

VV 737 /
too be the vector of primitive variables. There are no principle reasons against taking
e.g.. (/9, e, u, B) instead but the use of (6.22) simplifies the following analytical expressionss a bit. The set of Eqs. (6.11), (6.16), (6.17), (6.1) can be written in matrix
form m
(6.23) )

AdAdrqq
r = s
ithh the matrix

U

ff uT uT 7«r r
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andd the source term vector

°

((
aa =

\
(6.25) )

2

2r(7-l)e-r u^^
11 rB [ I

,.2(flrB)21

Thee elements of A and s are functions of r, qr and the constant model parameters
<7o,, /i, cfi, ro- For the cooling term A we use the expression
00
A = { ^ . 4. . / „„
10 ecu/rr

for r < r p h
» : ^
for r > r p h

,

(6.26)

thee dissipation time scale (6.2), and the adiabatic index
7

ff 4/3
~ \\ 5/3

for r < r p h
for r > r p h

(

*

*

}
;

Boundaryy conditions and solution process

Too initialise the solver at the initial radius ro we need to determine the vector of
primitivee variables q0 = q(ro). The flow starts with AlfVén velocity <jr0,3 = «o = \/&ö
andd is cold q0i2 = rge 0 = 0. By solving (6.4), (6.14), (6.15) for M we obtain
rr22fmcfmc =M =
— ^
c2(<r00 + l ) 3 / 2

(6.28)

andd thus
=
<?o,ii = .2„__
rlpoc2J2 =

c

"'"-k/ . . . .
V5to(o-oo + l ) 3 / 2

Thesee three equations can also be solved for
40,44 =

=ferï) 14 ^--

(6.29)
TQBQ

to give finally

(630)

4-K 4-K

Thee initial vector depends only on the initial radius, the initial Poynting flux ratio
andd the total luminosity: q0 = q(ro;cro,L). The value of ro is unimportant for the
flowflow at larger radii (Paper II) and we set ro — 3 • 107 cm for all our calculations
withoutt introducing an additional restriction. In total the model's input parameter
spacee is effectively made up of <To, L, /i, eQ.
Equationn (6.23) is a ordinary differential equation and can be solved numerically
withh common software packages. The integration proceeds stepwise from r = ro
untill the photosphere is reached, where the mean free path for the photons is equal
too the radius r. The photosphere must be treated in a special way because it is a
discontinuityy where the radiation decouples from the matter part.
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Transitionn at the photosphere of the flow

Att the photosphere, the equation of state changes from one dominated by radiation
too one dominated by the gas pressure. To connect the two, the radiation emitted at
thee photosphere has to be taken into account. The amount of energy involved can
bee substantial, and appears as an (approximate) black body component in the GRB
spectrum.. It depends on the temperature of the photosphere.
Thee temperature at the photosphere is kT -C mec2 for all used parameter values
soo that pairs can be neglected. The photosphere is then simply determined by
== 1 .

(6.31)

rpKTh rpKTh

Att the photosphere one has to subtract the energy and momentum which is carriedd away by the decoupled radiation. To calculate these quantities one needs the
temperaturee at the photosphere.
Thee dimensionless temperature 9 = hT/(mec2) in the optically thick region is
givenn by the solution of
o m ee

ee = 3

^

2 f l , 7T 2 ra e C 2

ce+

4

(6 32)

ï5^T

-

wheree %e is the electron Compton wave length.
Att the photosphere we calculate the temperature 0ph and subtract the radiation
energyy density of a black body

ebbb = J ^ p „

(6.33)

fromm the total energy density: e ~ e—ebb- The integration proceeds with an adiabatic
indexx of 7 = 5/3. The temperature 0ph is the temperature of the emitted black-body
radiationn which has a luminosity per sterad of
LL
b bb

= i °
I r phi e bb« P hr p hC

for r < r p h
for r > r p h

.
K

.
'

'

Thee integration continuous until the dissipation ceases. There, the luminosity of
emittedd non-thermal radiation is determined by
LLntnt — L — LPf — L m a t — Lbb •

(6.35)

Anotherr transition radius

Thee rate of dissipation of the magnetic free energy starts out fast, but as the field
strengthh decreases it become slower than the expansion time scale. There is thus
aa characteristic radius, which we call here the saturation radius r s r , beyond which
magneticc dissipation effectively stops. Since the acceleration of the flow is intimately
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connectedd with the dissipation, this is also the radius where the flow reaches its
terminall speed. In Paper II we have shown that r 8r is of the order
r g rr =

l^L^

.

(6.36)

whilee the terminal Lorentz factor T ^ is of the order
rooo = ( l - / * > o / 2 -

(6-37)

AA simple approximation for the dependence of the Lorentz factor on distance then
turnss out to be
rr =

ƒ Too ( r / r s r ) 1 / 3
\\ r ^

for r < r s r
for r>rsr

(6 3g)

Solutionn examples

Ass an example, Fig. 6.1 shows the result of a numerical integration. The result can
bee compared with the analytical approximation derived in Paper II. The analytic
estimatee gives a fair representation of the full results, though it overestimates the
terminall Lorentz factor somewhat.
Thee luminosity carried by the medium L m a t = w/(pc2)TMc2 is made up of the
kineticc Lkin = TMc2 and the thermal part L t h = (w/Cpc2) - l j r M c 2 . The fact that
thee fluid is dominated by the pressure and energy density of the radiation in the
opticallyy thick region can be seen at the photosphere. Figure 6.1c displays that a
majorr part of the thermal energy flux L t h is made up from the radiation component
whichh is released as black body radiation at the photosphere. This explains why the
thermall energy flux Lth in Fig. 6.1b nearly coincides with the black body luminosity
Outsidee the photosphere T (and therefore £kin) becomes smaller than the analyticall estimate. The non-thermal radiation flux component L n t rises quickly and the
dissipatedd energy is efficiently converted into radiation. The fractions of the total
luminosityy converted to kinetic, thermal, and non-thermal energy in this example are
54%,, 5%, and 41%, respectively. This demonstrates the high efficiency of the magneticc dissipation process in accelerating the flow and the production of non-thermal
radiation. .

6.33 Shortest time scales
Thoughh the model presented here is stationary and thus does not describe the variabilityy of GRBs, we can check whether the physical model on which it is based is
compatiblee with the observed millisecond variations. If the outflow contains inhomogeneities,, say, regions where the reconnection proceeds faster or unsteady the flow
willl show more ore less bright patches. In this Sect, we show that the emission time
off these patches will be short enough for GRBs.
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F i g u r ee 6.1: Solution for L = 10 e r g s - 1 s t e r a d - 1 , CT0 = 100 (corresponding to an initial
Lorentzz factor of 10), eil = 1 0 3 s _ 1 , n = 0. The vertical dotted line indicates the photospheree radius, (a) Lorentz factor where the dotted line represents the analytical approximationn derived in Paper II. (b) Various energy fluxes per sterad as labelled in the legend.
Indicess denote the Poynting flux (pf), fcinetic, thermal, black-body (bb) and non-thermal
(nt)) components, (c) Normalised temperature 0 = kT/(mec2).
The matter is rather cold
andd pairs do not play a role since 0 -C 1. The temperature jump at the photosphere is no
reall discontinuity but rather a rapid but steady change. This is the result of the abrupt
changee in the equation of state from a radiation dominated to a matter dominated fluid.
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Thee time it takes for the magnetic field to dissipate sets the limit for the shortest
emissionn duration of a single patch in the flow. The time interval dt = d r / c in which
aa flow element moves outward by dr is Doppler boosted to the observed time interval
dtdt00bbBB = (1 — P)dt « dr/(2cT2). Let us assume that the more inhomogeneous flow
cann still be described approximately by the stationary solution. Using (6.38) and
integratingg the observed time from r = 0 . . . r 8r gives
ttoh8oh8 = J L = 1.6 • 1 0 - 3 s • ( e - A ) ' 1 .
(6-39)
2dl 2dl
Iff the flow consists of shells with differently strong or fast reconnection/emission it
cann produce observable variations on time scales of the order of milliseconds.
Too see if small patches can contribute a significant variability, we note that their
laterall size (perpendicular to the flow) is likely to be of the same order as A = 2nc/£l.
Thiss is quite small compared with the radius of the photosphere. The solid angle
fromfrom which the observed radiation is emitted is of the order 1/r 2 . Hence there are
nn = (r/XT)2 = 3 • 10 11 • i ^ r ^ r ^ reconnection patches contributing at any moment
too the observed radiation, and the maximum variability amplitude expected is thus
jnjnjnjn w 2 * H P 6 . The observed time scales are not produced locally in the flow but
mustt be due to a variability of the central engine.

6.44 Parameter study
Thee parameters of the model are the initial Poynting flux to kinetic energy flux
ratiooCTO,the total luminosity per sterad L, the fraction of non-dissipatable magnetic
fieldfield //, and the measure for the reconnection rate cf2. In this Sect, we explore the
dependencee of the solutions on these parameters, by plotting values of the physical
quantitiess at the photosphere and their asymptotic values at large distances.

6.4.11 The photosphere
Figuree 6.2 shows the temperature, Lorentz factor and radius of the flow at the
photospheree as functions of the initial Poynting flux ration &$. In all plots of the
threee quantities one can identify a break at a certain value of <TQ. This break can
bee understood in terms of the saturation radius r s r mentioned in Sect. 6.2.7. The
reconnectionn yields only little energy beyond r sr since the largest part of the free
magneticc energy is already used up before. The location of this radius relative to
thee photosphere determines the basic properties of the results. In order to interpret
thee numerical results, we recall here some the results of the analytic model derived
inn Paper II. In this model the radius of the photosphere r p h and the Lorentz factor
att the photosphere are given by
r p hh

=

mm

1.05 • 10 11 cm • €-1^4 €-1^4

-3/2
r 3 / 55
•^500 ^0,2

(6.40) )
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F i g u r ee 6.2: Some physical quantities at the photosphere of the flow as function of the
initiall Poynting flux ratio ao for different values of the total luminosity per sterad. The
valuess eQ = 10~ s _ 1 , fi = 0 where used, (a) Temperature in the comoving frame, (b)
Lorentzz factor at the photosphere, (c) Radius of the photosphere. Straight lines in panel
(b)+(c)) at 200 <CTO< 1000 indicate the analytical solutions from (6.40), (6.41). Thick
dotss correspond toCTQ= <xo,br defined in (6.42).
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ll/55

r p hh

«

u ph = 119 c - i i

'50 0

(6.41) )

Byy equating r p h and r sr of (6.40), (6.36), we find the value of cr0 where the break in
thee parameter dependences occurs:

mm
-8/15 5

2/15 5

<70,brr = 39 • (e_iQ4L50)

(6.42) )

Att this value of the baryon loading, the dissipation of magnetic energy ceases around
thee photosphere. For a0 < ao.br dissipation occurs mostly inside the photosphere,
andd the radiation is dominated by a black body component.
Wee note that the analytic expression (6.40) for r p h has been derived under the
assumptionn that most of the dissipation occurs outside the photosphere. It is still
accuratee enough, however, for the estimate (6.42) that we use to interpret the numericall results. The asymptotic validity of the analytic value (6.41) of the terminal
Lorentzz factor Too for large CTQ *S shown in Fig. 6.2b.

6.4.22 Limits on thermal and non-thermal radiation
Thee model yields the luminosity per sterad for both the black-body radiation from
thee photosphere and the non-thermal radiation. In this Sect, we investigate how
thesee radiation components behave as function of the model parameters and what
observedd temperatures are expected for the black-body component.
Figuree 6.3b displays the luminosities of the thermal and non-thermal radiation
componentss Lbb and Lnt as fraction of the total luminosity L. At very low <7Qvaluess both components are very small. In that case the energy is released far below
thee photosphere and is converted into kinetic energy. The same happens in 'dirty
fireball'fireball' models where the central engine injects thermal energy into the matter near
thee source (Shemi & Piran 1990; Paczynski 1990). This also leads to an almost
completee conversion into kinetic energy.
Thee black-body radiation shows its maximum if the dissipation ceases right at the
photospheree so that r p h = r s r . This corresponds to <r0 = <r0,br from (6.42). This
analyticall estimate for oo,br might be not coincide exactly with the maximum of the
numericallyy obtained L^/L-curves in Fig. 6.3b since some simplifications were used
inn the derivation of (6.42). Though, we take Z-bb.max = ^bb(^o.br) to be the maximal
black-bodyy luminosity to simplify the treatment in the following.
>Fromm the graphs in Fig. 6.3b one might guess that the maximal value of L^jL
doess not depend on L. Indeed, it turns out that the maximal fraction of the
black-bodyy luminosity to the dissipatable luminosity is almost a constant. In the
Poyntingg flux dominated wind the initial Poynting flux luminosity is almost equal
too the total luminosity Lpf,o « L. The fraction of Poynting flux which cannot dissipatee by reconnection was parameterised by /i 2 so that dissipatable luminosity is
(11 - fj?)Lpt>0 « (1 - p2)L. If we plot Ibb,max/[(1 - M2)£] as a function of the two
otherr model parameters /x,efi we see that its value is around 0.17
3 as displayed
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F i g u r ee 6.3: Terminal Lorentz factor and radiation flux ratios as function of the initial
Poyntingg flux ratio <xo for different values of the total luminosity per sterad. The values
eileil = 1 0 _ 3 s _ 1 and (j, = 0 where used, (a) Terminal Lorentz factor Too. The dotted
linee correspond to the analytical estimates from Paper II where ao > 1 and no radiative
lossess were assumed, (b) Ratio between black-body and total luminosity L^b/L and ratio
betweenn non-thermal and total luminosity Lnt/L.
At the location of the thick dots, the
modell parameters are such that the magnetic dissipation ceases to be effective near the
photospheree [cf. (6.42)].
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Figuree 6.4: Maximal thermal and non-thermal emission as function of eQ (a measure for
thee dissipation rate), (a) Ratio of maximal thermal emission to dissipatablc luminosity
Lbb,max/[(11 — H2)L]- The used values for Lbb.max correspond to the thick dots in Fig. 6.3b.
(b)) Ratio of maximal non-thermal emission to dissipatable luminosity L n t,max/[(1 — M )L]
determinedd at (To = 10 .
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inn Figure 6.4a. Thus, the energy in black-body radiation is always less than 20% of
thee total releasable magnetic energy.
Figuree 6.3b shows that the fraction of the total luminosity emitted as non-thermal
radiationn has a maximum value for large <7Q of about 50%, independent of the luminosityy itself. In this limit almost all the dissipation takes place outside the photospheree and L\y\>/L is negligible.
Figuree 6.4b shows that L n t i m a x /[(1 —/x2)L] is always very close to 0.5. The maximal
radiationn efficiency occurs in the extreme Poynting flux dominated limit. A fast
radiationn mechanism converts half of the free magnetic energy into non-thermal
radiation. .
Thee dissipatable energy flux (1 — /i 2 )£, not the total Poynting flux Lpf « L in
general,, is the energy reservoir from which the radiation and kinetic energy is fed.
Nevertheless,, one needs to know the total Poynting flux in order to determine the
absolutee magnetic field strength in the medium to investigate the physical emission
process.. Since this is not needed here we could restrict our study to the case \i = 0
inn the largest part of this paper. For any combination of //, L one finds fi' = 0,
L'L' = (1 — /z2)L which yield an outflow of equal dissipatable Poynting flux and thus
equall emission and kinetic energy. Therefore, the setting fi = 0 has not introduced
ann additional limitation in the generality of our investigation.

6.4.33 Limits on the terminal Lorentz factor
Inn Paper II we derived the terminal Lorentz factor for a complete conversion of
Poyntingg flux into kinetic energy flux. For a Poynting flux dominated flow this
terminall Lorentz factor is V^ ~ (1 — fi2)a0 . Since we found that the radiative
lossess can be as large as 50% of the total luminosity we can now determine upper
andd lower limits for the terminal Lorentz factor:
i(l-0>j^<r

o o

<(l-

M

>j|'

2

..

(6.43)

6.4.44 Possible variability
Thee stationary treatment in our study does not yield any variability by definition.
Butt we can speculate about the outcome of quasi-stationary changes in one or more
modell parameters. The non-thermal luminosity Lnt depends most strongest on ÜQ
att moderate values. This is seen in Fig. 6.3b where the Lnt/L graphs rise quickly
too the maximal values in an values around 20 & <x0 & 100. A variation of <JQ in
thiss moderately large interval might produce some kind of on-off behaviour of the
non-thermall luminosity and the large variability in GRB light curves. Extending
thee model to include time dependence remains an interesting investigation for the
future. .
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6.4.55 Observable quantities
Thee results show that a thermal component in the emission is expected at higher
baryonn loading values. In a limited range of baryon loading (10 ^ GQ & 70), the
modell predicts a GRB with a significant thermal component. This property can be
usedd observationally as a test of the model, or as a diagnostic of the GRB outflow.
Ourr model GRBs can be represented in a diagram of showing the ratio Lbb/^nt as a
functionn of the black body temperature. This is shown in Fig. 6.5. The photospheric
(blackk body) temperature T0bs shown is the value as observed in the rest frame
off the GRB host. It is related to the temperature in a comoving frame Tbb by
TobsTobs = Tphïbb.

Thee single panels of Fig. 6.5 show lines for which 3 of the 4 model parameters
aree fixed while L or Go is varied. An increase in the initial Poynting flux ratio CQ
increasess the temperature but decreases the black-body component due to a smaller
photospheree radius (see Fig. 6.2c). An increase of the total luminosity L results in
aa larger photosphere temperature and a larger black-body component though the
dependencee of £bb/-knt and kTQbB on L is much weaker than on G0.
>Fromm Fig. 6.5 one finds that only low Poynting flux ratios GQ & 200 lead to a
significantt fraction of thermal radiation L\>b/Lnt ^ 0.1. The predicted black body
temperaturess can range all the way from about 5 to 100 keV. These are the temperaturess as observed in the frame of the GRB host, so a redshift has to be known in
orderr to use these predictions diagnostically.
Thermall components have indeed been observed in GRB spectra. Preece (2002)
reportss on a thermal component in the spectra of GRB 970111 within the first « 10 s
afterr the trigger. In this time interval the temperature of the black body component
wass observed to vary between 45 and 75 keV, and the ratio of thermal to non-thermal
fluxflux was of the order unity. After this initial phase the non-thermal component
startedd to dominate. In terms of our model, these observations indicate that this
GRBB started with a moderate baryon loading, which then decreased in the course
off the burst. Since a redshift of this burst has not been determined, a more detailed
comparisonn with the model can not be made.

6.4.66 Connection with X-ray flashes
X-rayy flashes are fast X-ray transients which are not detected in the 7-ray band 407000 keV of BeppoSAX (Heise et al. 2001; Heise & in 't Zand 2002). In our model this
spectrall characteristic can be explained by an outflow of low Go where the thermal
radiationn dominates over the non-thermal component. The relevant region in Fig. 6.5
wouldd be at Lbb/^nt <S 1- The temperatures predicted by the model for this range of
blackk body luminosity is ^ 30keV, which is quite compatible with the observations.
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Figuree 6.5: Thermal to non-thermal flux ratio Lbb/Lnt and redshift corrected temperature
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6.55 Summary and discussion
AA magnetised and rotating central engine of a GRB produces a Poynting flux outflow.flow. Any non-axisymmetry of the magnetic field leads to small scale (wave-like)
variationss in the electromagnetic field carrying energy outward. We have assumed
theree that these small scale irregularities are subject to rapid reconnection, governed
byy the Alfvén speed, as observed in other astrophysical settings and in numerical simulations.. Thus, the magnetic field can rearrange itself to a energetically favourable
configurationn and releases its free energy stored in the small scale field variations.
Thee release of free magnetic energy proceeds with a rate determined by the length
scalee of the field variation and the local Alfvén speed of the plasma. The magnetic
fieldfield acts as energy reservoir carried with the matter which transfers its energy to
thee matter continously. The decay of the magnetic field at the same time causes
ann outward gradient of the magnetic pressure. This causes a significant part of
thee Poynting flux to be converted into kinetic energy. The other part of the free
energyy is converted into heat. In the optically thick region of the flow a thermal
energyy gradient promotes adiabatic expansion and the conversion of thermal energy
too kinetic energy. Thus, at small radii in the optically thick region, almost all of the
dissipatedd magnetic energy gets converted into kinetic energy.
Whenn the flow becomes optically thin at the photosphere the thermal radiation
energyy escapes as black body radiation. This part of the emission can be accurately
computedd in our model. To compute the radiation spectrum from the optically
thinn region, however, more detailed physics is needed which is beyond the scope of
thiss paper. We have instead assumed that the reconnection process under optically
thinn conditions maintains a significant population of energetic electrons, which then
radiatee synchrotron radiation in much the same way as in the standard internal
shockk model. An advantage of our model is that the magnetic field needed for the
synchrotronn radiation is a natural part of the flow model itself (see also Paper I).
Thee central difference of the model presented to standard internal shock models for
GRBss is that radiation stems from the local dissipation of magnetic energy and not
fromfrom shock conversion of kinetic energy. Therefore, one does not need an extremely
variablee central engine to obtain an acceptable radiation efficiency (Beloborodov
2000;; Kobayashi & Sari 2001).
Thee continuous character of the energy release leads to a slower acceleration of the
flowflow compared to the classical fireball scenario. In a fireball the energy is injected
abruptlyy as thermal energy. This leads to an rapid acceleration where the Lorentz
factorr is linear to the source distance F a r . In our model the release of magnetic
energyy leads to T ex r 1 / 3 in the optically thick region.
Ann important model parameter is the ratio between Poynting flux and kinetic
energyy flux <?Q at some initial radius ro- This parameter controls the baryon loading
parameterr in a sense that high values correspond to a low baryon loading. The
valuee of (To decides how much of the Poynting flux energy gets converted into kinetic
energy,, black-body radiation and non-thermal radiation. The three other parameters
off the model are the total luminosity per sterad, the fraction of dissipatable Poynting
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fluxflux and the reconnection speed. There are three intervals of &Q values in which the
characteristicss of the flow is significantly different. At very low values {<JQ & 10) most
off the energy gets converted into kinetic energy. The magnetic energy gets released
inn the optically thick part. This case is similar to dirty fireball models in which
thee central engine injects thermal energy into the matter near the central engine
(Shemii & Piran 1990; Paczyhski 1990). The matter is already cold when it reaches
thee photosphere at large radii and there is no more free magnetic energy available
too power the non-thermal radiation. The burst energy can only power an afterglow
byy an external shock.
Ann intermediate Poynting flux ratio of <JQ « 100 causes the release of a considerable
amountt of energy near the photosphere and the thermal emission is non-negligible.
Thee black-body component becomes maximal if the radius where the dissipation
ceasess coincides with the photosphere. Then, « 17% of the dissipatable magnetic
energyy gets converted into black-body radiation while the rest ends up in kinetic
energy. .
Att very highCTO& 300 values the radius of the photosphere is small and almost all
off the dissipation takes place in the optically thin region. The dissipated energy gets
equallyy distributed among the non-thermal radiation and the kinetic luminosity of
thee flow. At low baryon loading, and for a purely non-axisymmetric magnetic field,
almostt exactly 50% of the the Poynting is converted into kinetic energy and 50% into
non-thermall radiation. If a substantial part of the magnetic field is axisymmetric,
thee Poynting flux associated with it does not dissipate, and instead is expected to
showw up as afterglow emission.
Assumingg that regular GRBs have large <TQ this finding predicts that the energy of
thee afterglow (fed by the kinetic energy of the flow) is comparable to the energy of
thee the prompt emission. Beaming effects change this picture if the outflow consists
off a sufficiently narrow jet. The energy in the afterglow will be weaker because after
thee flow has decelerated the radiation is spread over a larger solid angle compared
too the highly beamed initial radiation (cf. the light curve break discussion in e.g.
Ghisellinii 2001). Therfore the prompt emission might be more luminous than the
aftergloww luminosity if the jets points towards us.
Besidess the luminosity of the black-body radiation the model yields the temperaturee of this radiation. We find that the unredshifted observable temperature is
5keVV &fcTobs^ 100 keV for our fiducial GRB/X-ray burst parameters. The model
producess a rather constant Lorentz factor at the photosphere so that large variations
off model parameters result in only a small temperature spread. We cannot make a
clearr statement about the contribution of the non-thermal component to emission in
thee quoted energy range because we do not know the radiation mechanism. If the
thermall component at its maximum is of the same order or greater than the nonthermall component a feature should be present in the spectrum. In fact, there exist
observationss of excess emission in the low energy range ( « 1-5 keV) for some GRBs
(Strohmayerr et al. 1998; Preece et al. £996). Recent investigations by Preece (2002)
showw clearly a strong thermal component in the during the first 10 s of GRB 970111
withh temperatures of 45-75 keV. These numbers are in agreement with some of our
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fiducialfiducial GRB model parameter values. Observations of this kind will enable us to
determinee the model parameters and even there time-dependence during the burst.
Forr initial ratios between Poynting flux and kinetic energyfluxCTO« 40 the blackbodyy radiation component dominates over the non-thermal component. The radiationn efficiency is lower than in theCTO<S 300 case because only ^ 17% of the total
luminosityy can be converted into radiation. We speculated in Paper II about the
possibilityy that these low-<To outflows could be identified with X-ray flashes observed
byy BeppoSAX (Heise et al. 2001; Heise & in 't Zand 2002). Because no dissipation
takess place outside of the photosphere there is no non-thermal emission in the 7-ray
rangee > 40 keV. The present study showed that the thermal emission has an (unredshifted)) observable temperature of & 30keV which agrees with the observations of
X-rayy flashes. Heise et al. (2001) speculated that X-ray flashes are bursts with high
masss loading. This is also true in our model since high mass loading corresponds to
loww o"o values.
Thee hypothesis that the thermal radiation from a low-er0 outflow produces a X-ray
flashflash may be checked by future observation. The model predicts a lower radiation
efficiencyy of £ 17% so that most of the dissipated energy in the outflow goes into
kineticc form. It will be converted into radiation in the external shock of the afterglow.
Thee afterglow of an X-ray flash should be more luminous than the prompt emission
iff jet-effects do not interfere too much.
AA stationary approximation for the flow is used in this paper. If the central engine
operatess intermittently internal shocks could occur in the magnetised outflow. One
couldd also imagine that not the total luminosity changes with time but that the
otherr wind parameters like the mass loading and with it <xo varies. oo has a strong
influencee on the non-thermal luminosity Lnt and the black-body luminosity Lt>b- A
time-varyingg <JQ around intermediate values leads certainly to large modulations in
thee non-thermal light curve. The physical model should be extended to include time
dependentt model parameters to investigate their effect on the light curve.
Thee minimal observed variability of GRJBs is around a millisecond. Any process
producingg the emission must therfore be fast enough to account for this limit. The
stationaryy model predicts that the reconnection in the comoving frame lasts for approximatelyy 1 millisecond. The effects for Doppler shift and relativistic time dilation
almostt cancel so that one observes almost the time in the comoving frame. The
millisecondd variability is therfore compatible with the reconnection model. If the
reconnectionn in the flow is not smoothly distributed but patchy we would expect
too see a peak for the emission coming from one of the patches where reconnection
takess place. Our model is nevertheless applicable because we only need the overall
reconnectionn rate, the average over small length scales, which is responsible for the
globall flow dynamics.
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7.11 Waarnemingen
Ongeveerr eens per dag detecteren satellieten korte flitsen 7-straling, genaamd 7flitsenflitsen (GRBs), op willekeurig verstrooide posities aan de hemel, die helderder zijn
dann alle andere bronnen van 7-straling bij elkaar, inclusief de zon. Zelfs vandaag,
meerr dan 30 jaar na hun ontdekking (Klebesadel et al. 1973), is de oorsprong van 7flitsenn nog grotendeels onverklaard. Door de vooruitgang in waarnemingen en theorie
overr laatste paar jaar zijn er van de honderd modellen die nog in de vroege jaren
900 als mogelijke ideeën werden verzameld nog maar een paar over. Desondanks
iss geen van die theorieën algemeen geaccepteerd, hetgeen 7-flitsen tot een van de
spannendstee uitdagingen in de moderne astrofysica maakt.

7.1.11 De directe straling
Uitt de duizenden flitsen die tot nu toe zijn waargenomen en gelokaliseerd kunnen
enkelee belangrijke conclusies geformuleerd worden. De isotrope verdeling van de
flitsenn over de hemelbol (Fishman & Meegan 1995; Fishman 1999; Paciesas et al.
1999)) sluit een verband van de flitsen met objecten in het galactisch vlak of de halo
uit.. De verdeling van de flitsen over hun totale ontvangen energie zegt iets over
hunn afstand. Onder de vereenvoudigende aanname dat de flitsen alle intrinsiek even
helderr zijn wijst deze verdeling op kosmologische afstanden, aangezien ze niet op een
homogenee verdeling in een Euclidische ruimte lijkt (Meegan et al. 1992).
Dee lichtkrommen van de flitsen in 7-straling zijn zeer gevarieerd. Ze kunnen chaotischh zijn met veel smalle emissiepieken, maar soms ook tamelijk eenvoudig (zie fig 1.1
inn hoofdstuk 1). Geen twee flitsen zijn hetzelfde. De kortste tijdschaal waarop de
helderheidd verandert is ongeveer een milliseconde (Bhat et al. 1992; Walker et al.
2000). .
Flitsenn komen in tenminste twee typen voor, met verschillende lengten (korter
enn langer dan 2 s) en iets verschillende hardheid van het Röntgenspectrum (Kouveliotouu et al. 1993). Helaas zijn nauwkeurige positiebepalingen (voldoende om het
bijbehorendee gast-melkwegstelsel te identificeren) tot nu toe alleen voor langere flitsenn gelukt. De meeste informatie over flitsen, vooral wat betreft het nagloeien, is
alleenn van toepassing op de langere flitsen. Een typisch energiespektrum van een
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7-flitss is fig 1.2 gereproduceerd. De vorm is duidelijk niet-thermisch, en lijkt het
meestt op een combinatie van twee in elkaar over gaande machtswetten (Band et al.
1993).. De piek van de i/i^-functie, dwz. de plaats in het spectrum waar de meeste
energiee ontvangen wordt, ligt typisch bij een paar honderd keV (Mallozzi et al. 1995).
Slechtss een kleine fractie van de directe straling wordt bij foton-energieën van minder
dann 10 keV gedetecteerd. De spectra van sommige flitsen strekken zich echter uit
tott in het Ge V-gebied (Hurley 1994; Schneid et al. 1995; Fishman 1999).

7.1.22 Het nagloeien
Naastt de 'directe' straling, die voornamelijk in het 7-gebied van het elektromagnetischee spectrum wordt waargenomen, wordt ook straling by lagere energieën waargenomen,, van Röntgenstraling tot radiogolven. In 1997 is het dankzij de ItaliaansNederlandsee satelliet BeppoSAX gelukt dit nagloeien van een flits in optische, Röntgenn en radiostraling te detekteren (van Paradijs et al. 1997; Costa et al. 1997; Frail
ett al. 1997). De Wide Field Cameras (WFCs) aan boord van deze satelliet waren in
staatt de positie van een GRB nauwkeurig genoeg te bepalen om het object voor de
eerstee keer ook bij andere golflengten terug te vinden. In zichtbaar licht bleek het
nagloeienn samen te vallen met ver verwijderde melkwegstelsels, die dus de 'gastheren'
vann 7—flitsen blijken te zijn. Recente waarnemingen laten zien dat het nagloeien,
tenminstee in Röntgenstraling, onmiddellijk na de flits begint, of zelfs er ten dele mee
overlaptt (Giblin et al. 1999; Frontera et al. 2000; Tkachenko et al. 2000). Voor een
uitgebreidd overzicht zie van Paradijs et al. (2000).
Terwijll nagloeien in Röntgenstraling in bijna alle onderzochte flitsen van het langeree type optreedt (Costa et al. 1999), wordt het slechts in ongeveer de helft van die
gevallenn ook in zichtbaar licht gezien. Dit kan het gevolg zijn van absorptie door stof
(Groott et al. 1998). Optische waarnemingen beginnen gewoonlijk binnen een dag na
dee flits. Het nagloeien evolueert met verloop van tijd naar langere golflengte, tot in
hett radio-gebied (van Paradijs et al. 2000; Pian 2001).
Waarnemingenn van absorptielijnen in het optische nagloeien tonen aan dat 7-flitsen
inn ver afgelegen melkwegstelsels optreden. De spectraallijnen van het gast-stelsel
leverenn de roodverschuiving van het stelsel. De afstand tot het gast-stelsel kan ook
nogg met andere methoden bepaald worden. De ca. 20 roodverschuivingen die tot
nuu toe gemeten zijn liggen tussen de 0.4 en 4.5 (Greiner 2002) [afgezien van het
gevall van GRB 980425, die waarschijnlijk samenvalt met de supernova SN1998bw
inn het spiraalstelsel ESO 184-G82 op een afstand van 45 Mpc (e.g. Galama et al.
1998),, maar intrinsiek ongeveer drie orden van grootte zwakker was dan flitsen op
kosmologischee afstanden]. Deze ontdekkingen leverden het definitieve bewijs dat
7-flitsenn op kosmologische afstanden ontstaan.
Mett een bekende afstand kan de absolute helderheid van een flits vastgesteld worden.. Als aangenomen wordt dat de straling door de bron in alle richtingen gelijk
uitgezondenn wordt (isotrope emissie), varieert de totale energie van de flitsen met
bekendee roodverschuivingen van 3 1 0 5 1 to 2-10 54 erg (Bloom et al. 2001). Onderzoek
vann de vorm van de nagloei-lichtkrommen toont aan dat de uitstroming gebundeld is.
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7.27.2 Implicaties voor üitsmodellen
Dee werkelijke energie is daarom lager (Kulkarni et al. 1999; Sari et al. 1999). Volgens
recentee analyses van een aantal lichtkrommen ligt de totale energie van 7-flitsen rond
dee 5 • 10 50 erg (Frail et al. 2001), met een tamelijk kleine strooiing.

7.22 Implicaties voor flitsmodellen
7.2.11 Relativistische uitstroming
Uitt de waargenomen eigenschappen van de flitsen kunnen enkele stringente voorwaardenn afgeleid worden waar een model aan moet voldoen. De kortste in de lightkromme
waargenomenn tijdschaal, van de orde van 1 ms, levert een schatting van de afmeting
vann het centrale object. Een objekt dat op zulke tijdschalen varieert kan niet veel
groterr zijn dan 300 km. Alleen compacte objecten als neutronensterren en zwarte
gatenn zijn in staat de waargenomen hoeveelheden energie op zo korte tijdschalen te
leveren. .
Uitt de ontvangen energie kan de energiedichtheid in the buurt van de oorsprong van
dee flits bepaald worden. Deze blijkt zo hoog dat de vorming van een dicht thermisch
elektron-positronn plasma onvermijdelijk is (Cavallo & Rees 1978; Piran & Shemi
1993).. Er vormt zich een vuurbal waarin de totale energiedichtheid extreem hoog is.
Ditt is duidelijk in tegenspraak met de waarnemingen, aangezien het spectrum nietthermischh is. De straling van een 7-flits moet uit een optisch dun gebied komen. Dit
probleem,, het compactheidsprobleem, werd al vroeg onderkend, en werd aanvankelijk
alss argument tegen een kosmologische afstand van de flitsen gebruikt (Ruderman
1975;; Schmidt 1978).
Hett compactheidprobleem is opgelost als de stralende materie met relativistischee snelheid naar de waarnemer toe beweegt. Relativistisch bewegende materie
zendtt straling uit in een nauwe kegel in de bewegingsrichting, met een openingshoekk 9 « l / r , waarin T de Lorentzfactor. De botsingshoeken tussen de fotonen zijn
daardoorr eveneens klein, zodat de waarschijnlijkheid van paarvorming vermindert
enn de optische diepte kleiner is. Door het relativistische Dopplereflekt is het tijdsintervall van de emissie, zoals gezien door de waarnemer, verkort met een factor 2T2.
Thee duur van de emissie, in het ruststelsel van het stralende gas, is dus veel langer
dann een schatting gebaseerd op de variabiliteits- tijdschaal van de flits. Daardoor
kann de straling uit een veel groter volume komen, zonder in conflict te komen met
hett causaliteitsargument dat oorspronkelijk als argument tegen een kosmologische
afstandd werd gebruikt.
Eenn grote Lorentzfactor reduceert het compactheidsprobleem door beide effecten.
Eenn gedetailleerde analyse van dit punt (Fenimore et al. 1993; Woods & Loeb 1995;
Lithwickk & Sari 2001) toont aan dat Lorentzfactoren van de orde 100 nodig zijn.
Variabiliteitt van de centrale machine zelf (die in rust is afgezien van zijn kosmologischee roodverschuiving) wordt door de waarnemer onverkort gezien, de duur van de
flitsflits is dus wel een maat voor de werkelijke tijdsduur van het hele proces.
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7.2.22 Energietransport en omzetting in straling
Dee centrale machine dumpt zijn energie (de 'primaire' energie) in een klein volume,
enn zet daarmee een ultrarelativistische uitstroming in beweging (Goodman 1986;
Paczyiiskii 1986). De energie wordt van de bron naar grotere afstanden getransporteerd,, waar de stroming optisch dun wordt en niet-thermische straling geproduceerdd wordt. De adiabatische expansie van het medium zet een deel van de energie
inn kinetische energie om. Dit is vooral het geval als de vuurbal maar weinig 'verontreinigende'' baryonen bevat. In veel flitsmodellen wordt daarom aangenomen dat de
energiee van de centrale machine als kinetische energie naar buiten getransporteerd
wordt. .
Aangezienn waarnemingen laten zien dat minstens een groot deel van de primaire
energiee in 7-straling omgezet wordt, is een efficiënt proces voor de omzetting van
kinetischee energie in niet-thermische straling nodig. Dit is een een centraal aspect
vann een flitsmodel. Een mogelijke manier om deze omzetting te bereiken is door
schokgolven.. De uitstroming kan bijvoorbeeld met het interstellaire medium rond
dee bron botsen, en daardoor een zgn. externe schok veroorzaken (Rees Sz Mészaros
1992).. Met dit model kon het nagloeien in radiostraling (Paczyiiski Sz Rhoads 1993),
zichtbaarr licht (Katz 1994; Mészaros &; Rees 1997a), en Röntgenstraling (Vietri 1997)
verklaardd worden; er heerst op het ogenblik een consensus dat zulke externe schokken
hett nagloeien veroorzaken.
Dee complexe pulsprofielen van de flitsen zelf zijn echter niet goed met externe
schokkenn te verklaren. In plaats daarvan kunnen interne schokken tussen schillen
vann uitstromende materie de profielen verklaren (Rees & Mészaros 1994; Sari &
Pirann 1997a; Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998). Maar zulke interne schokken zijn niet
ergg efficiënt in het omzetten van kinetische energie in straling. Als de Lorentzfactor
vann de schillen met factoren van de orde 2-4 varieert, is deze efficiëntie slechts van
dee orde van een procent(Kumar 1999; Panaitescu et al. 1999; Lazzati et al. 1999;
Spadaa et al. 2000). Voor efficiënte omzetting moeten de Lorentzfactoren met enkele
ordenn van grootte variëren (Beloborodov 2000; Kobayashi & Sari 2001), anders blijft
dee meeste energie in kinetische vorm en verschijnt als nagloeien, door de externe
schok.. Dit is in tegenspraak met de waarneming dat de directe straling minstens
eenn energie van dezelfde orde als het nagloeien vertegenwoordigt, meestal meer. Er
bestaann modellen (Dermer &; Mitman 1999) die de variabele directe emissie door een
externee schok trachten te verklaren. Het is echter moeilijk met een enkele uitbarsting
meerr dan een gladde Hchtkromme te produceren Sari Sz Piran (1997b). Dit blijft een
nogg niet geheel opgelost aspect.
Eenn voor de hand liggend alternatief voor het energietransport is elektromagnetischee velden in plaats van kinetische energie. Een Poynting flux 'beladen' met een
kleinee hoeveelheid plasma kan de uitstroming versnellen, en tegelijk energie naar het
optischh dunne gebied transporteren. Aldaar kan deze energie dan efficiënt in stralingg omgezet worden door magnetische dissipatieprocessen. Het grootste deel van dit
proefschriftt houdt zich bezig met verschillende aspecten van dit scenario.
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7.33 Energieproduktie in de centrale machine
Dee voorgestelde, algemeen geaccepteerde oplossing van het compactheidsprobleem
voorspeltt dat de centrale machine een ultra-relativistische uitstroming produceert.
Dee directe straling moet uit een optisch dun gebied op een flinke afstand ontstaan.
Dee benodigde hoge Lorentzfactor houdt in dat de totale energie veel groter is dan de
rustmassa-energiee van de uitstromende materie. Het centrale probleem is dus: welk
mechanismee produceert zo'n baryon-arme uitstroming? Hoe ziet de centrale machine
err uit? Deze vragen zijn moeilijk te beantwoorden aangezien de waargenomen stralingg zoals gezegd niet direct uit de machine zelf komt. In plaats daarvan moeten de
antwoordenn uit wel waarneembare eigenschappen van uitstroming afgeleid worden.
Dee versmelting van twee neutronensterren maakt een energie van « 5 • 10 53 erg in
gravitationelee energie vrij (Clark & Eardley 1977), voldoende voor een 7-flits. De mogelijkheidd van zulke versmelting werd bewezen door de ontdekking van de beroemde
binairee pulsar PSR1913+16 (Hulse & Taylor 1975; Taylor & Weisberg 1982). Dit
dubbelster-systeemm verliest impulsmoment en baanenergie door gravitatiestraling,
zodatt de twee neutronensterren uiteindelijk moeten versmelten. Het geschatte aantall van zulke versmeltingen per melkwegstelsel is vergelijkbaar met wat nodig is voor
hett aantal waargenomen 7-flitsen (Piran 1992; Cohen & Piran 1995; van den Heuvel
&& Lorimer 1996). Dit maakt het versmeltingsscenario tot een geliefd model voor
dee centrale machine van 7-flitsen (Eichler et al. 1989; Paczynski 1990; Mészaros &
Reess 1992a,b; Narayan et al. 1992). Maar dit scenario heeft een aantal problemen.
Verrewegg het grootste deel van de bindingsenergie ontsnapt in de vorm van neutrinoss (Clark & Eardley 1977) en slechts een klein deel (Eichler et al. 1989) kan door
omzettingg in paren ( vv —* e+e~ een vuurbal produceren. Numerieke berekeningen
bevestigenn dit, en voorspellen tevens een veel te hoge hoge 'baryon-verontreiniging'
(Ruffertt & Janka 1999, 2001). Teveel baryonen verhinderen de uitstroming om de
vereistee hoge Lorentzfactoren te bereiken. Bovendien levert het proces een enkele
pulss van 0.1-1 s, en is niet in staat een hoge mate van variabiliteit te verklaren.
Err zijn nog enkele andere modellen die van gravitationele energie gebruik maken.
Inn defailed supernova (Woosley 1993) en hypernova (Paczynski 1998) scenarios stort
dee kern van een zware en snel roterende ster ineen tot een zwart gat, waarbij zich rond
hett gat een torus van accreterende materie vormt. De term supranova werd ingevoerd
Vietrii & Stella (1998) om de hypothetische implosie van een zware neutronenster
tee beschrijven die geleidelijk zijn centrifugale ondersteuning verliest, en daardoor
'verlaat'' tot een zwart gat met een torus instort. Al deze modellen nemen een zware
accretietoruss rond een zwart gat aan. De energie van de 7-flits in deze modellen is
dee gravitatie- en rotatie-energie van de torus. Er kan evtl. ook nog rotatie-energie
vann het gat een rol spelen door het Blandford & Znajek (1977) mechanisme.
Eenn gravitationele collaps leidt in eerste instantie tot de omzetting van gravitationelee energie in thermische energie. Als de rotatie-energie van een object in de
buurtt van de maximale waarde ligt, zoals het geval is bij de hierboven genoemde
gat+toruss modellen, is de rotatie-energie van de zelfde orde als de gravitationele
bindingsenergie.. De rotatie-energie neemt toe als het object contraheert. Deze
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rotatie-energiee kan omgezet worden als het object een magnetisch veld heeft. Een
magnetischh veld aan het oppervlak zet rotatie-energie om in een uitwaartse elektromagnetischee (Poynting) flux. De fysica van dit proces neemt een groot deel van
ditt proefschrift in beslag, en komt hieronder nog aan de orde. Sterke magnetischee velden van 10 15 -10 16 G ontstaan in de torus door differentiële rotatie. Het veld
wordtt opgewikkeld tot het sterk genoeg wordt om door het oppervlak van de torus te
breken.. Het roterende magnetische veld van de torus drijft dan een krachtige Poyntingg flux aan, die gravitationele bindingsenergie aan de torus onttrekt (Narayan et al.
1992;; Thompson 1994; Mészaros fc Rees 1997b; Katz 1997; Wheeler et al. 2000).
Omdatt de omweg via neutrinos wegvalt is dit proces potentieel veel efficiënter.
Dee Poynting flux is evenredig met het kwadraat van de magnetische veldsterkte
aann het roterende oppervlak, en met de derde macht van de rotatiesnelheid. Om
alss centrale machine voor een 7-flits in aanmerking te komen moet een model ook
eenn voldoende totale hoeveelheid energie kunnen leveren. Naast de gat+torus configuratiefiguratie zijn er nog andere mogelijkheden waarop een object kan evolueren tot het
aann de drie genoemde voorwaarden voldoet. Een ineenstortende witte dwerg kan in
principee voldoende rotatie-energie bevatten voor een 7-flits. Een witte dwerg in een
dubbelstelsell die materie accreteert tot aan de kritische (Chandrasekhar) massa kan
misschienn tot een neutronenster instorten, waarbij zowel zijn magnetische veldsterkte
alss zijn rotatiesnelheid sterk toenemen (Usov 1992,1994; Ruderman et al. 2000). Dit
zouu een zeer sterke Poynting flux kunnen veroorzaken. Een ander voorgesteld scenarioo is een snel roterende neutronenster in een Röntgendubbelster (Spruit 1999).
Inn dit scenario wikkelt differentiële rotatie, ontstaan door impusmomentverlies door
gravitatie-instabiliteit,, het magnetische veld op tot een sterkte van 10 17 G waarna
hett abrupt door het oppervlak opstijgt en de rotatie-energie van de ster in enkele
secondenn in de vorm van een Poynting flux afgeeft.

7.44 De rol van magnetische velden
Eenn roterend niet-axiaalsymmetrisch magnetisch veld zendt energie en impulsmomentt uit in de vorm van een Poynting flux. In stellaire objecten is er plasma gebondenn aan de veldlijnen, en door MHD-effecten is daardoor ook een axiaalsymmetrisch
veldd in staat een koppel op de ster uit te oefenen, via een centrifugale MHD-wind.
Hett impulsmomentverlies is vergelijkbaar in beide gevallen. Het magnetische veld
wordtt gewoonlijk voorgesteld als verdeeld in open en gesloten lijnen, waarbij de open
veldlijnenn van het oppervlak naar het oneindige lopen en materie naar buiten slingeren.. Het plasma moet eerst iets boven het oppervlak getild worden door thermische
gasdrukk of centrifugale krachten, maar wordt daarna door het veld meegesleept in
dee richting van de rotatie. Het wordt dus in azimuthale richting versneld, wint
energiee en impulsmoment tot de magnetische krachten met toenemende afstand onvoldoendee worden. Het impulsmoment wordt aan het roterende object onttrokken
doorr de Maxwell-spanningen in het magnetische veld.
Ditt model voor een centrifugaal gedreven stellaire wind is al heel oud. Het werd
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voorr het eerst toegepast op de zonnewind door Weber & Davis (1967) en Mestel
(1968).. De zon is een langzaam draaiende ster met een tamelijk zwak magnetisch
veldd aan zijn oppervlak, zodat de wind voornamelijk door thermische energie (gasdruk)) aangedreven wordt. Dit is dus niet het beste voorbeeld van een magnetisch
aangedrevenn sterwind. In snel roterende sterren met een sterker magnetisch veld
verandertt dit (Belcher & MacGregor 1976). In dit geval levert het centrifugale effect
hett grootste deel van de energie aan de uitstroming. In de buurt van het oppervlak,, waar de snelheden klein zijn omvat de Poynting flux het grootste deel van
dee energieflux en is de kinetische energieflux slechts gering. In dit geval wordt de
windd Poynting flux-gedomineerd genoemd. Pulsars zijn de beste voorbeelden van
dezee elektromagnetische extractie van rotatie-energie. Met nauwkeurige telling van
dee rotatieperiodes kan men de verlangzaming van de rotatie meten en daarmee de
onttrokkenn rotatie-energie vast stellen.
Dee totale energie die uit het draaiende object onttrokken wordt wordt bepaald door
dee rotatiesnelheid en de magnetische veldsterkte aan het oppervlak. Voor toepassing
opp 7-flitsen is het essentieel dat niet alleen de sterke versnelling tot Lorentzfactoren
TT £ 100 verklaard wordt, maar ook de efficiënte productie van straling. Een hoge
efficiëntiee is nodig omdat de totaal beschikbare energie in alle standaardmodellen
beperktt is.
Synchrotronstralingg wordt gewoonlijk als belangrijkste bron van niet-thermische
stralingg gezien. In verband met het interne schokmodel wordt meestal aangenomen
datt het voor synchrotronstraling nodige magnetische veld lokaal door microscopische
processenn in de schok ontstaat (Mészaros & Rees 1993; Wijers et al. 1997; Thompsonn &; Madau 2000). De energiedichtheid van het magnetische veld moet van de
zelfdee orde zijn als de thermische energie in het plasma om de straling voldoende
efficiëntt op te wekken. Deze aannamen zijn niet bijzonder degelijk onderbouwd, in
hett bijzonder is de fysica van magnetische veldopwekking in schokken niet duidelijk.
Sommigee studies komen tot de conclusie dat een aldus opgewekt veld zwak is en
beperktt tot een nauwe zone achter de schok (Gruzinov 2001). Een grootschalig magnetischh veld, meegedragen in de uitstroming, lost deze problemen op en garandeert
kortee synchrotron koelingstijden (Rees & Mészaros 1994). Alle modellen die op een
Poyntingg flux baseren, zoals de modellen in dit proefschrift, leveren het voor het
synchrotronprocess nodige magnetische veld op een natuurlijke manier.

7.4.11 Magnetische versnelling
Eenn van de dingen die een magnetisch veld tot stand moet brengen in een succesvol
7-flitsmodell is versnelling tot een hoge Lorentzfactor. Er blijken twee magnetische
processenn te zijn die helpen de stroming te versnellen. Het eerste is centrifugale
versnellingg door het roterende veld zoals hierboven beschreven. Dit proces wordt
mett veel succes toegepast bij de verklaring van protostellaire jets en jets van actieve
galactischee kernen. Het tweede proces is versnelling door een uitwaartse magnetische
drukgradient.. Dit gebeurt vooral door interne dissipatie van magnetische energie in
dee stroming. Het blijkt dat in de praktijk dit tweede proces veel belangrijker is dan
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hett eerste, in de GRB-context. Dit is tegelijk een van de belangrijkste resultaten
vann dit proefschrift. Om historische redenen begin ik de discussie echter met het
centrifugalee proces, toegepast op de de omstandigheden in een 7-flits.
Beschouww eerst de mogelijkheden van het centrifugale proces in strikt ideale magnetohydrodynamicaa (dwz. geen reconnectie). In het algemeen hebben we te maken
mett een zeer gecompliceerde 3-dimensionale tijdsafhankelijke interactie tussen magnetischh veld en materie. In eenvoudige modellen wordt een configuratie met hoge
symmetriee gebruikt. Een daarvan is een stationaire, axiaalsymmetrische configuratiee met parallelle magnetische en rotatieassen, een zogenaamde parallelle rotator
('alignedd rotator'). De veldlijnen zijn verankerd in het steroppervlak en strekken
zichh tot het oneindige uit. In een verdere vereenvoudiging wordt de projectie van
dee veldlijnen op een meridionaal vlak zuiver radieel aangenomen. De stroming in de
buurtt van het equatorvlak is dan een eendimensionaal MHD-probleem. Dit is het
meestt gebruikte model voor magnetische sterwinden. Voor een niet-relativistische
stromingg vindt men een tamelijk eenvoudig asymptotisch gedrag. Als de stroming
dichtt bij het object gedomineerd wordt door de Poynting-flux, wordt 1/3 van de
fluxx in kinetische energie omgezet (Belcher & MacGregor 1976). Dit kan men als
'efficiënt'' beschouwen, aangezien de kinetische energie flux daardoor van de zelfde
ordee is als de resterende Poynting flux.
Helaass geldt dit veelbelovende resultaat niet meer wanneer de stroming van het
beginn af (sub)relativistisch is. In dit geval wordt de Lorentzfactor van de stroming
maarr weinig hoger dan 1, en een hoge verhouding van Poynting flux tot kinetische
energiefluxx blijft behouden. De energieflux behoudt gewoon vrijwel de vorm van een
elektromagnetischee golf.
Hierbijj moet men bedenken dat de aangenomen radiele stromingsgeometrie in
hett equatorvlak een zeer speciaal geval is. In minder geïdealiseerde omstandighedenn wordt de vorm van de stroomlijnen bepaald door het zijdelingse drukevenwicht,
loodrechtt op de stromingsrichting. Een betere behandeling is dus tweedimensionaal,
maarr dit is numeriek een veel grotere klus. Men kan echter als eerste stap het effect
vann voorgeschreven, maar anders dan zuiver radiele geometrieën bekijken.
Begelmann & Li (1994) vonden dat de poloidale stromingsgeometrie, dat wil zeggen
dee vorm van de stroomlijnen in een meridionaal vlak, bepaalt hoe goed de Poynting
fluxflux in kinetische energie omgezet kan worden. Deze vorm is niet overal even kritisch,, maar belangrijk op afstanden waar de stroomsnelheid groter is dan de snelle
magnetosonischee golf. De afstand waar de stroming voor het eerst groter is dan de
snellee magnetosonische golf heet óesnelle puntsradius (fast point radius) rfp. Vanaf
dezee afstand wordt Poynting flux in kinetische energie omgezet, mits de stroomlijnenn sneller divergeren dan in het radiele geval. Nauwkeuriger: als een doorsnee van
magnetischee fluxbuis op een bol op afstand r > rfp een oppervlak A beslaat, schaalt
dee Poynting flux als r2/A. Efficiënte conversie vindt plaats als de stroming door een
soortt 'nozzle' in de buurt van het snelle punt loopt, en daarna snel expandeert. In
hett relativistische geval levert alleen deze tamelijk bijzondere geometrie een goede
omzettingg van Poynting flux.
Hett magnetische veld in de stroming heeft de vorm van een spiraal. Terwijl de
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radielee component van het veld op korte afstand van de bron nog van belang is, domineertt de azimuthale component op grote afstanden. Dit ligt eraan dat de veldcomponentenn het asymptotische gedrag Br oc r~ 2 , B<f, oc r - 1 hebben. Om te begrijpen
waaromm de geometrie zo'n sterke invloed heeft op de versnelling van de stroming, kan
menn de radiele component Br van het veld, de zwaartekracht en de gasdruk verwaarlozen.. De enige krachten in radiele richting op de stroming zijn dan de magnetische
drukgradientt en de krommingskracht. In het equatorvlak werkt de magnetische drukgradientt —gradB 2 /(87r) = e r £ 2 /(47rr) radieel naar buiten, en de krommingskracht
( BB • V)B/(47r) = -e r i? 2 /(47ir) in de omgekeerde richting. Deze krachten heffen
elkaarr exact op als B oc r _ 1 . Dit is ook het geval op andere breedten dan de equator.. Dichter bij de pool is de krommingskracht groter vanwege de sterkere kromming,
maarr de projectie op de stromingsrichting (de radius vector) compenseert dit. Alleen
eenn afhankelijkheid anders dan B <xr~l kan een netto versnelling leveren.
Aangezienn de geometrie het kritische element in magnetocentrifugale versnelling
is,, is het van belang ook de effecten van algemene relativiteit te onderzoeken. De
centralee machines van 7-flitsen zijn vrijwel zeker compacte objecten; het sterke
zwaartekrachtsveldd rond de bron zou de geometrie van de stroming, en daardoor
ookk de conversie van Poynting flux, kunnen beïnvloeden. Frederic Daigne en ik
hebbenn deze effecten onderzocht door Sakurai's (1985) elegante behandeling van
sterrewindenn tot het algemeen-relativistische geval te generaliseren. In hoofdstuk 3
latenn we zien dat de veranderingen in de geometrie van de ruimte-tijd door het sterke
zwaartekrachtsveldd niet van belang is voor de conversie van Poynting flux in kinetischee energieflux. De geometrie van de stroming op grotere afstand bepaalt de Poynting
fluxflux conversie nog steeds volledig. We laten zien dat de resultaten van Begelman &;
Lii (1994) ook nog van toepassing zijn wanneer de effecten van de gasdruk en het
zwaartekrachtsveldd in rekening gebracht worden.
Hoofdstukk 4 ontstond als een poging een equatoriale uitstroming iets realistischer
tee berekenen dan met het algemeen gebruikte Weber-Davis model. De onderzoek
daarr hoe de stromingsgeometrie, en dus ook de omzetting van Poynting flux, in nietrelativistischee sterwinden beïnvloed wordt als de wind zijdelings begrensd wordt
doorr een statische magnetosfeer. Deze aanpak legt de stromingsgeometrie niet a
priorii vast, maar berekent haar uit het drukevenwicht met de magnetosfeer.

7.4.22 Dissipatie van magnetische velden: uitstroming en straling
vann 7-flitsen
Inn de voorgaande discussie hebben we aangenomen dat ideale MHD van toepassing
is.. Deze aanname is heel redelijk als er voldoende vrije ladingsdragers in het plasma
zijnn om de met het magnetische veld verbonden elektrische stromen te dragen. Resistiviteitt en diffusie van het magnetische veld kunnen dan verwaarloosd worden.
Omgekeerd,, als de dichtheid van ladingsdragers niet voldoende is, is er een elektrisch
veldd in het meebewegende systeem en het magnetische veld diffundeert door plasmafysischee processen, bijvoorbeeld in de vorm van hoge-amplitude-golven (LAEMW).
Inn de context van 7-flitsen is dit relevant voor een zuivere e -vuurbal, aangezien
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bijnaa alle paren annihileren (Usov 1994; Blackman & Yi 1998; Lyutikov 2001). Voor
realistischee 7-flitsparameters blijkt echter dat reeds een zeer minimale baryonenbelastingg zoveel ladingsdragers in de uitstroming levert dat de MHD-benadering in
allee relevante delen van de stroming ruimschoots gerechtvaardigd is. Dit wordt in de
hoofdstukkenn 2 en 5 aangetoond.
Zelfss als er genoeg ladingen zijn voor de MHD-benadering, kunnen magnetische
veldenn toch dissiperen, en wel door rapid reconnection (Petschek 1964; Parker 1979;
Biskampp 2000; Priest & Forbes 2000). Dit gebeurt als de stroming tegengesteld
gerichtee magnetische veldlijnen bij elkaar in de buurt brengt. Ook 'onschuldig'
lijkendee stromingen (glad en vrij grootschalig) kunnen op deze manier zo sterke
gradiëntenn in het magnetische veld veroorzaken dat dissipatie belangrijk wordt. Dit
iss in het bijzonder het geval in de hier optredende botsingsloze plasmas, waar zgn
'anomalouss resistivity' snel van belang is. In het fractale reconnectievolume waar dit
gebeurtt wordt magnetische energie in thermische energie omgezet. De topologische
veranderingenn in het veld zien eruit alsof veldlijnen doorgeknipt worden en anders
mett elkaar verbonden. Voor dit proces is het nodig dat veldlijnen van verschillende
richtingenn niet te ver van elkaar liggen. Zulke kleinschalige variaties van veldrichting
ontstaann vanzelf door de rotatie van een niet-axiaalsymmetrisch veld. Dissipatie van
magnetischee energie door reconnectie is dus een natuurlijk element in magnetische
rotator-modellenn voor 7-flitsen.
Inn hoofdstuk 2 wordt de mogelijke structuur van magnetische velden in een relativistischee uitstroming onderzocht. Tijdschalen en lengteschalen voor de fysische
processenn in de stroming worden daar geschat. Hoofdstuk 5 bestaat uit een dynamischh model voor een stroming die aangedreven wordt door dissipatie van magnetischee energie. De beschrijving van het magnetische dissipatieproces maakt gebruikk van het feit dat de reconnectiesnelheid in de bekende gevallen evenredig met
dee Alfvénsnelheid in het meebewegende systeem is. Aangezien de lengteschaal van de
richtingveranderingenn van het veld bekend is (vastgelegd door de rotatiesnelheid van
hett centrale object), kan de karakteristieke tijdschaal voor de dissipatie geschat worden.. Hiermee kan dan een evolutievergelijking voor het magnetische veld afgeleid
worden.. Samen met de vergelijkingen voor behoud van massa, energie en impuls
inn een stationaire relativistische MHD-stroming kan deze vergelijking opgelost worden.. In hoofdstuk 2 worden analytische benaderingen voor deze oplossingen afgeleid.
Dezee resultaten tonen reeds in grote trekken het gedrag van de fysische grootheden
terr plaatse van de fotosfeer en asymptotisch op grote afstand, en identificeren de
fotosfeerr als een potentieel interessante bron van thermische straling.
Tenslottee worden in hoofdstuk 6 de oplossingen numeriek bepaald. De vergelijkingenn voor massa, energie en impuls en de evolutievergelijking voor het magnetischee veld worden als systeem van gekoppelde gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen
geschreven.. Deze worden uitwaarts geïntegreerd, beginnend op een kleine afstand
vann de bron. De oplossingen laten twee sterk verschillende gebieden zien. In het
optischh dikke gebied domineert straling, maar is al snel zo koel (door de adiabatische
expansie,, ondanks de reeds beginnende magnetische dissipatie) dat e paren geen
roll spelen. Bij de fotosfeer wordt de stroming transparant, en de thermische straling
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ontsnapt.. De koeling door straling is nu snel, zodat het plasma koel blijft, terwijl
dee dissiperende magnetische energie snel in niet-thermische straling omgezet wordt.
Dee magnetische drukgradient versnelt het plasma geleidelijk totdat de magnetische
dissipatiee ophoudt, dit gebeurt op het moment dat de reconnectiesnelheid langer
wordtt dan de expansietijdschaal.
Ditt model voorspelt kwantitatief een thermische component in het spectrum van
eenn 7-flits. Daarnaast worden X-ray flashes (Heise et al. 2001; Heise & in 't Zand
2002),, de waarschijnlijke zachte tegenhangers van 7-flitsen in het model verklaard:
hett zijn dezelfde soort objecten, maar met een grotere baryonenlast.
Dee in het optisch dunne gebied gedissipeerde magnetische energie levert de nietthermischee straling. Deze straling wordt efficiënt geproduceerd: asymptotisch (voor
lagee baryonenlast) gaat de helft van de totale energie in niet-thermische straling (der
restt wordt kinetische energie). Het dissipatieproces produceert dus tegelijkertijd
eenn zeer effectieve versnelling en efficiënte niet-thermische straling. Twee hoofdproblemenn van het 7-flitsmysterie worden op deze manier door het model tegelijk
beantwoord. .

7.55 Samenvatting van de resultaten
Dee belangrijkste resultaten van dit proefschrift zijn:
•• Een elegante formulering van het centrifugale versnellingsproces in het algemeen-relativistischee geval (in samenwerking met Frederic Daigne. Dit onderzoekk liet zien dat noch de ruimte-tijdkromming in de buurt van het centrale
object,, noch de thermische energie van het plasma van veel belang zijn voor
dee omzetting van Poynting flux in kinetische energie. Als de stroming van
hett begin al (sub)-relativistisch is, is alleen de vorm van de stroomlijnen op
groteree afstand van belang. Dit verifieert en generaliseert de resultaten van
Begelmann k Li (1992), die waren afgeleid voor het geval van koude stroming
zonderr zwaartekracht.
•• Niet-axiaalsymmetrische rotererende magnetische velden produceren MHD
stromingenn met een golf-achtige ruimtelijke structuur, waarin een grote hoeveelheidd vrije magnetische energie is opgeslagen. Deze energie kan lokaal
vrijgemaaktt worden door reconnectieprocessen in de uitstroming. Het magnetischee veld dat met de materie meebeweegt maakt het synchrotron proces
effectieff terwijl de dissipatie ervan de stralende snelle deeltjes levert. Dit scenarioo vermijdt het probleem van de lokale opwekking van magnetische velden
diee nodig is in de standaard interne schokmodellen.
•• De dissipatie van het magnetische veld schrijdt geleidelijk voort terwijl de stromingg naar buiten beweegt. De radiele gradiënt in de magnetische druk die
daardoorr ontstaat versnelt de stroming. Deze versnelling is veel effectiever dan
magnetocentrifugalee versnelling.
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Dissipatie in het optisch dunne gebied van de stroming zet de helft van de
Poyntingg flux om in niet-thermische straling. De andere helft versnelt de stroming.. Voor lage baryonlasten vindt de dissipatie plaats in het optisch dunne
gebiedd van de stroming. Een Poynting flux-gedomineerde stroming veroorzaaktt door een niet-axiaalsymmetrische rotator is dus tegelijk een effectieve stromingsversnellerr en een effectieve 7-straler.

•• Het model levert robuuste schattingen voor de totale niet-thermische en thermischee stralingskomponenten, en de temperatuur van de thermische component.. Deze grootheden zijn in principe waarneembaar door analyse van 7flitsspektra.flitsspektra. Het model levert daarmee een diagnostisch instrument voor d
fysischefysische eigenschappen in de uitstroming.
•• De hoeveelheid baryonen is de centrale parameter die de aard van de uitstromingg bepaalt. Bij een hoge baryonlast vindt alle dissipatie plaats in het
optischee dikke gebied, en leidt tot kinetische energie en weinig straling. Bij
matigee baryonlast wordt de thermische straling belangrijk (tot 10% van het
totalee energiebudget); de meeste straling ligt dan het Röntgengebied waarin de
X-rayy flashes worden waargenomen. Het model laat zien dat een en dezelfde
soortt uitstroming maar met verschillende baryonlast zowel X-ray flashes als
X-ray-rijkee 7-flitsen en normale 7-flitsen kan produceren.
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